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ABSTRACT 

The main focus of this research was to investigate force/displacement response 

and energy absorption performances of axially loaded AA6061-T4 and -T6 circular 

aluminum alloy extrusions under cutting deformation mode. 

Quasi-static experimental investigation on load/displacement and energy 

absorption characteristics under cutting deformation mode was completed utilizing 

specially designed heat-treated 4140 steel alloy cutters and two different geometries of 

the cone-shaped deflectors, namely, straight and curved. An almost constant force during 

cutting was observed, which eliminated high peak crush force associated with progressive 

folding or global bending deformation modes. The average mean cutting force, as a result 

of the cutting deformation, was observed to be 29.8 kN and 43.2 kN for the AA6061-T4 

and -T6 extrusions with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm respectively. For the extrusions 

with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm, the average mean cutting force was observed to be 

14.9 kN for T4 temper and 19.6 kN for T6 temper tubes under the cutting deformation. 

Additionally a dual stage cutting process was initiated using two cutters in series 

in this research. In addition to cutters and deflectors, spacers of different geometries 

between the cutters were also incorporated in this study. The force/displacement 

responses illustrated that the dual stage cutting was the superposition of two single-stage 

cutting processes. As spacing between the cutters increased the stability of the cutting 

progress degraded. 

Additionally, controlling the load/displacement response through varying 

extrusions wall thickness along the length of the specimens was investigated. Results 

from the experimental testing illustrated that the force/displacement response was 

dependent upon the extrusion thickness and an almost linear relationship was observed to 

exist between wall thickness and the steady state cutting force. 

Finally to this research, a numerical study of the axial cutting deformation process 

was simulated employing an Eulerian and Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) 

methods. Good predictive capabilities of the numerical model employing the Eulerian 

element formulation were observed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicle occupant safety and addressing strict environmental regulations are 

significant challenges for automotive manufacturers. Over the years, safety, styling, 

comfort and handling were the primary concerns for consumers. However, 

environmental consciousness and dramatic increase of fuel prices in recent years shifted 

consumer choice towards more environment friendly fuel efficient vehicles. 

Globalization of auto industry, new government regulations and consumer demand has 

led to a greater emphasis towards more research on vehicle crashworthiness as well as 

incorporation of light weight materials in vehicle structures. 

Government agencies, insurance underwriters, automotive manufacturers and the 

media provide consumers with significant amounts of safety information regarding 

vehicles. Most vehicles manufactured in recent years have incorporated safety features 

such as energy absorbing front and side structures, air bags, seats with integrated seat 

belts and various crash avoidance devices, such as anti-lock braking system, traction 

control devices, daytime running lamps, engine immobilizer, fog lamps, onboard 

monitoring system of tire pressures and rear view cameras to satisfy regulatory 

requirements. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the 

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) provide crashworthiness ratings of new 

vehicles and has ranked all tested vehicles in different categories according to crash test 

results. The IIHS conducts fully instrumented crash tests using the 50th percentile male 

Hybrid III dummy on a variety of new vehicle models each year. Frontal offset crash 

tests are a good assessment of a vehicle's structural design. Side impact crash tests are 

good assessments of occupant protection when vehicles are struck in the side by SUVs or 

pickups. Rear crash protection ratings focus on how well seat/head restraint 

combinations protect against whiplash injury. Photographs in Figure 1.1 illustrate the 

effectiveness of crashworthiness engineering during frontal offset crash and side impact 

crash tests conducted by the IIHS [1]. 

Depending upon the crash situation, different degrees of energy dissipation must 

occur in a controllable fashion to minimize the potential for injury to the occupants. In 

other words, energy dissipative structures are designed to absorb kinetic energy while 
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other structures are expected to maintain a safe survival region for the occupants. One 

way of achieving this objective is through use of structural members that absorb energy 

through plastic deformation. The frontal rails of the vehicle frame act as the main energy 

absorber during frontal impact and side A, B pillars and energy absorbing side door 

panels absorb a major portion of the kinetic energy during side impact. Efforts from 

industry and academic areas are trying to control the deformation mode of structural 

members and dissipation of energy in a controlled fashion during impact. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 1.1. Structural damage after frontal offset and side crush tests of Audi A6 2008 
model, (a) view after frontal impact, (b) driver's survival space maintained well, (c) view 

of side impact and (d) driver dummy's head was protected from being hit by hard 
structures by the side curtain airbag [1]. 
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The other major challenge for the auto industry is to introduce more fuel efficient 

vehicles to address environmental concerns of their products through use of lightweight 

materials without compromising occupant safety. Material selection is critical to achieve 

the goals of weight versus strength. The basic requirements for automotive structural 

materials include good formability, lightweight, corrosion resistance and recyclability. 

Traditionally steels account for the majority of parts in a vehicle structure. Conventional 

high strength steel (HSS) (carbon-manganese, bake hardenable, high-strength 

interstitial-free, and high-strength, low-alloy steels) are replaced with the newer types of 

advanced high strength steel (AHSS) (dual phase, transformation-induced plasticity, 

complex phase, and martensitic steels) to achieve goals of mass reduction and improved 

material properties [2]. The strength to weight ratio and material properties of aluminum 

made it even more attractive in the design of vehicle structures. According to a study 

conducted by FKA [2], aluminum designs provide 5% to 20% mass savings compared to 

an advanced steel design as shown in Figure 1.2. Aluminum alloys have been widely 

used in vehicular structures as a result of the material's favourable strength to weight 

ratio, material and mechanical properties, recyclability, and relative low cost. In 2006, 

aluminum overtook iron to become the second most used material in new cars and trucks 

[3]. 
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Figure 1.2. Potential mass savings using advanced steel and aluminum compared to 
conventional steel in vehicle design [2]. 
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The research presented in this thesis involves the study of energy absorbing 

structural components made of extruded aluminum. The objective of this research is to 

examine the influence of geometrical parameters and temper conditions on the 

crashworthiness characteristics of axially loaded extruded AA6061 tubes. Experimental 

quasi-static crush tests have been used to determine the collapse mode, load/displacement 

characteristics, and energy absorption ability of round aluminum specimens. Specially 

designed cutters and deflectors have been utilized to achieve higher crush force efficiency 

and steady state load/displacement response under cutting deformation. Furthermore, 

investigations considering the use of cutters in series, as a potential adaptive energy 

absorber, and variations in the extrusion wall thickness (in the axial direction) have been 

considered in this research. The experimental results have been compared with the 

results of non-linear finite element (FE) simulations employing an Eulerian element 

formulation. A comparison between experimental results and analytical models 

developed by other researchers has been completed and will be presented for quasi-static 

axial cutting tests of round aluminum extrusions. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The ability to dissipate kinetic energy in the form of plastic deformation in a 

controlled manner by structural members of a vehicle is critical for occupant safety 

during an accident. A significant amount of theoretical, experimental and numerical 

research work has been performed on structural crashworthiness of thin-walled structures. 

The literature, related to the present study, dealing with energy absorption characteristics 

and crashworthiness of tubular structures are presented in this chapter. Section 2.1 

discusses the collapse modes of axially loaded tubular structures under different loading 

conditions. Section 2.2 details the factors such as geometric variations, material 

properties and cross-sectional shape which influence the collapse mode of axially loaded 

tubes. Section 2.3 illustrates the influence of crush initiators in the form of geometric 

discontinuities and material imperfections on energy absorption characteristics. Section 

2.4 discusses some of the analytical models developed by various researchers to predict 

peak buckling load and mean crush load for square tubes. Section 2.5 details the work 

performed by researchers using finite element analysis. 
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2.1 Modes of deformation for axially loaded tubes 

The main physical mechanisms associated with energy absorption of metal 

structures are plastic deformation and fracture. The effectiveness of an energy absorbing 

device largely depends on its plastic deformation mode. A wide range of these modes 

exist, including, global bending, progressive folding, external inversion and axial 

splitting/cutting for thin-walled structures. Figure 2.1 illustrates the pattern of different 

deformation modes during axial crushing of circular tubes. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.1: Deformation modes during axial crushing of circular tubes, (a) progressive 
folding, (b) global bending and (c) mixed mode. 

2.1.1 Axial plastic collapse 

There are a few possible patterns of collapse modes available during axial plastic 

collapse depending on geometrical parameters and material characteristics of the 

structure. The geometric parameters which govern the deformation mode are the ratios of 

L/D (length/diameter) and D/t (diameter/thickness) for circular tubes and L/C 

(length/width of side) and C/t (width of side/thickness of wall) for square tubes. The 

possible deformation modes within axial plastic collapse include progressive folding and 

global bending. 

Abramowicz and Jones [4] characterized in detail the progressive collapse modes 

of axially loaded square tubes and divided the progressive collapse mode into three 

distinct crushing modes: symmetric, asymmetric, and transition. Possible symmetric 
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modes of deformation for square extrusions include (1) four individual lobes deforming 

inwards, (2) three lobes inwards and one outwards or (3) two opposite lobes deforming 

inwards with the other two opposite lobes deforming outwards. In contrast with 

symmetric mode, the asymmetric mode of deformation has the following deformation 

characteristics: (1) a layer of three individual lobes deforming outwards and one inwards 

or (2) two adjacent lobes deforming outwards with the other two adjacent lobes 

deforming inwards. The transition mode from progressive axial crushing to overall 

bending occurred when the asymmetry of the deformation gives rise to an inclination of 

the undeformed part of the column relative to the vertical axis. 

Guillow et al. [5] experimentally investigated axial compression of thin-walled 

circular 6060 aluminum tubes with T5 tempered conditions and with different geometry 

variations. The range of D/t considered in these investigations was between 10 and 450 

and L/D was selected < 10. The observed different modes of collapse corresponding to 

D/t and L/D ratios are presented in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Classification chart for different deformation modes associated with circular 
6060-T5 aluminum tubes [5]. 

They observed the ratio of maximum to average crush force increased 

substantially with an increase in the D/t ratio. They also found reasonable agreement 

between experimental findings and theory developed by Abramowicz and Jones [6] for 

axi-symmetric and non-symmetric modes. 
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Langseth and Hopperstad [7] experimentally investigated the crush behaviour of 

axially loaded square thin-walled AA6061 extrusions with T6 and T4 as well as modified 

T4 tempered conditions under static and dynamic loading. The geometry of the 

extrusions considered in this investigation had a length of 310 mm, width of 80 mm and 

wall thicknesses of 1.8 mm, 2.0 and 2.5 mm. All tubes considered in this study collapsed 

in a progressive symmetric deformation mode under static loading conditions regardless 

of wall thickness and tempered conditions. However, the number of lobes formed during 

the deformation process was found to be a function of the hardening properties of the 

material. When the specimens were fully compressed, approximately 6 lobes were 

formed in the tubes with T4 temper, between 6 and 7 lobes were formed in the tubes with 

modified T4 temper and 7 lobes were formed in the tubes with T6 temper. 

The mean crush force and energy absorbed were reported higher for the tubes 

with T6 tempered condition. It was believed this finding was a result of the higher yield 

strength of the T6 temper. However, the ratio of the mean crush forces associated with 

T6 and T4 tempered conditions was observed highest for extrusions with 1.8 mm wall 

thickness and the ratio decreased with an increase of extrusion wall thickness. The 

authors attributed this towards difference hardening properties of two temper conditions. 

With the increase of wall thickness, strains are increased and thus gave a significant 

growth in the flow stress for T4 temper material which does not occur for T6 temper 

material due to low hardening modulus. Figure 2.3 illustrates the ratio between the mean 

loads for T4 and T6 tempered conditions as a function of wall thickness and axial 

displacement. 
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Figure 2.3. Ratio between mean loads for tubes with T4 and T6 tempered conditions [7]. 
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Langseth and Hopperstad [7] also observed mixed mode of deformation during 

dynamic tests on similar extrusions used for static tests. The dynamic mean force was 

significantly higher than the corresponding static force for the same axial displacement. 

As the strain rate effects have minor importance, they indicated the observed difference 

had to be associated with inertia effects set up at the instant of impact due to lateral 

movement of sidewalls in order to initiate the folding process. A representative 

comparison between dynamic and static force versus displacement response for T6 

tempered condition is presented in Figure 2.4. 

m 250 

Figure 2.4. Comparison between dynamic and static force versus displacement response 
for the extrusions with T6 tempered conditions [7]. 

Singace [8] developed an analytical model. The theoretical work was also 

validated with experimental findings to evaluate the crushing load of tubes deformed in 

the multi-lobe mode using an eccentricity factor which is the proportion of the inside and 

the outside length of the fold. Singace reported analytical observations for the mean 

collapse load, value of eccentricity factor and the critical folding angles obtained for 

tubes of different materials and geometric ratios. These were in good agreement with 

those obtained from experimental results. It was discovered that the eccentricity factor 
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was independent of the tube's material and geometric ratio. Figure 2.5 represents the 

load/displacement profile for the axial crushing of HT-30 aluminum alloy tube with 

50 mm outside diameter and 1.6 mm wall thickness crushed up to the fourth inward fold 

in axisymmetric deformation mode. 
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Figure 2.5. Load/displacement profile for the axial crushing of HT-30 aluminum alloy 
tube under axisymmetric deformation mode [8]. 

Hsu and Jones [9] conducted experimental investigations on the circular 

thin-walled 304 stainless steel, 6063 -T6 aluminum alloy and mild steel tubes under 

quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions to identify critical slenderness ratios at the 

transition between progressive folding and global bending deformation modes. They 

reported that the stainless steel tubes absorbed the most energy, but they were the least 

efficient of the three materials for both quasi-static and impact loads according to energy 

absorption effectiveness factor. The effectiveness factor is the ratio of the energy 

absorbed by the extrusion to the product of the volume of the extrusion and the area 

below the o/s curve. The aluminum alloy tubes were the most efficient on the basis of 

energy absorption effectiveness factor. They also concluded that the specimen lengths 

for a transition from an energy efficient progressive folding to a potentially catastrophic 

global bending behaviour for quasi-static load were similar for the three materials. 
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2.1.2 External inversion 

Tube inversion involves the turning inside out or outside in of a thin circular tube 

made of ductile material. There are two interesting stages in the tube inversion process, 

the first stage is the curling phase when the tube end is forced to conform to the shape of 

the curved die and begins to curl up. The second stage involves the formation of a 

second wall after the curling process. Inversion of tubes for energy absorbers was 

pioneered by General Motors as indicated in reference [10]. The main advantage of this 

mode of deformation is the constant load of axial compression and the axial shortening of 

the tube which can be achieved for a uniform tube. However, tube inversion is limited by 

die radius. If the die radius is small, progressive buckling of the tube will result and if the 

radius is larger than some limiting value, tube splitting will occur [11]. 

External inversion of a tube using a die is characterized by the axial compression 

of a tube over a die with appropriate radius as shown in Figure 2.6 [12]. The plastic 

deformation of the tube is the result of three different mechanisms: bending, stretching 

and friction [13]. Bending takes place at the point where the tube contacts the die, 

stretching along the circumferential direction progresses while the tube turns around the 

corner of the die and the interface friction occurs in the contact region between tube and 

die. 

2S£'A inversion 

before forming after forming 

Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of the external inversion of tubes using a die [12]. 
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Miscow and Al-Qureshi [10] performed an experimental and theoretical analysis 

of tube inversion under quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions. The specimens used 

in this investigation were copper and 70:30 brass tubes having an outside diameter of 

50.8 mm, wall thickness of 1.58 mm and length of 88.9 mm. The quasi-static tests were 

carried out using a 200 kN capacity hydraulic testing machine at ram velocity of 

20 mm/min. The die assembly was attached to the lower platen of the hydraulic testing 

machine and the hollow punch was fixed to the movable upper arm. A typical load 

versus displacement profile for copper and 70:30 brass tubes using a die radius of 

4.76 mm is presented in Figure 2.7. From initial flaring of the material covering the die 

radius until the final steady-state inversion the tube passed through many stages. Typical 

samples of the tubes at various stages of external inversion are shown in Figure 2.8 for 

the quasi-static testing of copper tubes. Letters depicted in Figure 2.8 correspond with 

the stages that are shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7. Load/displacement profile of copper and 70:30 brass tubes for quasi-static 
inversion process [10]. 
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Figure 2.8. Various stages of the inversion of a copper tube in quasi-static method [10]. 

The authors concluded that materials in the as received and/or the partially 

work-hardened conditions were more appropriate to this technique than in annealed state, 

which generally demonstrated premature buckling. They also observed a considerable 

increase in the overall hardness along the inverted tube, in addition, an increase in wall 

thickness of approximately 8% throughout the inverted tube. 

Leu [12] analyzed the curling behaviour of quasi-static inside-out inversion of 

tubes using a theoretical energy method technique on the critical condition for more 

precise design. The effects of geometric and material parameters, such as strain 

hardening exponent, friction coefficient and half-apex angle of die were investigated on 

the basis of the work by Kitazawa [14]. It was observed that the strain hardening 

exponent and half-apex angle of the die had a significant influence on critical bending 

radii. However, the friction coefficient dependence was not as great as that of the strain 

hardening exponent. Comparison between theoretical and experimental observations for 

the influence of half-apex angle of die on critical bending radius is presented in 

Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9. Experimental and theoretical results comparison for the critical radius [14]. 

2.1.3 Axial splitting/cutting 

Splitting mode of deformation is a special case of tube inversion where the die 

radius is large enough to cause splitting instead of inversion [15]. The splitting 

deformation mechanism has advantages from the viewpoint of energy absorption 

capabilities. It has a long stroke of over 90 percent of the total length while maintaining a 

steady crush force after an initial transition period. The cutting deformation mode can be 

achieved by axially compressing the tube through specially designed cutters. The 

advantages of cutting deformation mode are the almost constant cutting force and the 

high CFE of over 95 percent that can be achieved. 

Stronge et al. [16] conducted an experimental study on a passive crashworthy 

system that dissipates impact energy by fracture and plastic deformation. They 

considered square HE30 aluminum tubes having length of 50 mm and wall thicknesses of 

1.6 mm as well as 3.2 mm. They reported three primary sources of energy dissipation 
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namely work done in plastic deformation, fracture propagation and curling during 

splitting and curling of tube by pressing the tube against flat plate. 

Reddy and Reid [17] studied the splitting behaviour of circular cold drawn mild 

steel and HE30 aluminum tubes compressed axially between a plate and a die. They 

reported that different load levels can be achieved by varying the die radius and friction 

conditions as well as allowing the strips to curl, or being prevented from doing so. They 

also observed constant load/displacement profiles after an initial transition period and 

stroke efficiency of as high as 95 percent. The load/displacement profiles with or without 

using stopper plates are presented in Figure 2.10. 

Lu et al. [18] conducted experimental studies on splitting square aluminum and 

mild steel tubes of thicknesses ranging from 0.47 mm to 1.67 mm. The experiments were 

carried out by driving four rollers, each attached to the side of the tube, leading to the 

bending of the wall to a constant curvature and, at the same time, tearing the material 

along the four corners. They determined tearing energy by pre-cutting some corners to a 

different length and found that the tearing energy per unit area may be related to the 

ultimate extrusion material stress and fracture strain. Figure 2.11 illustrates the 

experimental set up associated with this study 

Compression, mm 

Figure 2.10. The load-displacement profiles with or without using stopper plate [17]. 
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Figure 2.11. Sketch of the experimental set up. The bottom and top plates were attached 
to the base and crosshead of Instron machine [18]. 

Huang et al. [19] investigated the axial splitting and curling behaviour of mild 

steel and aluminum circular tubes by axially pressing the tubes onto a series of conical 

dies with different semi-angle (a). The specimens selected for this investigation were 

200 mm long and the ratio of the diameter to thickness ranged from 15 to 60. In order to 

establish the split and curl mode while preventing other collapse modes, initial 5 mm 

saw-cuts were made into the specimen which were evenly spaced around the lower 

circumference. A cone-shaped die was fixed to the bottom bed of the testing machine 

and a short cylindrical mandrel was placed inside the tube to prevent the tube from tilting. 

Quasi-static testing conditions existed. Three different semi-angles of 45, 60 and 75 were 

selected for the conical die. The experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12. Sketch of the experimental set-up, with 8 evenly spaced 5 mm initial saw-
cuts around lower circumference [19]. 

Typical force-compression curves for mild-steel tubes (D = 74.0 mm and 

t = 1.8 mm) and aluminum tubes (D = 77.9 mm and t = 1.9 mm) with three different dies 

are presented in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 respectively. 
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Figure 2.13. Load/displacement curves for mild steel tubes with D - 74.0 mm and 
t = 1.8 mm against dies with semi-angle a= 45°, 60° and 75° respectively [19]. 
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Figure 2.14. Load/displacement curves for aluminum tubes with D = 77.9 mm and 
t = 1.9 mm against dies with semi-angle a= 45°, 60° and 75° respectively [19]. 
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The force initially increased with the cross-head movement until it reached the 

first peak, which corresponded to the onset of inversion of strips from the initial cut. A 

second peak force then occurred and this corresponded to the initiation of cracks. After 

approximately another 10 mm of displacement the force reached a steady state and 

remained almost constant. They found similar deformation modes for both mild steel and 

aluminum tubes, except that the average force was at the same level before and after the 

front edges of the curls touched the tube wall. The decrease in the applied force due to 

the increasing radius of the next roll was offset by an increase in friction between the tube 

and the inside mandrel. 

Hung et al. [20] further investigated the energy absorbing behaviour of axially 

splitting square mild steel and aluminum tubes. Square tubes with a nominal side width 

of 50 mm, wall thicknesses ranging from 1.6 mm to 3.2 mm and length of 200 mm were 

selected for this study. The tubes were pushed slowly against rigid pyramid shaped dies, 

which had three different semi-angles of 45°, 60° and 75°. By pre-cutting 5 mm long slits 

at the four corners, the tube split along the corners and curled outward with a certain 

radius at a constant force. Typical force-displacement profiles for three different semi-

angles of die are shown in Figure 2.15 and the corresponding specimens after testing are 

presented in Figure 2.16. The force initially increased with the cross-head movement 

until it reached a peak, which corresponded to the initiation of the four cracks at the 

corners. After that, the load decreased rapidly as the cracks propagated along the tube by 

ductile tearing. The four free sides then began to roll into curls. With increasing plastic 

deformation, the load again increased. Eventually, the curls formed with a constant radius 

as the plastic bending and load reached the steady state and the load remained constant 

with little fluctuation for the remainder of the test. 

Hung el al. [19, 20] reported three forms of energy dissipating mechanism namely 

tearing energy, plastic deformation energy and frictional energy. They conducted 

theoretical analysis of three energy components and observed good agreement between 

theoretical predictions and experimental findings. The results showed that tubes which 

both split and curl may be used as efficient, long stroke energy absorbing devices. 
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Figure 2.15. Typical force-displacement profiles for mild steel square tubes with 

t = 2.5 mm against dies with semi-angles of 45°, 60° and 75° respectively [20]. 
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Figure 2.16. Photographs of typical mild steel specimens after test [20]. 
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Chen and Altenhof [21] conducted an experimental study on the 

load-displacement and energy absorption characteristics of AA6061-T6 aluminum square 

extrusion under a cutting deformation mode utilizing specially designed cutters. Tube 

lengths of 200 mm and 300 mm with a wall thickness of 3.15 mm and nominal side width 

of 38.1 mm were used in this research. They observed an almost constant 

load/displacement response and a high CFE of 80 percent in the cutting mode compared 

to only 18 percent for 200 mm length extrusions in a global bending deformation mode. 

The force versus displacement profiles for cutting deformation and global bending 

deformation mode are presented in Figure 2.17. The photographs of corresponding 

cutting process are shown in Figure 2.18. 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 2.17. The load/displacement profile comparisons for cutting and global bending 
deformation modes [21]. 

Figure 2.18. Photographs of cutting process for AA6061-T6 square extrusions [21]. 
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They found no significant influence of tube length on the force/displacement 

response of the extrusions which experienced the cutting deformation mode. Three mode 

of energy dissipating mechanisms were observed, a cutting deformation mechanism and 

petalled sidewall outward bending mechanism and friction. The bending energy 

absorption mechanism appeared to initiate after approximately 50 mm crosshead 

displacement and accounted for approximately 25% of total energy absorption. 

Jin et al. [22] studied the load/displacement and energy absorption characteristics 

of AA6061-T6 round extrusions under cutting deformation mode. A heat treated 4041 

steel alloy cutter with four cutting blades of approximately average thickness of 1.18 mm 

was utilized in this investigation. The specimens used were round tubes of length 

200 mm and 300 mm with a nominal wall thickness of 3.175 mm and an external 

diameter of 50.8 mm. They observed an almost constant cutting force during the cutting 

deformation mode. The cutting deformation exhibited a high average CFE of 95% 

compared to average values of 66% and 20% for progressive folding and global bending 

deformation modes. The load/displacement profiles comparison between different 

deformation modes shown in Figure 2.19. 

-r 
80 100 

Displacement {mm) 

Figure 2.19. The load/displacement profile comparisons for cutting, progressive folding 
and global bending deformation modes [22]. 
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The mean steady-state cutting force observed was 45.58 kN and a fair agreement 

was found between the experimental results and theoretical predictions utilizing the 

theoretical models developed by Zheng and Wierzbicki [23] and Simonsen and 

Wierzbicki [24]. The cutting deformation mode observed can be referred to a stable or 

clean cut [23]. Four energy dissipating mechanisms were observed, namely, a near blade 

tip cutting deformation mechanism, a circumferential membrane stretching, friction and a 

far field petalled sidewall outward bending. 

Jin and Altenhof [25] further conducted experimental investigation on 

load/displacement and energy absorption characteristics of AA6061-T6 tubes under 

cutting deformation mode in presence of both cutters and deflectors. The specimens used 

in this investigation were similar to those used in reference [22]. Two different 

geometries of the cone-shaped deflectors, namely, straight and curved profile, were 

considered to control petalled side wall bending in addition to cutter similar to the cutters 

used in reference [22]. They found fluctuations in the cutting force when petalled 

sidewall hit the deflector but after 70 mm of crosshead displacement cutting force became 

steady-state. The load/displacement response in presence of a straight deflector is shown 

in Figure 2.20. 

Figure 2.20. The load/displacement response of AA6061-T6 round tubes under cutting 
deformation mode in the presence of a cutter and a straight deflector [25]. 
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2.2 Factors that influence collapse mode 

The energy absorption of axially crushed tubes highly depends upon the collapse 

mode and the conditions governing the mode in which a tube will collapse are very 

important in this study. Significant research has been done in the past on different factors 

that influence tube collapse for a specific deformation mode. The major factors which 

have great influence on different deformation modes are extrusion geometry and material 

characteristics. 

2.2.1 Cross-sectional geometry 

The effect of cross-sectional shape on the crash resistance under 

bending-dominant collapse was extensively studied by Kim and Wierzbicki [26]. For the 

three-dimensional 'S ' shaped frame, the crash energy absorption was shown to increase 

more than 200% without losing weight efficiency by redesigning the cross-sectional 

shape with a diaphragm. Kim and Wierzbicki [27] extended their numerical study to the 

'S ' frame with hat-type profile utilizing the nonlinear finite element code PAM-CRASH. 

They performed over 30 computer simulations in combination of several design aspects 

of closed hat-type 'S ' frame, namely, type of hat-type cross-section, orientation of the 

cross-section, position of the internal stiffening member, aluminum foam-filling, hat type 

double cell profile with cut-out portion of the internal member and triggering dent. They 

found two types of design of the S-frame were superior over the remaining cases. The 

optimum design consisted of an internal stiffener positioned diagonally, and offered a 

high resistance to plastic bending but behaved poorly in axial compression. However, 

removing the two end portions of the inner stiffener and with the introduction of a 

triggering dent, this geometry exhibited an increase of total energy and specific energy 

absorption by 190% and 203% respectively. The second best optimum design used 

plastic stress of 3 MPa aluminum foam as a reinforcing agent. This structure exhibited a 

160% increase in energy absorption and 184% increase in the specific energy absorption 

capability. The specific energy absorption of various models is compared in Figure 2.21. 
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Figure 2.21. Specific energy absorption for different combination of design aspects [27]. 

Kim [28] has proposed two new multi-cell cross-sections with four square 

elements at the corner to maximize crash energy absorption and weight efficiency. The 

specimens considered in this investigation were thin-walled AA6063-T7 aluminum 

columns with cross-sectional dimension of 80X80 mm and length of 400 mm. The 

mechanical properties of the columns had an elastic modulus of 69 GPa, initial yield 

stress of 86.94 MPa and Poisson's ratio of 0.3. Numerical simulations of both 

cross-sections in Figure 2.22 were made for b = 80 mm, C - 20 mm and r - 10 mm cases. 

The uniform thickness over the entire cross-section, t = 2 were used. 

#«••'••»'-- — 

S-+ 

b 

Figure 2.22. Proposed multi-cell cross-section of AA6063-T7 aluminum column [28]. 
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The deformation shapes for square and circular corner columns are shown in 

Figure 2.23 and the crushing forces associated with different cross-sectional geometry are 

compared in Figure 2.24. The deformation mode was governed by the square or circular 

element on the corner part, so that the very short folding wave length was observed for 

both cases and the side flanges acted as the stabilizer between each corner element. 

f» 

Square comer Circular comer 

Figure 2.23. Deformation shape of square and circular corner columns [28]. 
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Figure 2.24. Crushing forces versus displacement profile comparison [28]. 
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2.2.2 Geometrical dimensions 

Further extrusion geometry other than cross-sectional geometry has a great 

influence on extrusion collapse modes and energy absorption capacities. A significant 

amount of research has been done to predict deformation mode based on geometric 

dimensions during axial loading. Abramowicz and Jones [29] have explored the critical 

parameters which govern the transition from global bending to progressive collapse, for 

circular and square thin-walled mild steel columns having a range of practical sizes and 

subjected to static and dynamic axial loading conditions. A total of 128 thin-walled mild 

steel columns with a wide range of lengths, widths and wall thicknesses were crushed in a 

quasi-static fashion in order to determine their collapse modes. Six different cross 

sections (5.5 < Clt < 38) for square tubes and five different cross sections (9.6 < 2Rlt 

< 48) for circular tubes were selected for this investigation. 

The experimental results are summarized in Figure 2.25 in terms of the 

dimensionless parameters L/2R and 2R/t, where L is the length of the tube, R is the outer 

radius of the tube, and t is the wall thickness. The solid line in Figure 2.25 approximately 

separates the experimentally determined progressive buckling and global bending regions 

(i.e. regions above the line represent geometries of tubes that collapse in the global 

bending mode and regions below the line represent geometries of tubes that collapse in 

the progressive buckling mode). 
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Figure 2.25. The deformation map for circular columns subjected to a quasi-static axial 
loading [29]. 
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It was also noted in reference [29] that an accurate description of the transition 

process was difficult since it required detailed knowledge on the formation of a plastic 

folding mechanism as well as a precise distribution of the stresses in a column cross 

section. Although a complete solution to this problem was not available, a simplified 

model of a collapsing column was used to develop the theoretical relation for the 

transition boundary between the global bending mode and the progressive collapse mode 

for plastic buckling of circular and square tubes. Equation (2.1), which is an empirical 

relation describing the transition boundary between the global bending deformation mode 

and the progressive collapse mode for plastic buckling of circular tubes as a function of 

(L/2R) was obtained by a curve fitting method. 

— ] = 2.996 exph 

The critical length for which a column can be completely squeezed in a 

progressive mode was similar for both static and dynamic loading condition for square 

and circular tubes. The dynamic response of a column at the onset of the dynamic 

crushing process was significantly influenced by the inertia force. In an early stage of the 

deformation process, the inertia force inhibited the bending of the column and allowed 

the formation of few complete plastic lobes at the impacted end. As the crushing process 

progressed, the stabilizing effect of the inertia force gradually diminished. 

Langseth and Hanssen [30], who have done extensive research on the axial 

crushing of aluminum extrusions, suggested a critical length to width ratio of 3 for a 

stable (progressive buckling) collapse mode. For small width-to-thickness ratios, this 

value is in reasonable agreement with the experimental and theoretical results. 

Kim and Lee [31] conducted dynamic compressive tests on extruded 6061 

aluminum tubes with varying cross-sectional shape, thickness, width, and edge tip radius 

to experimentally evaluate impact energy absorption. The specimens selected for this 

investigation had a length of 220 mm and thickness to diameter ratios for circular tubes 

ranged from 0.019 to 0.037 and thickness to width ratios for square tubes ranged from 

0.022 to 0.039. Both ends of the tube were welded to aluminum panels in the exact 

vertical direction to the longitudinal specimen direction for even compressive loading and 

(2.1) 
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a hole of 6 mm diameter was introduced at the center of the panel in order to exclude the 

effect of internal air compression. As the tlw or tID ratios increased to a certain extent, 

more symmetric folds tend to be formed and thus specific impact energy absorption rose 

almost linearly. Under the same t/w ratio, the circular specimens showed higher specific 

impact absorption energy compared to the rectangular geometry. The authors credited 

this phenomenon towards the higher tendency of the symmetric fold formation in the 

circular specimens than in the rectangular. Photographs in Figure 2.26 demonstrate the 

deformed shapes after the test for a circular specimen. Figure 2.27 illustrates the 

correlation between specific impact energy absorption and tlw (or tID) ratio for both 

rectangular and circular specimens. The difference in the specific impact energy 

absorption between circular and rectangular specimens reduced as the tID ratio increased. 

It is expected that under higher tlw or tID ratios (above 0.6), nearly constant specific 

impact energy absorption may be shown, irrespective of cross-sectional shape. 

Figure 2.26. Deformed shapes of circular specimens. Both ends of the tube specimens 
were welded with aluminum panels [31]. 
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Figure 2.27. Specific impact absorption versus thickness/width (or diameter) ratio for the 
circular and rectangular specimens [31]. 

2.2.3 Extrusion materials 

Extrusion material has an important role in specific deformation mode and energy 

absorption capability. A significant amount of research has been performed on circular 

and square tubes of commonly used materials including aluminum alloys, stainless steel, 

mild steel and high strength steel. Langseth and Hopperstad [7] also investigated the 

influence of extrusion material on crush performance of axially loaded square thin-walled 

AA6061 aluminum alloy extrusions with T6 and T4 as well as modified T4 tempered 

(T4*) conditions. The engineering stress versus strain relationship for different temper 

materials are presented in Figure 2.28. The authors observed that the number of lobes 

formed during the deformation process as well as the way the different lobes were formed 

was a function of the hardening properties of the materials. The lobes were formed 

successively for T6 temper while for T4 temper two successive lobes formed first apart 
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from each other and then the third lobe formed between the first two. The average 

effective crushing distance to form a complete lobe was 32 mm for T6 temper, while the 

corresponding value for T4 temper was 37 mm. The deformation pattern for modified T4 

temper was something between those of T4 and T6 tempers. 
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Figure 2.28. Typical engineering stress-strain relationships for the three temper materials 
used in the study [7]. 

Arnold and Altenhof [32] studied the energy absorption capabilities of axially 

loaded square aluminum alloy extrusions. The specimens selected for this study were 

AA6061-T4 and T6 as well as AA6063-T5 with nominal wall thickness of 3.15 mm and 

width of 38.1 mm. The Load versus displacement profiles for specimens made from each 

of the three extrusion materials are illustrated in Figure 2.29. Due to the large hardening 

capacity of the AA6061-T4 extrusion material, the uniform plastic compression phase of 

the load versus displacement curve was extended for a longer amount of crosshead 

displacement than the specimens of the other two materials. They found a significantly 

larger crush force efficiency for the specimens made from AA6061-T4 than for the 

specimens made from the other two materials. This was attributed towards the larger area 

under the load versus displacement curve for the AA6061-T4 specimens relative to the 

peak buckling load than the tubes made from the other two materials. 
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Figure 2.29. Comparison of load/displacement profiles for each extrusion materials 
considered [32]. 

2.3 Crush initiators 

Crush initiators are stress concentrations introduced into structural members in the 

form of material imperfection or part geometry to initiate a specific axial collapse mode, 

stabilize the collapse process and minimize variations in crush load. The use of crush 

initiators can considerably reduce the peak plastic buckling load, improve crush 

performance parameters and trigger deformation at a specific location. 

Use of crush initiators to enhance the performance of an energy absorbing 

structure through changing material properties can be achieved by localized heat-treating 

at the regions of interest. But the more common method of introducing crush initiators is 

through the use of a geometric discontinuity located somewhere along the length of the 

absorber. This discontinuity usually takes the form of a hole or notch, and when applied 

to an axially loaded square tube, is usually located at the corners or middle of the tube. 

Geometric initiators can be easily controlled by changing location, shape, dimension and 

quantity of the initiator. 
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Gupta and Gupta [33] studied the influence of length to diameter and diameter to 

thickness ratios as well as cut-outs in the form of circular holes on deformation behaviour 

of round aluminum and mild steel tubes. The discontinuities were introduced through 

laterally drilled holes and varied in diameter, number and position. It was observed that 

the presence of holes in the tubes altered their mode of collapse. 

The effect of geometric discontinuities on reducing peak buckling loads and 

promoting a stable collapse mode was studied by Krauss [34]. Krauss introduced circular 

and diamond shaped holes and cross-sectional beads in square steel tubes. The 

geometries of the initiators are illustrated in Figure 2.30. A parametric study was also 

conducted on the effect of crush initiator geometry and size on the peak buckling load 

and mean crushing load supported by the tube. Area reduction geometries of 5%, 10% 

and 15% were studied for each of the crush initiator geometries. Experimental dynamic 

crush tests as well as numerical simulations were completed. It was observed that each 

type of initiator effectively reduced the peak crushing load. The load versus 

displacement curves obtained from the numerical studies for each size of circular holes as 

well as the specimen with no initiator are shown in Figure 2.31. For the circular and 

diamond shaped notches, the peak buckling load decreased as the size of the initiator 

increased. 

Figure 2.30. Crush initiator geometry configurations studied by Krauss [34]. 
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Figure 2.31. Numerically calculated force versus deflection curves for specimens with 
each size of circular crush initiator [34]. 

In order to reduce the peak crushing load and initiate collapse, Abah et al. [35] 

introduced circular holes at the corners of thin-walled extruded aluminum tubes. The 

specimens utilized in this investigation had a length of 200 mm, width of 48 mm and a 

thickness of 1 mm. Crush initiator diameter ranged from 2 mm to 12 mm. Using 

experimental axial crushing tests and FE simulations, Abah et al. obtained similar 

findings to those of Krauss. The holes caused a peak crushing load decrease proportional 

to the initiator size, while the mean crush load remained relatively constant. Lee et 

al. [36] also studied the effect of crush initiators on the energy absorption of axially 

loaded square tubes. Lee et al. introduced rows of grooves into dynamically loaded 

aluminum tube extrusions. The energy absorption performance of the tubes was 

evaluated under quasi-static crushing tests on a 10-ton Instron compressive testing 

machine using a crosshead speed of 20mm/min. FE simulations were also conducted 

using the FE simulation program PAM-CRASH. The groove geometries considered by 

Lee et al. are illustrated in Figure 2.32. Two types of grooves, referred to as the full dent 

and the half dent, were used as initiators in the study. As illustrated in Figure 2.32, the 

grooves were 1mm deep and 2mm wide and extended across the full side width of the 

tube or half the side width. 
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Figure 2.32. Geometry and configurations of dents considered by Lee [36]. All 
dimensions are in millimeters. 

Six dent configurations were considered, in addition to one baseline tube with no 

dents. The dented configurations of models B, C, E and F were based on the predicted or 

pre-estimated folding sites and the dent configurations of models D and G were spaced at 

even intervals at locations that did not correspond to the natural folding sites. A good 

correlation was observed between the results of the experimental tests and numerical 

simulations. The results showed that the tubes with dent configurations corresponded to 

the estimated folding sites in the same mode as the baseline model (symmetric). The 

models with dent locations not corresponding to pre-estimated folding sites exhibited a 

non-uniform crushing mode accompanied by global bending in both the experimental 

testing and the FE simulations. Figure 2.33 illustrates the load/displacement relationship 

of specimens A through D. Similar maximum crush forces of dented specimens B 

through D were observed. However, the maximum crush force was reported for the un

dented specimen A. 
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Figure 2.33. The load-displacement profiles of specimens A through D [36]. 

The use of crush initiators in automotive side rail members has been investigated 

by Kitigawa et al. [37]. Beading was introduced in side rails at estimated folding sites in 

an effort to obtain a more desirable collapse mode and increase energy absorption. Edge 

beads, concave beads and convex beads were fabricated into the side of a hat-section 

automotive side rail member. The edge bead was placed at the site of the first fold and 

concave and convex beads were placed at the predicted sites of inward and outward folds 

respectively. It was observed that the initiators effected a significant improvement in 

collapse mode, which caused a large increase in energy absorption. This work illustrates 

that the collapse mode of an automotive structural member can be beneficially changed 

with a small and inexpensive change in geometry, having a significant positive effect on 

energy absorption. 

Arnold and Altenhof [38] experimentally investigated the crush characteristics of 

AA6061-T4 and T6 structural square tubes with and without presence of circular 

discontinuities. The tubular geometries selected had lengths of 200 mm and 300 mm, 

nominal side width of 38.1 mm and wall thickness of 3.15 mm. Centrally located circular 

holes with diameter 7.1 mm and 14.2 mm, machined into the two opposite walls of the 
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tube, were used as crush initiators to commence the plastic buckling process. It was 

reported that collapse modes and energy absorption of the structure depended largely on 

material properties and to a lesser extent on the diameter of the discontinuity. Significant 

increase in the crush force efficiency, up to a maximum of approximately 22%, was 

observed for 200 mm length tube geometry as illustrated in Figure 2.34. Energy 

absorption capabilities were substantially improved for specimens containing circular 

discontinuity relative to specimens without discontinuity. 
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Figure 2.34. Crush force efficiency of the extrusions consider in the investigation [38]. 

Cheng et al. [39] studied influence of different shapes and sizes crush initiators on 

crush performance of AA6061-T6 square tubes. Three different types of geometrical 

discontinuities, namely, circular, slotted and elliptical holes and three different aspect 

ratios (1.33, 2.0 and 3.0) were fabricated into the center of the two opposite side walls of 

the extrusion as shown in Figure 2.35. The authors reported that a splitting and cutting 

deformation mode was generated by introducing crush initiators into the structural 

members where as global bending deformation which was observed for specimens 

without discontinuity which is demonstrated in Figure 2.36. 
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Figure 2.35. Geometry of the AA6061-T6 aluminum extrusion and discontinuities 
considered by Cheng at al. [39]. 

By incorporating the through hole crush initiators, the peak load was reduced 

within a range of 5.2% to 18.7% and total energy absorption was increased in the range 

of 26.6% to 74.7%. The most significant improvement was reported for crush force 

efficiency in the range of 54.5% to 95.8%. The peak crush load and total energy 

absorption was to be independent of initiator geometry and aspect ratio for the extrusions 

with major axis length of 7.14 mm. However, for specimens with a major axis length of 

10.72 mm and 14.29 mm and aspect ratio of 3, a geometrical influence on the peak load 

and total energy absorption was apparent. Figure 2.37 illustrates the load-displacement 

profiles of extrusions with large elliptical discontinuity and different aspect ratios. 
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Figure 2.36. Photographs illustrating the crushing process from a representative 
group [39]. 
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Figure 2.37. Comparison of load-displacement profiles of AA6061-T6 extrusions with 
elliptical discontinuity and without discontinuity [39]. 

The influence of cutouts on the energy absorption capabilities of circular 

aluminum and steel tubes under quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions was studied 

by Han et al. [40]. They conducted parametric studies on the influence of material 

properties, including yield and ultimate strength of material, strain rate effect, location of 

cutout, tube length and impact speed. They first developed a numerical model using 

LS-DYNA and subsequently, experimental tests were conducted to validate the numerical 

model. The energy absorption efficiency of both aluminum and steel tubes was improved 

when the cutout location was moved from mid-height to the top end. 
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2.4 Analytical models of the axial crushing 

Analytical models are valuable for a quick estimation to the mean crushing force 

of extrusions during the design stages of a component. Simplified models for predicting 

axial crushing of thin-walled structures were developed by Ohkubo et al. [41], Wierzbicki 

[42] and Hayduk and Wierzbicki [43]. Abramowicz and Jones [1,3] made comparisons 

between the theoretical predictions for the mean crushing loads of square tubes and 

experimental results. The theoretical analyses completed in references [1,3] used quasi-

inextensional and extensional collapse elements to describe the collapse behaviour of the 

tubes. These models gave a fairly good agreement with the experimental results. 

Wierzbicki and Abramowicz [44] developed an analytical model for the axial 

progressive crushing of thin-walled rectangular column using the super folding element 

method. The expression for the average mean crush load was derived from the energy 

balance by equating the external work done by the crush load with energies dissipated in 

different types of deformation mechanisms as they occurred in a folding process. The 

mean crushing force Pm can be calculated by 

Pm =13.06<T0b
V3t5'3 (2.2) 

where oo denotes the flow stress of the section width, t is the wall thickness and b 

is the sectional width. 

The half wavelength H for the folding deformation can be calculated by 

H = 1.17662/Y/3 (2.3) 

The flow stress oo for material with power law hardening can be approximated by 

an energy equivalent stress [42] 

«>=&f (2.4) 

where ay and au denote the yield stress and the ultimate tensile stress of the 

material, respectively, n is the exponent of the power law constitutive model. 

Abramowicz and Jones [4] developed analytical models to analyze the behaviour 

of tubes as they collapse in each of the three progressive collapse modes discussed in 

section 2.1.1. The procedure for analyzing the symmetric collapse mode involved a basic 

collapse element as shown in Figure 2.38. The variables illustrated in Figure 2.38 include 
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H, being half the initial length of the folding element, a, being the angle between the 

vertical axis and the walls of the element and C, being the mean width of a side wall. 

(a) 

Figure 2.38. Collapse element model used to analytically characterize the axial buckling 
of square tubes [4]. 

The symmetric crushing mode was modelled using four of the elements shown in 

Figure 2.38. The mean crushing force for each mode was obtained by equating the 

external work done by the applied force to the internal strain energy needed to form one 

complete layer of lobes, under the assumption of elastic/ perfectly plastic material 

behaviour. The mean crushing force (Pm) for the symmetric mode was found to be: 

Pm =M,,52.22 
' C ^ 
\Hj 

where, 

M0=a0H
2/4 

here a0 is the plastic flow stress. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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Abramowicz and Jones also developed the following relation for the effective 

crushing distance for one complete fold: 

Sl = 0.73(2//) (2.7) 

Equation 2.7 gives the axial length of one fold formed in a square tube undergoing 

the progressive symmetric collapse mode. 

Singace [5] also presented an analytical model to examine the collapse of tubes in 

the formation of multi-lobes and to evaluate the crushing load using the eccentricity 

factor. The analysis produced a distinctive value for the eccentricity factor that simplifies 

the expression for the mean collapse load, which is a function of tube geometry and 

number of lobes. He verified the analytical model with the experimental results that were 

discussed in section 2.1.1. Equation 2.8 represents the normalized crushing load as a 

function of the number of lobes as well as tube geometry. 

it „ An1 . ( it \R 
= — N + tan 

Mp 3 N \2N 
(2.8) 

p 

where 

Here, ay is the material yield strength, R is the mean radius of the tube, t is the 

wall thickness and JV represents the number of triangular folds. 

In addition to axial crushing, analytical models to predict cutting force, which is 

an important aspect of this study, were also developed by various researchers. Zheng and 

Wierzbicki [23] developed a simple and realistic model of steady state cutting of a wedge 

through a steel plate and derived a closed form solution for the cutting force by applying 

the upper bound theorem of plasticity. They identified three different failure modes. 

Photographs in Figure 2.39 illustrate all three failure modes observed during plate cutting 

process. 
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(a) <b) (c) 

Figure 2.39. Photographs of different failure modes, (a) Concertina tearing failure by a 
blunt wedge, (b) Braided tearing of a plate by a narrow wedge and (c) Center 'clean cut' 

of a plate by a sharp wedge with stable flap buckled [23]. 

The steady-state wedge cutting force of steel plate was given by: 

2 \ 

1.268^cosg^^ + 2 / ? + j g ( T o ' +l28e2^^-cos(0/2)^-U\ + MCot0) 
R Rt 

(2.10) 

where R is the rolling radius expressed in equation (2.11), 

R = B. 
2(t/B) + l.2802cos(d/2) 

'l.268cos0 + 1.2802cos(0/2) 
(2.11) 

In equation (2.10), B is one-half of the wedge shoulder width, Go is the flow stress, t is the 

plate thickness and 6 is the half wedge semi-angle. 

Simonsen and Wierzbicki [24] presented a closed form solution to the problem of 

steady-state wedge cutting through ductile metal plate. This new kinematic model greatly 

simplified the analysis of strain and displacement fields. The mechanics of the cutting 

process is complicated and involves plastic flow of the plate in the vicinity of the wedge 

tip, friction between the wedge and plate, membrane deformation of the plate and large 
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scale bending of the plate flaps. The resistance force during steady-state cutting process 

was found to be 

V3 VXRcosfl V3 ^ sin 0 + n cos 0 cos(0 / 2) , 

(2.12) 

where the roll radius R determined through equation (2.12) 

Bt 

0.64(1 + 0.550') cos3 0 * = J ~ ~ o 2 x „ , . » - (2-13) 

2.5 Finite element modeling of the axial crushing of thin-walled tubes 

Computational mechanics is an important tool in the assessment of the crash 

behaviour of individual structural components as well as the complete structure. All 

manufacturers today employ numerical simulations as a support in their design process in 

order to reduce the number of prototype testing and to increase safety. Furthermore, 

numerical simulations enable new designs and materials to be evaluated without 

extensive testing and provide a framework for implementing new knowledge gained 

through experiments and improvement of theory of materials and structures. However, 

an essential ingredient in the development and use of numerical tools is the validation of 

the codes by comparison with precision tests [45]. 

The FE method subdivides a continuous body into finite size elements 

interconnected by nodal points on the element edges. Time integration techniques predict 

a real-life continuous phenomenon by approximating the displacement of nodes in the 

discrete body at finite time interval. The main five steps involved in non-linear FE 

analysis are model development, formulation of governing equations, discretization of 

equations, solution of equations and interpretation of results. There are a number of 

element formulation techniques available in commercial large deformation FE packages 

including, Lagrangian, Eulerian, Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE), meshfree 

Lagrangian (SPH) and element free Galerkin (EFG). 
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2.5.1 Lagrangian FE formulation 

Lagrangian FE formulations are most common in the majority of numerical 

simulations employing the FE method. When a Lagrangian mesh undergoes deformation, 

the nodes of the mesh remain fixed to the material coordinate, therefore the Lagrangian 

mesh moves with the material. 

Langseth et al. [46] numerically simulated the axial crushing of thin-walled 

square AA6060 aluminum alloy extrusions with T4 and T6 tempered conditions using 

non-linear finite element code LS-DYNA. The validation of the numerical model was 

accomplished through experimentation of the similar event used in the numerical study. 

Due to symmetry observed in experimental testing, only one quarter of the specimens 

was modeled using the Belytschko-Lin-Tsay shell element with nine integration points 

through the thickness and one point in the plane of the elements. The initial 

imperfections were represented by a trigger at the top or at mid-section to initiate a 

symmetric deformation mode. A total of 2500 elements were utilized in the quarter 

model with an element size of 3 x 3 mm. A specimen length of 310 mm was used in the 

numerical simulation as shown in Figure 2.40. A rigid block modelled with brick 

elements was used to apply the load at the upper end of the specimen. Full boundary 

constraints were prescribed at the bottom of the specimen and rotational degrees of 

freedom were fixed at the upper end of the specimens to avoid unrealistic deformation 

modes. A material model (*MAT 103 within LS-DYNA) developed by Berstad et 

al. [47] was utilized for the extrusion model. This material model uses isotropic elastic 

plastic behaviour, the von-Mises yield criterion, associated flow rule and non-linear 

isotropic hardening. The contact between the rigid block and the extrusion was modelled 

using a node-to-surface contact algorithm with a friction of coefficient of 0.25. To 

account for the contact between the lobes during deformation, a single surface contact 

algorithm without friction was prescribed. The analyses were performed using 

125000 time-steps for a period of 25 s with a maximum displacement of 250 mm, giving 

a deformation velocity of 10 mm/s. 
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Figure 2.40. One quarter finite element model of 6060 aluminum alloy extrusions 
including trigger position [46]. 

The quasi-static simulation results from numerical modeling of axial crushing of 

aluminum alloy extrusions correlated well with the experimental results of reference [4]. 

The numerical results showed that six lobes were formed in the model with the T4 

tempered condition while seven lobes were formed in the model with the T6 tempered 

condition, which were inline with experimental findings. The peak load and the mean 

load as a function of the axial displacement from numerical simulations were predicted 

within 10% of the experimental data. Furthermore, the study of influence of using mass 

scaling in numerical simulation of axial buckling showed an increased mass of the tube 

will increase the initial buckling load as well as the mean load level during axial 

deformation. 

In another study, Hanssen et al. [48] validated material models for aluminum 

foams and extrusions for creating FE models of foam-filled extrusions. In order to take 

into account the ductile failure of the extrusions, material model 104 in LS-DYNA was 

used. This model incorporates damage mechanics to model ductile failure. When used 

for simulating the axial crushing of foam-filled extrusions, they found that the model 
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effectively predicted the rupture of the extrusion, but contributed to an under prediction 

of the mean crushing load. 

Yamazaki and Han [49] used the non-linear FE code LS-DYNA to study the 

dynamic axial crushing of square tubes. Four different tube geometries, all with a 

constant mass of 0.53 kg were considered in the study. Three of the four tubes were 

modelled using 4-node shell elements and the remaining tube with relatively thick wall 

thickness was modelled using 8-node brick elements. Crush initiators were incorporated 

into the tube model by moving one node out of its side-wall plane by a magnitude of 1% 

of the wall thickness. In order to provide enough kinetic energy to crush the tube, a 

concentrated mass equal to 500 times the mass of the tubes was attached to the non-

impacted end of the tube model. The tube was prescribed an initial velocity of 10 m/s to 

impact onto the rigid wall. The material model used by Yamazaki and Han had 

employed the von Mises yield criterion and assumed bi-linear stress-strain characteristics; 

failure was not modeled. The collapse modes observed in this numerical study are in 

good agreement with the theoretical and empirical predictions of reference [27] for 

progressive buckling and global bending. Han and Yamazaki [50] expanded study on 

this by considering square extrusions with axial "stiffeners", which were strips added to 

each side wall in the direction orthogonal to the side wall. The modelling techniques 

used in [50] were similar to those used in [49]. 

Mamalis et al. [51] implemented the explicit FE code LS-DYNA to simulate the 

crush behaviour and energy absorption characteristics of steel thin-walled tubes of 

octagonal cross section subjected to axial loading. The tube was modeled using 4-node 

shell elements (Belytschko-Tsai shell element) with three integration points through 

thickness. Penalty based nodes to surface contact algorithm was prescribed between 

nodes of tube and nodes of the base. The single surface type of interface was selected to 

simulate the situation during the collapse, when elements of the tube wall contact each 

other creating a new interface. An isotropic elastic-plastic material, characterized by a 

bi-linear elastoplastic behaviour with strain hardening, was introduced to the model. The 

collapse procedure was successfully simulated and the simulation results were found to 

be in good agreement with experimental observations. 
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Arnold and Altenhof [32] further developed a numerical model to study the 

influence of circular discontinuities and material properties on axial crush behaviour of 

aluminum alloy extrusions under quasi-static loading situation. Only one quarter of the 

extrusion was modelled using solid and shell elements due to symmetry observed in 

experimental testing. The discretization of the extrusion was carried out using the 

parametric mesh generation software TrueGrid. As shown in Figure 2.41, the mesh 

density was finer in the region of the structure surrounding the circular hole discontinuity 

to accurately capture the stress distribution resulting from stress concentration due to the 

presence of discontinuity. Four elements through the thickness of the tube were utilized. 

The axial crushing process of the absorber specimens was modeled by prescribing a 

constant velocity of 2 m/s to the rigid plate in the axial direction of the tube (the negative 

Z-direction in Figure 2.41). Contact was modeled between the rigid plate and the 

extrusion using a surface-to-surface contact algorithm available in LS-DYNA. Contact 

between the walls of the tube was implemented using a single-surface contact algorithm. 

Material model 105 in LS-DYNA was used to model the extrusion tube materials. This 

material model allows the direct input of the true stress versus true plastic strain data in 

the form of a piecewise linear curve. During the simulation, LS-DYNA performs a curve 

fit of the data and determines the strain hardening properties. This material model also 

allows the implementation of failure mechanism. An iterative calibration process was 

capable to determine the numerical failure parameters Dc and S. 

Figure 2.41. Discretization of specimens (L = 200 mm,D= 14.2 mm, t= 3.15 mm). The 
inset shows a detail of the discretization of the circular hole discontinuity region [32]. 
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A good correlation was observed between the results of FE simulations and the 

results of quasi-static crush testing of extrusion absorber structures. Material model 105 

in LS-DYNA, which incorporates non-linear plasticity and employs damage mechanics 

theory, successfully predicted the cracking and complex splitting collapse modes that 

were observed in experimental testing of the AA6061-T6 and AA6063-T5 tube 

specimens as shown in Figure 2.42 and Figure 2.43 respectively. 

Experimental: 

a) 5=9mm b) d=19mm d) d=55mm 
Numerical: 

e) §=9mm f) 5=19mm (h) 6 = 54mm 

Figure 2.42. Experimental and numerical crushing process for 6061-T6 extrusions [32]. 
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Experimental: 

Figure 2.43. Experimental and numerical crushing process for 6063-T5 extrusions [32]. 

2.5.2 Eulerian or arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian (ALE) element formulations 

In the Eulerian element formulation the material coordinates and spatial 

coordinates of the FE mesh are disassociated and the material moves through the FE 

mesh. In the explicit time integration scheme, during every cycle (time step) of the 

simulation each Eulerian element completes a Lagrangian analysis, however, prior to the 

next cycle the spatial coordinates of the FE mesh is remapped to its original position in a 

process referred to as advection. While the FE mesh is remapped to its original position, 

the material coordinates are not and will move through the FE mesh. Therefore, an 

airmesh must surround the original material location of the extrusion material for 

evaluation of the deformed material state. At the start of the simulation, the airmesh 
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contains no material and its only purpose is to accommodate deformed material. Special 

care must be taken to model the airmesh large enough to provide space around the 

workpiece for any possible material flow. 

Jin and Altenhof [52] numerically studied crush characteristics of AA6061-T6 

round tubes during a cutting deformation utilizing an Eulerian element formulation. Due 

to the symmetry observed in the experimental quasi-static cutting process of the 

extrusions, only one quarter of the tubular specimen and one corresponding cutter blade 

were considered in the FE model. Eight-noded solid elements were utilized for the 

tubular extrusion and the airmesh. A single point quadrature Eulerian element was 

selected for both entities. As shown in Figure 2.44, the mesh density of the tube in the 

vicinity of the region of contact between the cutter and extrusion was finer than all other 

regions. Belytschko-Tsay shell elements employing a rigid material model were used 

to model the cutter blade. Contact between the Eulerian extrusion and airmesh and the 

Lagrangian FE cutter blade was completed through Eulerian/Lagrangian coupling by 

employing a single CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID contact definition 

available within LS-DYNA. A hydrodynamic material model (referred to as 

MAT_ELASTIC_PLASTIC_HYDRO within LS-DYNA) was selected for the extrusion 

and airmesh. A rigid material definition was applied to the cutter. At the lower end of the 

extrusion, full boundary constraints were applied to all nodes. To ensure symmetry, 

nodes lying in the symmetry planes of the tube were constrained to move only within the 

corresponding symmetry plane. The axial cutting process of the tubular specimens was 

modeled by prescribing a penetration of 35 mm in the axial direction in 5 ms, which is 

equivalent to an average axial cutting speed of 7 m/s. Load/displacement profiles 

presented in Figure 2.45 illustrated that the FE model predicted the transient and steady 

state cutting process well with an over prediction of approximately 20% of the 

experimental steady state constant cutting force. The authors indicated that the over 

prediction of the FE simulation observations were most likely a result of the lack of 

material failure consideration in the material model for the extrusion. 
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Cutter blade 

Afrmesh 

Extrusion 

iemove airmesh 

Figure 2.44. Discretization of the AA6061-T6 round tubular extrusions (Z=60 mm, 
D=50.8 mm, /=3.175 mm), the tube airmesh, and the cutter blade [52]. 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 2.45. Load versus displacement observations from numerical and experimental 
testing procedures [52]. 
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2.5.3 Smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics is a mesh-free Lagrangian numerical 

technique, originally developed to simulate astrophysical problems by Lucy [53], 

Gingold and Monaghan [54], which is a possible alternative to numerical techniques 

currently used to analyze large deformation events. The technique has some special 

advantages over the traditional grid-based numerical methods, the most significant one 

among which is the adaptive nature of the SPH method. This adaptability of SPH is 

achieved at the very early stage of the field variable approximation that is performed at 

each time step based on a current local set of arbitrarily distributed particles. Because of 

this adaptive nature of the SPH approximation, the formulation of SPH is not affected by 

the arbitrariness of the particle distribution. Therefore, it can naturally handle problems 

with extremely large deformation. The basic steps of SPH method used in LS-DNA are 

presented in Figure 2.46 [55]. The calculation cycle is similar to that for a classical FE 

computation except for the steps where a kernel approximation is used. Kernel 

approximations are used to compute forces from spatial derivatives of stresses and spatial 

derivatives of velocity are required to compute strain rates. In addition SPH requires a 

sort of the particles in order to locate current neighbouring particles (neighbours search). 

Start 

Accelerations 
LS-DYNA 

Contact, boundary conditions 
LS-DYNA 

Particles Forces 
SPH 

* < \ 

Velocity/positions 
LS-DYNA 

^ * 

$moothing length 
SPH 

Neighbor search 
SPH 

Density, strain rates 
SPH 

Pressure, energy, stresses 
LS-DYNA 

' / 

Figure 3.46. Computational cycle for SPH methodology in LS-DYNA [55]. 
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Schwer [56] studied the impact of fragments on concrete wall utilizing 

Lagrangian, Eulerian and SPH formulations. The primary focus of this study was to 

perform a preliminary assessment of a relatively new class of numerical methods, 

referred to as mesh free methods, for ballistic problems and compare the results with 

traditionally used Lagrangian and Eulerian techniques. The modeled concrete panel was 

square with a span to thickness ratio of 3.33. The fragment was a 5.8 gram steel cylinder 

with a length to diameter ratio of 1.268 assumed to impact the center of the panel at 1068 

m/s. Figure 2.47 shows a comparison of fragment velocity histories for the simulations 

including Lagrangian with erosion and no erosion, Eulerian and SPH techniques. The 

velocity history of the SPH simulations seemed to have an early time problem coupling 

with the rigid Lagrange fragment, however the SPH velocity history then tracks the 

velocity history of other three simulations until about 0.01 ms. After this time the SPH 

velocity history indicates the concrete material provides less resistance to penetrate than 

in the other simulations; the final depth of penetration was 38.6 mm which was greater 

than the values associated with other simulations. The author did not provide any 

explanation for this behaviour of SPH technique, however he indicated 'tensile 

instability' associated with SPH technique a possible reason. 

200 i 1 

-1200 ' ' 
Tires fmsec] 

Figure 2.47. Velocity histories of the rigid fragments for four impact simulations [56]. 
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In order to asses the possible application of SPH technique in ballistic impact 

applications, Schwer et al. [57] numerically investigated perforation of metal plates and 

compared with experimental findings. They found that the SPH analysis formulation 

worked well at velocities greater than the ballistic limit for the two plate thicknesses. 

However, the SPH analysis formulation results became suspect when there was 

significant bending and membrane stretching of the target plate, i.e. relative thin plates 

impacted at or below the ballistic limit. In this response range of the target plates, the 

SPH analysis techniques suffered from the so called 'tensile instability' and the simulated 

plate appeared to have less ballistic resistance than the corresponding experiment. 
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3. FOCUS OF RESEARCH 

The reviewed literature indicated that the axial splitting or cutting modes provide 

exceptional load/displacement and energy absorption capabilities. A steady state splitting 

force can be achieved after an initial high transitional force in splitting mode. The cutting 

deformation mode was observed to be the best with respect to all crush parameters 

investigated in the literature. A constant load/displacement profile can be obtained after 

initial transition period and a CFE as high as 96% can be achieved under this deformation 

mode. However, these past investigations have only considered the T6 temper applied to 

the AA6061 alloy. No investigation considering a temper with significant work 

hardening has been completed. Additionally, only extrusion wall thickness of 3.175 mm 

has been considered. Although theoretical predictions indicate a non-linear relationship 

to the wall thickness, no experimental studies have been completed to validate these 

models. Consequently, this research will focus on these shortcomings. Specially, the 

following investigations will be detailed in this thesis: 

1. Quasi-static axial cutting of AA6061-T4 and -T6 round extrusions with uniform 

wall thicknesses of 3.175 mm and 1.875 mm will be detailed. Additionally two 

different conical deflectors will also be utilized to control petalled side wall 

bending during cutting. 

2. Experimental testing on similar aluminum alloy extrusions with both tempered 

conditions will be completed under progressive folding and global bending 

deformations modes to demonstrate the potential improvement in performance of 

the cutting deformation mode. 

3. To control the load-displacement of response of AA6061 extrusions with both 

temper conditions, variations in the wall thickness along the axial direction of the 

extrusions will be detailed. Observations of the crush performance of these 

extrusions under cutting deformation will be provided. 

4. Additionally, to control the load/displacement response during cutting two cutters 

positioned in series and spaced through a distance will be considered. 

Experimental cutting tests incorporating this configuration of cutters and 
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deflectors will be presented. The presence of a spacer slug between both cutters 

will be used to control the onset of the second cutting process. 

5. FE models of the cutting deformation mode in the presence of cutters and 

deflectors will be developed and validated using the results of the experimental 

tests. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING METHOD 

The experimental testing considered in this research included the quasi-static axial 

crushing or cutting of AA6061-T4 and -T6 circular aluminum alloy extrusions. Extrusion 

wall thicknesses of 3.175 mm and 1.587 mm with a nominal external diameter of 

50.8 mm and lengths ranging from 200 mm to 450 mm were utilized. Quasi-static axial 

cutting tests on extrusions with different wall thicknesses and tempered conditions were 

accomplished through employing of specially designed cutters, deflectors as well as 

spacers in between two cutters in the event of the dual stage cutting process. Specimens 

investigated under cutting deformation mode had lengths of 200 mm and 300 mm. An 

overview of the tensile testing of specimens extracted from the extrusion stock material 

completed by Arnold and Altenhof [38] is presented in this section as the material 

properties obtained from their tensile testing were used for FE simulations. 

4.1 Overview of tensile testing of aluminum alloy extrusion 

Tensile tests were performed to acquire material properties of 6061-T4 and -T6 

stock aluminum alloy extrusions. Eight tensile specimens were extracted from the side 

walls of the square 3.175 mm thickness tube stock in the direction of extrusion for each 

temper of the AA6061 material. Although these extrusions are not those considered in 

the experimental part of this research, through a comparison of the engineering 

stress-strain response with tests conducted by other researchers [58] good agreement 

between the mechanical material behaviour was found. The tensile test specimens were 

prepared in accordance with ASTM standard E8M [59]. The tensile tests were performed 

according to ASTM standard E8M on an Instron tensile testing machine equipped with a 

100 kN load cell. The elongation in the specimen was measured using an extensometer 

with a gauge length of 25.4 mm. The extensometer was fastened to the specimen in the 

centre region of the gauge using elastic bands. Figure 4.1 illustrates the arrangement of 

extensometer, tensile specimen and wedge grips of the testing machine. Data from the 

load cell and extensometer were acquired using a personal computer. Load and extension 

measurements were recorded at a sampling rate of 5 Hz. The tests were conducted using 

a constant crosshead speed of 5 mm/min at room temperature. 
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Figure 4.1. Arrangement of tensile test specimen, extensometer and wedge grips of the 
Instron tensile testing machine. 

4.2 Quasi-static axial crush tests 

The quasi-static axial crush tests were performed to evaluate the effect of uniform 

wall thickness and temper conditions on the deformation behaviour of aluminum 

extrusions. The specimens considered in this investigation were aluminum alloy 

AA6061-T4 and T6 round extrusions with a nominal external diameter (D) of 50.8 mm 

and wall thicknesses (f) of 3.175 mm as well as 1.875 mm. Figure 4.2 illustrates the 

geometry of the round extrusions. Length (L) of the extrusions with both temper 

conditions and 3.175 mm wall thickness were selected as 200 mm and 300 mm. 

However, the length of the extrusions with 1.587 mm wall thickness and both temper 

conditions were selected as 200 mm, 300mm, 400 mm and 450 mm. The extrusions for 

both wall thicknesses were selected under consideration of L/C and Clt ratios that resulted 

in a prediction of progressive folding and global bending deformation modes according to 

reference [30]. Although the extrusion stock material used in reference [30] (mild steel) 

is not consistent with the AA6061-T4 and -T6 extrusion material used in this 

investigation, it has been observed previously completed research [21, 22, 38] that the 

prediction of global bending and progressive folding deformation modes are generally 

consistent with the findings of reference [30]. 
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4.2.1 Specimens preparation for axial crush tests 

The stock aluminum alloy extrusions were received in the T6 tempered condition 

and in length of 6 m from the supplier. The stock lengths were cut down to the 

appropriate specimen lengths, making sure that the end faces were perpendicular to the 

axial direction of the absorber (i.e., that the specimens were square). The AA6061-T4 

specimens were obtained through solution heat treating of AA6061-T6 tubes which were 

fabricated from the commercially obtained stock. To obtain the T4 condition, the 

specimens were placed in an oven at a temperature of 530°C for one hour and removed 

from the oven using steel tongs at the end of the heating period and immediately 

quenched in water at room temperature in accordance to ASTM standard B918 [60]. 

Test specimens were organized into twelve groups and three specimens were 

tested in each group. A summary of the extrusion geometries and tempers considered in 

this research is presented in Table 4.1. The identification system for each specimen in 

Table 4.1 follows the convention Ra-P-y-ii-^-8. 

Where R indicates the extrusion had round cross-sectional geometry, 

a indicates the length of the extrusion. 

P represents the cutter side (for single cutter deformation) or the 

combination of cutter sides (for dual stage cutting). If progressive folding, 

global bending or a combination of both these modes existed 'P', 'G' or 

'GP' are utilized. 

y represents the geometry of the deflector (DS for straight deflector and 

DC for curved deflector) if cutting deformation was imposed. 

(A indicates the spacer geometries (10, 20 and 30) if dual stage cutting was 

performed utilizing spacers. 

E, represents the temper condition (either T4 or T6) 

8 indicated whether the extrusion had a thinner wall ('tw' corresponding to 

a wall thickness of 1.587 mm) or wall thickness of 3.175 mm. 

If any variable was not applicable to the deformation mode then the symbol 'xx' 

is used to indicate absence of this information. 
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It is important to note that the majority of the extrusions considering tempers and 

lengths at a wall thickness of 1.587 mm (as mentioned in Table 4.1) were selected in this 

study, as these combinations have not been considered in any previously completed 

research. 

Figure 4.2. Geometry of AA6061-T4 and -T6 aluminum alloy extrusion specimens 
considered in this experimental test. L is the length of the extrusion specimen, D is the 
nominal external diameter of the specimen and t is the wall thickness of the specimen. 

Table 4.1. Specimen geometry for AA6061-T4 and -T6 specimens considered for axial 
crush tests (all dimensions are in mm). 

Group 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Specimen ID 

R200-P-xx-xx-T6 
R300-G-xx-xx-T6 
R200-P-xx-xx-T4 
R300-G-xx-xx-T4 
R200-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R300-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R400-GP-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R450-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-P-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R300-P-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R400-GP-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R450-GP-xx-xx-T4-tw 

External 
Diameter 
D(mm) 

50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 

Wall 
Thickness 

t(mm) 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 

4.2.2 Crush test methodology 

Thirty-six quasi-static axial crushing tests for both tempers and thicknesses of the 

AA6061 extrusions were performed to evaluate the progressive folding and global 
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bending deformation modes. Axial compressive testing was performed using a hydraulic 

Tinius-Olsen compression testing machine. The specimens were placed with its 

extrusion direction parallel to the direction of crushing at the centre of the translating 

platen of the testing machine as shown in Figure 4.3. A fixed platen was located above 

the test specimen. The load cell used to determine the compressive force during crushing 

had a range of 150 kN. Displacement of the translating crosshead was measured using a 

linear voltage differential transformer (LVDT) with a range of 150 mm. A personal 

computer equipped with data acquisition software was used to record the measurements 

from the load cell and LVDT at a sampling rate of 60 Hz. The specimens were crushed at 

a constant crosshead speed of approximately 2.2 mm/s at room temperature, which was 

considered acceptable to evaluate the deformation behaviour as quasi-static [61]. It is 

generally accepted, and noted in reference [61], that dynamic loads applied at velocities 

on the order of 10 m/s or lower may be considered quasi-static. Furthermore, strain rate 

effects for the aluminum extrusions can be neglected, since it is well accepted that these 

alloys are considered strain rate insensitive [46]. 

Figure 4.3. Arrangement of extrusion for axial crush test in Tinius-Olsen compression 
testing machine. 

4.3 Quasi-static axial cutting tests 

The aluminum alloy extrusions considered in the axial cutting tests were 

AA6061-T4 and -T6 circular tubes of lengths 200 mm and 300 mm. The extrusion 
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lengths of 200 mm and 300 mm were selected to minimize wastage of extrusions as 

energy absorption and the load/displacement characteristics of tubes under this 

deformation mode are independent of tube length [21]. The thicknesses of the extrusions 

were 3.175 mm and 1.587 mm as well as variable wall thicknesses machined from 

3.175 mm wall thickness extrusions was utilized to investigate influence of wall thickness 

on the load/displacement profile. Specially designed cutters, identical to those used in 

references [21, 22], were employed. Two geometrically different conical deflectors in 

series with the cutters were used to control the bending of petalled side walls. Dual stage 

cutting, by placing two cutters in series with and without the presence deflectors, also 

utilizing separation between the cutters, through use of a spacer slug, was investigated. 

4.3.1 Cutting tool design and manufacturing 

As previously indicated the cutting tools used in this research are identical to 

those used in references [21, 22]. A brief overview of the manufacturing process is 

presented for the reader's interest. The cutting tools had four thin cutting blades. These 

blades were designed with widths that would initiate stresses in a tubular member that 

should exceed the ultimate stresses of both tempers of the AA6061 aluminum alloy 

without deformation or failure of the cutting blades. The geometry of one representative 

cutter is presented in Figure 4.4. The both cutting tools had an outside diameter of 

101.6 mm and a thickness of 20 mm. Each cutter had four tapered blades 7 mm in length 

with a nominal blade shoulder width (2-B) of 3 mm. The blade tip width (7) was 

nominally 1.0 mm. 

The cutters were machined on a computer numeric controlled (CNC) machining 

centre from AISI4140 round bar stock followed by a two stage heat treatment process as 

detailed in reference [62]. In the first stage, the cutter was heated to 843°C and held at 

this temperature for one hour to ensure the completeness of the austenitic transformation. 

The second stage involved oil quenching to room temperature. Oil quenching provided a 

fast cooling rate to produce a martensitic structure. After hardening, tempering was 

completed at a temperature of 225°C for one hour to reduce residual stresses induced 

during quenching. The cutters were then cleaned using a sand blasting machine for 

removal of any film from the heat treatment process. 
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The hardness of the cutters after heat treatment, at the rim and centre locations, 

was determined and is listed in Table 4.2. The tip widths of the cutting blades, after 

manufacturing and heat treatment, were measured using a Vernier caliper. A summary of 

measured values of the tip widths for each blade is listed in Table 4.3. 

Section A-A Section B-B 

Figure 4.4. The geometry of a representative cutter. 

Table 4.2. Cutters hardness after heat treatment (Rockwell ' C scale). 

Surface hardness Rim Centre 
Cutter 1 54.0 54.7 
Cutter 2 52.9 53.3 

Table 4.3. Cutting blades tip width dimensions (mm). 

Side A 
SideB 
SideC 
SideD 

Blade 1 
0.87 
1.11 
1.27 
1.09 

Blade 2 
1.2 

0.87 
1.08 
0.97 

Blade 3 
0.81 
1.14 
1.24 
1.06 

Blade 4 
1.14 
0.87 
1.08 
0.96 

Average 
1.01 
1.00 
1.17 
1.02 
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4.3.2 Deflector design and manufacturing 

The deflectors used in this research are identical to those used in references [25]. 

A brief overview of the manufacturing process is presented for the reader's interest. The 

deflectors had an outside diameter of 108 mm and a thickness of 50 mm. The straight 

deflector had a straight surface profile with an angle of 41.4° to the horizontal and the 

curved deflector had curved surface profile with a curvature radius of 50.8 mm as 

detailed in Figure 4.5. 

The deflectors were machined on a computer numeric controlled (CNC) 

machining centre from AISI 4140 round bar stock followed by same two stage heat 

treatment process as described in section 4.3.1. 

Isometric View 

[~_ 40 —J 

Straight Deflector 
Section A-A 

I— 40 —I 
Curved Deflector 

Section A-A 

Figure 4.5. Geometry of the straight and curved deflectors (all dimensions are in mm). 

4.3.3 Fabrication of spacers 

Three different spacing geometries {Lspacer) of 10 mm, 20 mm and 30 mm 

investigated during the dual stage cutting tests. The geometry of a typical spacer is 

shown in Figure 4.6. The spacer slugs were machined on a CNC centre from an AISI 

4140 solid circular shaft. The extended conical shaped edges at the centre of both ends of 

the spacers, matched with the centrally located grooves on both sides of cutter. These 

spacer geometries were used to minimize lateral shift of the cutters relative to each other. 
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•'spacer 

Figure 4.6. Geometry of the spacers 

4.3.4 Test specimen preparation 

The extrusion geometry and specimen grouping information were different for 

various experiments conducted to study the influence of tube geometry, extrusion temper 

and wall thickness on the load-displacement behaviour and crush performance of round 

aluminum alloy extrusions. The following sections detail the specimen grouping for a 

specific tests condition. 

4.3.4.1 Cutting tests using only a single cutter 

The specimens used in this testing condition were AA6061-T4 and -T6 round 

cross sectional extrusions with a nominal external diameter (D) of 50.8 mm, wall 

thicknesses (t) of 1.587 mm and 3.175 mm and various tube lengths (L). Figure 4.2 

illustrates the critical dimensions D, t, and L of the round extrusions. Test specimens 

utilizing only the cutter during experiments were organized into eighteen groups and 

three specimens were tested in each group. Detailed specimen grouping information and 

extrusion geometries are presented in Table 4.4. The identification system for each 

specimen in Table 4.4 follows the similar convention mentioned in section 4.2.1. 

Extrusion lengths considered were 200 mm and 300 mm for the 1.587 mm and 

3.175 mm extrusion thicknesses respectively. Additionally, cutting deformation was 

imposed on 400 mm length extrusion with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm for both T4 and 
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T6 treated conditions. The 300 mm and 400 mm lengths were specifically selected to see 

if imposing cutting deformation would eliminate the global bending deformation mode. 

The 200 mm length was selected so as to reduce waste of material once it was understood 

that cutting of the extrusions eliminated global bending deformation. The AA6061-T4 

specimens were obtained through similar solution heat treating of AA6061-T6 tubes 

detailed under section 4.2.1. 

Table 4.4. Specimen grouping information and geometric dimensions using cutters. 

Group 

c-1 
c-2 
c-3 
c-4 
c-5 
c-6 
c-7 
c-8 
c-9 

c-10 
c-11 
c-12 
c-13 
c-14 
c-15 
c-16 
c-17 
c-18 

Specimen ID 

R300-A-xx-xx-T4 
R300-B-xx-xx-T4 
R300-C-xx-xx-T4 
R300-D-xx-xx-T4 
R300-A-xx-xx-T6 
R300-B-xx-xx-T6 
R300-C-xx-xx-T6 
R300-D-xx-xx-T6 
R200-A-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R200-B-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R200-C-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R200-D-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R200-A-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-B-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-C-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-D-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R400-A-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R400-A-xx-xx-T6-tw 

External 
Diameter 
£>(mm) 

50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 

Wall 
Thickness 

/(mm) 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 

In order to study the influence of the presence of the deflector during cutting, to 

control the cut petalled side walls deformation, a series of tests were performed with both 

geometries of deflectors. The test specimens were organized into thirty-two groups and 

three specimens were tested in each group. Identical extrusions used in experiments in 

presence of cutters only were selected in this study with a length of 200 mm. Extrusion 

of length 300 mm were not considered for the cutting deformation modes in presence of 

deflectors since the energy absorption and load/displacement characteristics of tubes 
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under this form of deformation was independent of tube length [21]. Specimen grouping 

information and extrusion geometries are presented in Table 4.5. The identification 

system for each specimen follows exactly the same convention indicated in section 4.2.1. 

Table 4.5. Specimen grouping information and geometric dimensions in the presence of 
cutters and defectors. 

Group 

d-1 
d-2 
d-3 
d-4 
d-5 
d-6 
d-7 
d-8 
d-9 
d-10 
d-11 
d-12 
d-13 
d-14 
d-15 
d-16 
d-17 
d-18 
d-19 
d-20 
d-21 
d-22 
d-23 
d-24 
d-25 
d-26 
d-27 
d-28 
d-29 
d-30 
d-31 
d-32 

Specimen ID 

R200-A-DS-xx-T6 
R200-B-DS-xx-T6 
R200-C-DS-xx-T6 
R200-D-DS-xx-T6 
R200-A-DC-xx-T6 
R200-B-DC-xx-T6 
R200-C-DC-xx-T6 
R200-D-DC-xx-T6 
R200-A-DS-xx-T4 
R200-B-DS-xx-T4 
R200-C-DS-xx-T4 
R200-D-DS-xx-T4 
R200-A-DC-xx-T4 
R200-B-DC-xx-T4 
R200-C-DC-xx-T4 
R200-D-DC-xx-T4 
R200-A-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-B-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-C-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-D-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-A-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-B-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-C-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-D-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-A-DS-xx-T4-tw 
R200-B-DS-xx-T4-tw 
R200-C-DS-xx-T4-tw 
R200-D-DS-xx-T4-tw 
R200-A-DC-xx-T4-tw 
R200-B-DC-xx-T4-tw 
R200-C-DC-xx-T4-tw 
R200-D-DC-xx-T4-tw 

External 
Diameter 
D(mm) 

50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 

Wall 
Thickness 

t(mm) 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
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4.3.4.2 Dual stage cutting in the presence of deflectors and spacers 

In order to achieve higher cutting force, a two stage cutting process on the 

concentric extrusions was accomplished. The specimens utilized in these tests were 

identical with those used in section 4.3.4.1 and the geometries illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

Specimens with wall thickness of 1.587 mm and 3.175 mm were organized into 

twenty-four groups for the dual stage cutting process. The detailed specimen grouping 

information and the extrusion geometries are presented in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6. Specimen grouping information and geometric dimensions for the dual stage 
cutting of AA6061 extrusions. 

Group 

m-1 
m-2 
m-3 
m-4 
m-5 
m-6 
m-7 
m-8 
m-9 
m-10 
m-11 
m-12 
m-13 
m-14 
m-15 
m-16 
m-17 
m-18 
m-19 
m-20 
m-21 
m-22 
m-23 
m-24 

Specimen ID 

R200-AC-xx-xx-T6 
R200-BD-xx-xx-T6 
R200-CA-xx-xx-T6 
R200-AC-DS-xx-T6 
R200-BD-DS-xx-T6 
R200-CA-DS-xx-T6 
R200-AC-DC-xx-T6 
R200-BD-DC-xx-T6 
R200-CA-DC-xx-T6 
R200-AC-xx-xx-T4 
R200-AC-DS-xx-T4 
R200-AC-DC-xx-T4 
R200-AC-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BD-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-CA-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-AC-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BD-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-CA-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-AC-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BD-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-CA-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BDtoPF-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R200-BDtoPF-DS-xx-T4-tw 
R200-BDtoPF-DC-xx-T4-tw 

External 
Diameter 
D(mm) 

50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 

Wall 
Thickness 

/(mm) 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
1.587 
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The specimens for dual stage cutting of the AA6061-T6 extrusions incorporating 

spacers were organized into seven groups and two specimens were tested within each 

group from s-1 to s-6. One specimen was tested within groups s-7 and s-8. The detailed 

specimen grouping information and the extrusion geometries are presented in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7. Specimen grouping information and geometric dimensions for the dual stage 
cutting with spacers. 

Group 

s-1 
s-2 
s-3 
s-4 
s-5 
s-6 
s-7 
s-8 

Specimen ID 

R200-BD-xx-10-T6 
R200-CA-xx-10-T6 
R200-CA-xx-20-T6 
R200-CA-xx-30-T6 
R200-CA-DS-10-T6 
R200-CA-DS-20-T6 
R200-CA-DC-10-T6 
R200-CA-DC-20-T6 

External 
Diameter 
D(mm) 

50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 
50.8 

Wall 
Thickness 

t(mm) 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 
3.175 

4.3.4.3 Controlling the load/displacement response 

To control the load-displacement response of AA6061 aluminum alloy extrusions 

with both temper conditions, variations in the wall thickness along the axial direction of 

the extrusions were considered by material removal through use of a CNC lathe with 

minimal material removal in the final cut of the specimen. The geometries of the 

machined specimens considered in this investigation are presented in Figure 4.7. The 

x-coordinate indicates the location and direction of initial cutting (in the axial direction) 

for all extrusions. Both stepped and tapered variations of the wall thickness profile along 

the length of the extrusion were considered. Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(d) illustrate the 

stepped profiles while Figures 4.7(b), 4.7(c) and 4.7(e) illustrate the tapered sections 

considered in this investigation. All extrusions exhibited a final step profile to the 

nominal wall thickness at x equal to approximately 125 mm. Figure 4.7(e) indicates that 

a linear variation in wall thickness, with initial thicknesses of tIA, t/2, 3t/4 and /, from the 

initial cutting location to 125 mm through the extrusion. The case where W = t is 
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equivalent to a non-tapered tube. Extrusion wall thickness in the x direction was not 

always increased as indicated in Figure 4.7. However, careful selection of the minimum 

wall thickness, after a maximum thickness of t through the JC direction and prior to 

x=125 mm, was necessary to ensure that the later reduced section did not switch 

deformation modes (to a local progressive folding mode in the later reduced section) 

during cutting. Test specimens were organized into five groups for each temper 

condition as presented in Figure 4.7. Two specimens were tested in groups a through d 

and one specimen was tested for each configuration in group e. 
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Figure 4.7. CNC finished geometries of AA6061-T6 round extrusion specimens under 
consideration in the experimental test, t is the original nominal wall thickness of the 

specimen 3.175mm (all dimensions in mm). 
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4.3.5 Cutting test methodology 

All the quasi-static axial cutting tests were performed using a hydraulic 

Tinius-Olsen compression testing machine. The specimen was placed with its extrusion 

direction parallel to the direction of cutting at the centre of the fixture of the testing 

machine. For the tests employing only the cutter, manual placement of the cutter at the 

top end of the extrusion was completed prior to testing. A round steel rod with a 

diameter of 25.4 mm was manually placed on the top end of the cutter, and appropriately 

centred as illustrated in Figure 4.8 (a). This rod was used to push the cutter through the 

extrusion specimens. 

The dual stage cutting process was accomplished by placing two cutters in series 

with careful alignment to be sure the blades of the top cutter lied in the mid-span of the 

two blades of the bottom cutter. The cutters were then manually placed at the top end of 

the extrusion with careful alignment to ensure that the cutter was centred to the specimen. 

A round steel rod with a diameter of 25.4 mm was manually placed on the top end of the 

cutter assembly, and appropriately centred as demonstrated in Figure 4.8 (b). The dual 

stage cutting process utilizing spacers was completed in the similar fashion as mentioned 

in dual stage cutting with the exception of spacers of different lengths were manually 

placed in between the two cutters. 

In the event of the cutting tests utilizing both cutters and deflectors, the cutter(s) 

and the deflector were fastened together and the extrusion was manually placed on the 

cutter(s) with careful alignment. The deflector and cutter(s) along with the extrusion 

were placed at the centre of the bottom platen of the testing machine as shown in 

Figure 4.8 (c). 

The load cell used to determine the compressive force during axial cutting had a 

range of 150 kN. Displacement of the translating crosshead was measured using a LVDT 

with a range of 150 mm. A personal computer equipped with data acquisition software 

was used to record the measurements from the load cell and LVDT at a sampling rate of 

60 Hz for all the tests except tests for controlling load/displacement response detailed in 

section 4.3.4.3. For the tests of controlling load/displacement response, a personal 

(laptop) computer equipped with National Instruments Labview SignalExpress data 

acquisition software was used to record the measurements from a National Instruments 
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CompactDAQ data acquisition hardware systems using a voltage measurement module 

(NI 9215) which the two transducers were attached to. A data sampling rate of 30 Hz 

was used for all experimental tests. All the specimens were cut at a constant crosshead 

speed of approximately 2.2 mm/s at room temperature, which was considered acceptable 

to evaluate the deformation behaviour as quasi-static [61]. 

(a) 

Round steel rod 

Cutter 

Extrusion 

(b) 

Extrusion 

Cutter 1 

Cutter 2 

Cutter 

Deflector 

(c) 

Figure 4.8. Arrangement of extrusion, cutter, deflector and round steel rod during 
experimental quasi-static axial cutting tests. 
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5. PARAMETERS USED TO EVALUATE THE CRUSH CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE EXTRUSIONS 

Different crush performance parameters developed by a number of researchers are 

used to quantify the load/displacement and energy absorption characteristics of the 

extrusions. Hsu and Jones [9] introduced an energy-absorbing effectiveness factor (y/) to 

assess the efficiencies of tubes made of different materials under quasi-static and 

dynamic loading. Magee and Thornton [63] used the peak buckling load and mean crush 

load to characterize the crush behaviour of axially loaded square tubes that collapsed in 

symmetric mode. Mahmood and Paluszny [64] developed the concept of the crush force 

efficiency to compare the performance of energy absorbers of different shapes, sizes and 

strength. The total energy absorbed (TEA), peak crush load (Pmax), mean crush force 

(Pm), crush force efficiency (CFE) and specific energy absorption (SEA) are described in 

this section as an assessment of crush behaviour and will be used in subsequent sections. 

5.1 Total energy absorption 

The energy absorbed by a specimen is determined experimentally as the work 

done by the crushing force and is calculated using equation (5.1). 

Eabsorbed = ft-Ts=\(Px,Py,P2).{dSx,dSy,ddz)=\Px-dSx (5.1) 

Where Px is the crushing force in the axial direction and Sx is the crosshead 

displacement in the axial direction. This quantity is represented as the area under the axial 

force versus axial displacement curve. In order to calculate the energy absorbed based on 

the experimental data, a numerical integration scheme is employed. The scheme 

presented in equation (5.2) is the rectangular rule which was utilized in this research to 

calculate the total energy absorbed. Other numerical integration techniques, such as 

trapezoidal or Simpson rules can also be implemented. 
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5.2 Peak crush load 

The peak crush load, Pmax, is the maximum load experienced by the structure in 

the axial direction observed throughout the crushing process. 

5.3 Mean crush force 

Based on the total energy absorption defined in equation (5.2), the mean crush 

force, Pm, is defined by dividing equation (5.2) by the total crush displacement, Sh in the 

axial direction as presented in equation (5.3). 

N-l •st_A 
1 

p _ i=l \ ~ /_ _ absorbed /c -}\ 
/ W o o ^ ' 

°t °t 

5.4 Crush force efficiency 

The crush force efficiency (CFE), which is defined as the ratio of the average 

crush force to the peak crush load as presented in equation (5.4). A value of unity 

represents the most desirable value of the CFE, corresponding to a constant load versus 

displacement profile. 

CFE = ̂ - (5.4) 
P 

max 
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5.5 Specific energy absorption 

The specific energy absorption (SEA) of a structure is the energy absorbed by a 

structure divided by its mass as defined in equation (5.5). 

TFA 
SEA = ̂ =^ (5.5) 

m 

Where, m is the mass of the absorber. This is a useful parameter that provides a 

method for comparing energy-absorbing structures with different masses. 

5.6 Energy-absorbing effectiveness factor 

The energy-absorbing effectiveness factor is the ratio of the energy absorbed by 

the extrusion to the product of the volume of the extrusion and the area below the a/e 

curve. 

TEA , < ^ 
w = (5.6) 
Y V-A 

Where, V is the volume of the extrusion and A is area under the a/e profile of the 

extrusion material. 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results of the experimental testing conducted in this research are presented in this 

chapter. An overview is given in the first section of the tensile tests which were 

conducted by Arnold and Altenhof [38] to obtain material properties of the aluminum 

extrusions. The second section details the results of the quasi-static crush testing of the 

extrusion specimens with different wall thicknesses and temper conditions. The third 

section discusses the results of the axial cutting tests in the presence of cutters and 

deflectors as well as utilizing the cutter only. The fourth section details the dual stage 

cutting test results in the presence of deflectors and spacers. The fifth section provides 

detail discussion on controlling the load/displacement response. 

6.1. Tensile testing results 

The engineering stress versus the engineering strain profiles of one representative 

AA6061-T4 and -T6 tensile specimen are illustrated in Figure 6.1. It can be seen that 

there are significant differences in the yield point and hardening properties between each 

of the materials considered. AA6061-T6 illustrated a minimal level of strain hardening 

and an approximate mean strain to failure of 14% while AA6061-T4 illustrated a greater 

amount of strain hardening and an approximate mean strain to failure of 21%. The areas 

under these curves were calculated employing numerical integration technique. The 

calculated areas were utilized to determine the effectiveness factor. The material 

properties of the AA6061-T4 and -T6 averaged over the eight tensile specimens are 

summarized in Table 6.1. The yield strength presented in Table 6.1 is the 0.2% proof 

strength of the extrusion material. 

Table 6.1. Material properties of the 6061-T4 and -T6 extrusions from tensile tests [38] 

Properties 

£(GPa) 
Oy(Mpa) 
GU (Mpa) 

% elongation 

AA6061-T6 

68.1 
277.5 
320.2 
14.1 

AA6061-T4 

65.3 
116.2 
258.3 
21.4 
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AA6061-T6 
AA6061-T4 

0.00 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 

Engineering strain (mm/mm) 
0.28 

Figure 6.1. The engineering stress versus the engineering strain curves of AA6061-T4 
and -T6 obtained form tensile testing [38]. 

6.2 Quasi-static crush testing results and discussion 

The results are presented in the form of load/displacement profiles and collapse 

modes for each specimen group. Although three experimental tests were completed for 

each group the load/displacement observations for all the specimens within each group 

were fairly consistent if not indicated otherwise. For this reason and for greater clarity, 

only a representative specimen from each group was selected for illustration and 

discussion purposes. The load/displacement profiles of all three tests within group 4 and 

group 5 are presented in Appendix A to demonstrate the repeatability of the tests. A 

qualitative and quantitative examination of crush tests observations for each specimen 

group was completed through analysis of photographs and crush parameters. 

6.2.1 Crush test results for the specimens in groups 1 through 4 

The axial compressive crush tests of AA6061-T6 round tubes were performed for 

three specimens in group 1, which had a length of 200 mm, and three specimens in group 

2, which had a length of 300 mm. The observed load/displacement profiles of each 
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specimen in group 1 and a representative specimen within group 2 are illustrated in 

Figure 6.2. All specimens within group 2 demonstrated global bending and very similar 

load/displacement profiles. It can be seen that the first specimen in group 1 collapsed in 

progressive folding mode as expected [30]. The second specimen initially deformed in a 

similar manner; however, after approximately 28mm a switch to global bending 

deformation occurred. The third specimen collapsed within a combination of progressive 

folding followed by a switch to global bending after a crosshead displacement of 

approximately 100 mm. All the specimens in group 1 illustrated an approximate peak 

crush load of 146 kN after approximately 8mm crosshead displacement. For the majority 

of specimens in group 1, a variable crush force corresponding to the development of 

material folding was observed following the peak crush load. Specimens in group 1 had 

LID and Dlt ratios of 3.94 and 16, respectively, which were approximately equal to the 

critical LID value of 4.071 for a Dlt ratio of 16 as indicated in reference [30] for a switch 

from progressive folding to global bending. Experimental testing illustrated that the 

specimens with geometries very similar to the critical geometrical dimensions from 

reference [30] may experience very unstable deformation during axial crush. Minor 

variations in specimen geometry and/or material characteristics could also contribute to 

the transition of progressive folding into a global bending mode of deformation. All the 

specimens in group 2 collapsed in the global bending mode and illustrated similar 

load/displacement responses. As the bending of the specimens within this group 

progressed, cracking occurred within the region of the kink near the mid-span of the 

extrusion. The global bending and cracking caused the force displacement profiles to 

have a large negative slope after the peak crush load. An approximate average peak crush 

load of 137 kN was observed for specimens in group 2. After the development of a 

mid-span kink, which occurred after approximately 40mm crosshead displacement, the 

magnitude of the crush force was approximately 8 kN. 

Specific to the specimens with a T4 temper and a wall thickness of 3.175 mm, 

lengths of 200 mm (group 3) and 300 mm (group 4) were considered which illustrated a 

progressive folding and a global bending respectively. These deformation modes were 

consistent with observations from reference [30]. Variation in observations within each 

group were found be negligible. Figure 6.3 illustrates the load/displacement responses 
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for the representative specimens from groups 3 and 4. Photographs of the progressive 

folding and global bending deformation modes for a representative AA6061-T4 specimen 

from group 3 and group 4 are illustrated in Figure 6.4(a)-(d). 

40 60 80 100 120 
Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.2. The load/displacement observations from all the specimens in Groups 1 and a 
representative specimen in group 2. 

R200-P-xx-xx-T4 
R300-G-xx-xx-T4 

40 60 80 100 120 140 
Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.3. The load/displacement responses of the representative specimen from 
Groups 3 and 4. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6.4. Photographs illustrate the progressive folding and global bending 
deformation modes for a representative specimen in Groups 3 and 4. (a) and (b) illustrate 

the progressive folding deformation mode; (c) and (d) represents the global bending 
deformation mode. 

6.2.2 Crush test results for the specimens in groups 5 through 12 

For specimens within groups 6 and 10, which were geometrically identical, with 

specimens in group 6 having a T6 temper and specimens in group 10 having a T4 temper, 

illustrated a progressive folding behaviour as predicted from reference [30]. However., all 

the specimens in group 6, illustrated significant local plasticity during the formation of 

folds which resulted in material failure and the generation of a large number of 

fragmented pieces of the extrusion. For all the specimens in group 10 no material failure 

was observed. Consistent load/displacement observations were found for the specimens 

within each group. It was observed that all specimens within group 8, which were 

450 mm in length, of T6 temper, and had a wall thickness identical to specimens in 

groups 6 and 10, consistently illustrated a progressive folding deformation mode. This 

behaviour was not expected considering the findings of Abramowicz and Jones [30]. The 

deformation and the load/displacement response was generally identical to specimens in 

group 6, with a minor exception that the stiffness of the extrusions prior to plastic 

collapse was larger for the shorter specimens as one would expect. The 

load/displacement responses are presented in Figure 6.5 for the representative specimens 

from groups 6, 8, and 10. 
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Specimens in groups 7, 11, and 12, illustrated either progressive folding, global 

bending, or a combination of these two deformation modes amongst all three specimens 

tested within each group. One specimen, from group 7, illustrated a progressive folding 

behaviour, with fracturing of the side walls during formation of folds. This deformation 

was consistent throughout the entire test and similar to the findings from group 8. The 

remaining two specimens in group 7 illustrated global bending behaviour. The peak 

crushing forces were almost identical for all three specimens tested. The 

load/displacement observations for a specimen which experienced global bending in 

group 7 are illustrated in Figure 6.6. 

In group 11, one specimen deformed in a global bending mode while the 

remaining two specimens illustrated progressive folding behaviour with similar 

load/displacement findings from group 10. An increase of approximately 10% in the 

peak crushing load was observed for the specimen which illustrated global bending. 

Figure 6.6 illustrates the observation for a specimen which experienced global bending 

from group 11. 

Two specimens within group 12 deformed in a global bending mode having 

observations similar to the specimen in group 11 which also deformed in global bending. 

The remaining specimen in group 12 initially deformed in a progressive folding mode for 

approximately 85 mm of the total approximate crush displacement of 150 mm and then 

switched to a global bending deformation behaviour. It is worthy to note that the 

progressive folding process shifted slightly to the opposite side of the extrusion where 

global bending eventually occurred. There was only a very minor variation 

(approximately 3%) in the peak crush force between all three specimens in group 12. 

Presented in Figure 6.6 is the load/displacement response of the extrusion in group 12 

which switched deformation modes during crushing. 
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R300-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R450-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R300-P-xx-xx-T4-tw 

40 60 80 100 120 
Displacement (mm) 

140 

Figure 6.5. The load/displacement profiles from the representative specimens in 
Groups 6, 8 and 10. 

40 60 80 100 120 
Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.6. The load/displacement observations from the representative specimens in 
Groups 7,11 and 12. 
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6.2.3 Crush test results amongst all specimens 

The load/displacement responses for AA6061-T4 and -T6 round aluminum 

extrusions with wall thicknesses of 1.587 mm and 3.175 mm under progressive folding 

deformation mode are presented in Figure 6.7. The peak crush forces for the extrusions 

with both temper conditions and 3.175 mm wall thickness were almost double compared 

with corresponding extrusions with 1.587 mm wall thickness. The peak crush forces for 

the extrusions with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm and T6 and T4 temper conditions were 

146.1 kN and 98.12 kN respectively. A 32.8% reduction of the peak crush force 

associated with the T4 temper extrusion was due to strain hardening. Extrusions with a 

T4 temper had a lower yield strength compared to the T6 temper specimens. Similar 

findings were also observed for specimens with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm. 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.7. The load/displacement observations for the extrusions with T6 and T4 temper 
and wall thicknesses of 3.175 mm and 1.587 mm under the progressive folding 

deformation mode. 
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Figure 6.8 illustrates the load/displacement behaviour of AA6061 round 

aluminum alloy extrusions with both temper and wall thicknesses of 1.587 mm and 

3.175 mm under global bending deformation mode. The magnitude of the peak buckling 

force for the specimens with the same temper but with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm was 

observed to approximately twice compared to the corresponding specimen with a wall 

thickness of 1.587 mm. Approximately 39.4% higher peak buckling force was observed 

for extrusions with 3.175 mm wall thickness and T6 temper compared to T4 temper 

specimen with similar wall thickness. The peak crush force for extrusions with a wall 

thickness of 3.175 mm but T6 and T4 temper conditions under progressive folding 

deformation mode was observed to be 5.7% and 14.8% higher respectively compared to 

global bending deformation mode as illustrated in Figure 6.9. 

R300-G-xx-xx-T6 
R300-G-xx-xx-T4 
R400-G-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R400-G-xx-xx-T4-tw 

40 60 80 100 

Displacement (mm) 
120 

Figure 6.8. The load/displacement observations for the extrusions with T6 and T4 temper 
and wall thicknesses of 3.175 mm and 1.587 mm under the global bending deformation 

mode. 
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Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.9. Comparison of load/displacement behaviour between the progressive folding 
and the global bending deformation modes for the extrusions with T6 and T4 temper and 

3.175 mm wall thickness. 

6.2.4 Comparison of crush performance parameters amongst all specimens 

This section compares the crush performance parameters of each group 

considered in this research. For each specimen tested, the crushing force and the 

crosshead displacement were recorded. Post-testing data analysis was completed to 

determine the peak crush load, the mean crush force, CFE, total energy absorption, SEA 

and the effectiveness factor (if/). The mean values of crash parameters for each group are 

presented in Table 6.2 and 6.3 
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Table 6.2. Calculated average values of the crush parameters for each group 

Group Specimen ID 
Average Pm 

(kN) 
Average P„, 

(kN) 
Average CFE 

(0/, 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

8 
9 
10 

11 

12 

R200-P-xx-xx-T6 
R300-G-xx-xx-T6 
R200-P-xx-xx-T4 
R300-G-xx-xx-T4 

R200-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R300-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 

R400-GP-xx-xx-T6-tw 

R450-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-P-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R300-P-xx-xx-T4-tw 

R400-GP-xx-xx-T4-tw 

R450-GP-xx-xx-T4-tw 

96.54 
28.34 
68.76 
23.74 
26.48 
27.34 

5.72 (G) 
26.23 (P) 

26.98 
22.35 
21.48 

5.09 (G) 
21.40 (P) 
5.06 (G) 

15.56 (P-»G) 

146.10 
137.80 
98.12 
83.57 
67.55 
67.77 

68.79 (G) 
68.57 (P) 

65.68 
32.99 
30.65 

32.09 (G) 
28.86 (P) 
30.88 (G) 

31.21 (P-+G) 

66.08 
20.60 
70.07 
28.40 
39.23 
40.34 

8.32 (G) 
38.23 (P) 

42.33 
67.73 
70.08 

15.87(G) 
74.19 (P) 
16.40(G) 

49.84 (P-»G) 

Table 6.3. Calculated average values of TEA, SEA and EF for each group 

Group Specimen ID 
Average TEA 

(kJ) 
Average SEA 

(kJ/kg) 
Average EF 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

8 
9 
10 

11 

12 

R200-P-xx-xx-T6 
R300-G-xx-xx-T6 
R200-P-xx-xx-T4 
R300-G-xx-xx-T4 

R200-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R300-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 

R400-GP-xx-xx-T6-tw 

R450-P-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-P-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R300-P-xx-xx-T4-tw 

R400-GP-xx-xx-T4-tw 

R450-GP-xx-xx-T4-tw 

10.54 
3.73 
9.28 
3.29 
3.70 
3.79 

0.79 (G) 
3.64 (P) 

3.79 
3.15 
3.02 

0.71 (G) 
2.98 (P) 
0.71 (G) 

2.17 (P->G) 

41.85 
9.70 

36.16 
8.54 

27.96 
28.57 

5.98 (G) 
27.48 (P) 

12.67 
23.74 
16.01 

2.66 (G) 
10.91 (P) 
2.39 (G) 

7.27 (P-»G) 

0.401 
0.095 

0.428 
0.101 
0.276 
0.186 

0.028 (G) 
0.134 (P) 

0.124 
0.295 
0.190 

0.026 (G) 
0.106 (P) 
0.028 (G) 

0.086 (P-*G) 
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6.2.4.1 The peak crush force and the mean crush force 

Table 6.2 clearly illustrates that the difference of the peak crush load for the 

specimens which underwent the progressive folding deformation mode were slight higher 

compared to the specimens that experienced a global bending deformation mode for a 

similar temper condition and wall thickness. However, the mean crush force for the 

specimens which underwent a progressive folding deformation mode was observed to be 

approximately 240% and 190% higher compared to the specimens which experienced a 

global bending deformation mode for T6 and T4 temper respectively. The of peak crush 

load and the mean crush force for specimens in group 5, which were 200 mm in length, 

was observed to be 67.55 kN and 26.48 kN respectively. The magnitude of the peak and 

the mean crush forces observed in group 5 were very similar to the magnitude of the peak 

and the mean crush forces observed for the specimens in group 6, which were 300 mm in 

length. Similar findings were also observed between the specimens in groups 9 and 10 

which were T4 temper and 1.587 mm wall thickness. 

6.2.4.2 Total energy absorption and crush force efficiency 

The total energy absorbed by the specimens in group 1, which underwent 

progressive folding deformation mode, and group 2, which experienced global bending 

deformation mode, was observed to be 10.54 kJ and 3.73 kJ respectively. A higher crush 

force efficiency of approximately 220% was also observed for the specimens in group 1 

compared to the specimens in group 2. The total energy absorbed by the specimens with 

the T6 temper condition was observed to be approximately 45% higher compared to the 

specimens with the T4 temper condition under progressive folding deformation mode and 

with similar wall thickness. However, a higher crush force efficiency of approximately 

5% was observed for specimens with the T4 temper condition compared to specimens 

with the T6 temper condition. The magnitude of the total energy absorption and the 

crush force efficiency for the specimens in group 5 was observed to be very similar for 

the specimens in group 6. Similar findings were also observed between specimens in 

group 9 and 10. 
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6.2.4.3 Specific energy absorption and effectiveness factor 

The comparison of the specific energy absorption and effectiveness factor 

between different specimen groups is presented in Table 6.3. A higher specific energy of 

approximately 45% was observed for specimens in group 1, which were in the T6 temper 

condition, compared to the specimens in group 3, in the T4 temper. A higher specific 

energy absorption was observed for the specimens which were underwent progressive 

folding deformation mode compared to the specimens which experienced global bending 

deformation mode for similar temper condition. The effectiveness factors for the 

specimens with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm, which underwent progressive folding 

mode, were observed to be approximately 0.428 and 0.401 for the T4 and the T6 temper 

tubes respectively. An almost four times higher effectiveness factor was noticed for the 

specimens experienced progressive folding deformation mode compared to the extrusions 

with identical geometry and temper which went through global bending mode. 

6.3 Quasi-static cutting tests results and discussion utilizing the single cutter 

Although three experimental tests were completed for each group the 

load/displacement observations for all the specimens within each group were fairly 

consistent. For this reason and for greater clarity, only a representative specimen from 

each group was selected for illustration and discussion purposes. The load/displacement 

profiles of all three tests within groups c-1, c-5, d-1, d-5, d-9, d-13, d-17, d-21, d-25 and 

d-29 are presented in Appendix A to demonstrate repeatability of the tests. 

6.3.1 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups c-1 through c-4 

The observed load/displacement profiles for a representative specimen from 

groups c-1 through c-4 are illustrated in Figure 6.10. Photographs of the experimental 

cutting process for a representative AA6061-T4 specimen from group c-1 are illustrated 

in Figure 6.1 l(a)-(d). The load/displacement observations for the corresponding images 

in Figure 6.1 l(a)-(d) are presented in Figure 6.12. 
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Experimental tests showed that the cutter penetrated through the sidewall of the 

specimens and develop highly localized plastic deformation in the vicinity of the cutting 

blades where cutting chips were formed. No crack propagation was observed in any 

tests. As cutting progressed, petalled sidewalls bent slightly outwards as a result of the 

interaction between the cutter blade shoulder and the tube sidewalls. 

It is evident from the force/displacement responses that the cutting phenomena 

can be referred to stable or clean curling cut [24]. At the transient cutting stage, 

occurring from the point of initial contact between the blade tip and tube sidewall to the 

point where the resistance force reaches a constant level, the resistance cutting load 

continued to increase. After an approximate 15 mm penetration of the cutter blade, the 

cutting process transferred to a steady state cutting stage with a constant resistance force 

of approximately 26 kN to 36 kN for all tests in groups c-1 through c-4. A notably larger 

cutting force was observed for all the specimens tested within group c-3, which is a result 

of the approximately 20% larger mean cutter blade tip width of 1.17 mm compared to all 

other sides of the cutters used in this experimental program. 

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 
Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.10. Experimentally observed load/displacement profiles for AA6061-T4 
representative specimens from Groups c-1 through c-4. 
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Figure 6.11. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group c-1 (top and bottom views). 
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Figure 6.12. The load/displacement response for the representative specimen from Group 
c-1, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.11. 
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6.3.2 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups c-5 through c-8 

Specimens in groups c-5 through c-8 had the same tube length of 300 mm and 

were cut by cutter side A, B, C and D, respectively. The force/displacement profiles for 

representative specimens of each group are shown in Figure 6.13. The stability of the 

cutting process and the load/displacement profiles for the specimens in groups c-5 

through c-8 appeared to be very similar to the observations from the specimens in groups 

c-1 through c-4. However, the magnitude of the cutting force for the specimens in groups 

c-5 through c-8, which were T6 temper, was significantly higher compared with the 

magnitude of cutting force for the specimens in groups c-1 through c-4, which are T4 

temper conditions. No significant difference in the magnitude of the cutting force using 

different cutter blade tip widths for specimens with a T6 temper was observed. This was 

not consistent with observations for specimens with a T4 temper. 

50 75 100 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.13. Experimentally observed load/displacement profiles for AA6061-T6 
representative specimens from Groups c-5 through c-8. 
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6.3.3 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups c-9 through c-12 and c-17 

The specimens tested within group c-17 were of identical temper and 

cross-sectional geometry to the specimens in groups c-9 through c-12, however, all 

specimens in group c-17 had lengths of 400 mm to investigate if use of the cutter 

switched the deformation mode from either progressive folding or global bending to a 

cutting behaviour. 

It was observed that the cutting deformation associated with specimens in groups 

c-9 through c-12 and c-17 behaved as braided cut [24] with a very minor degree of 

tearing. The corresponding load/displacement response was typical of this type of cutting 

deformation as indicated in reference [24] where notable variations in the load were 

observed throughout the displacement domain. Fluctuations in the load/displacement 

behaviour, for specimens with a T4 temper and wall thickness of 1.587 mm irregardless 

of length, were observed to be significant compared with all other testing completed in 

this experimental program. This was a result of the minor "back and forth" folding of the 

cut petalled side walls during cutting which was not observed for all other specimens 

subjected to cutting deformation. Variations in the cutting forces were most notable after 

approximately 50 mm crosshead displacement. Figure 6.14 illustrates the 

load/displacement behaviour of all specimens within group c-10. Responses of other 

specimens within groups c-9, c-11, c-12, and c-17 were generally consistent with the 

fluctuations presented in Figure 6.14. Photographs of the experimental cutting process 

for a representative AA6061-T4 specimen from group c-10 are illustrated in 

Figure 6.15(a)-(d). Load/displacement observations for the corresponding images in 

Figure 6.15(a)-(d) are presented in Figure 6.16 

Increasing the length of the test specimen from 200 mm to 400 mm and 

incorporating the cutter in the axial testing resulted in a switching to cutting deformation 

from the expected global bending mode . Specimens within group c-17 illustrated similar 

load/displacement responses as specimens within group c-9. 
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Figure 6.14. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profiles for the specimens in 
Group c-10. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6.15 Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a representative 
specimen in Group c-10 (top and bottom views). 
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Figure 6.16. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profile for the representative 
specimen in Group c-10, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.15. 

6.3.4 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups c-13 through c-16 and c-18 

Figure 6.17 illustrates the observed load/displacement response of all three 

specimens within group c-16. These findings are typical of results discovered in groups 

c-13 through c-15 and c-18. The cutting deformation behaviour was more representative 

of stable or clean curling cut [24] with generally only minor fluctuations in the cutting 

load within the displacement domain. Any significant variations in load were observed to 

occur over a longer cutting distance compared with results described in section 6.3.3 

regarding the geometrically identical extrusions with a T4 temper. Thus the material 

characteristics in the T4 and the T6 temper conditions resulted in the differences in 

cutting deformation behaviour and variations in the load/displacement findings. The 

lower degree of strain hardening, for the T6 temper condition, permitted highly localized 

plasticity in the vicinity of the cutter, and for the extrusions with a 1.587 mm wall 
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thickness, did not appear to generate "back and forth" folding of the cut petalled side 

walls during cutting. Figure 6.21 illustrates the cut petalled side walls of extrusions after 

testing from specimens with the T4 and the T6 tempers, having a wall thickness of 

1.587 mm. For both of these specimens, nondestructive methods were used to remove 

the cutter after testing. The specimen with the T4 temper presented in Figure 6.18 

illustrates the "back and forth" folding of the cut petalled side walls and a small degree of 

sidewall tearing. This deformation was observed to be very notable in the specimen with 

the T4 temper, however, the specimen with a T6 temper did not illustrate any highly 

localized folding or tearing of the petalled side walls. 
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Figure 6.17. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profile for the specimens in 
Group c-16. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.18. Petalled side wall cutting deformation characteristics of T4 and T6 

tempered extrusions, (a) entire extrusions (b) close range image illustrating back and 
forth folding of sidewalls for T4 specimen (solid arrows) and smooth continuous cut 

(dashed arrows) for T6 specimen. 

6.3.5 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups d-1 through d-4 

The observed load/displacement profiles for representative specimens from 

groups d-1 through d-4 are illustrated in Figure 6.19. Photographs of the cutting process 

for specimen in presence of the straight deflector from group d-3 are illustrated in 

Figures 6.20(a)-(d). The load/displacement observations for the corresponding images in 

Figures 6.20(a)-(d) are presented in Figure 6.21. Photographs of the deformation process 

utilizing the straight deflector illustrated that the cutter penetrated through the sidewall of 

the specimens and developed highly localised plastic deformation in the vicinity of the 

cutting blades. No crack propagation was observed in any tests. As the cutting process 

proceeded, the petalled sidewalls contacted the deflector and flared outwards, forming a 

continuous region of contact with the deflector. Circumferential stretching of the tube 

was observed to occur after cutting but prior to contact with the deflector. After contact 
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between the deflector and petalled sidewalls commenced, a combination of 

circumferential stretching and large bending was observed to occur within the petalled 

sidewalls. From the load/displacement profiles in Figures 6.19 and 6.21, the first 

transient cutting phase, which was observed to occur for displacements in the range of 

Omm to 24 mm, exhibited a nonlinear increase in the cutting load from 0 kN to 

approximately 45 kN. As the petalled sidewalls contacted the deflector, the load surged 

to approximately 56 kN and resulted in a second transient cutting phase which was 

observed to occur with displacements in the range from approximately 25 mm to 65 mm. 

This increase in load in the second transient cutting phase, which was observed to be 

within the range from 7 kN to 12 kN for all specimens, was a result of the additional 

force necessary to initiate the flaring process of the vertical cut sidewalls. Experimental 

observations from all specimens indicated that this load increase was not consistent but 

the sharp increase in the load repeatedly occurred at a crosshead displacement of 

approximately 28 mm and significantly decreased with increasing displacement up to 

approximately 38 mm. The sharp reduction in load was believed to occur as a result of 

the flaring process of the aluminum extrusion and hence a reduction in the vertical 

component of the contact force between the deflector and the tube. The cutting force was 

observed to increase slightly after a crosshead displacement of approximately 38 mm 

until 65 mm, which was believed to be because of large plastic bending occurring within 

the petalled sidewalls near the contact region of the extrusion and deflector. Finally, the 

deformation process reached a steady state cutting phase after a crosshead displacement 

of approximately 65 mm with an approximate resistance force of 38 kN for all tests 

considered with the straight deflector. The cutting force in this phase was maintained 

constant until testing was completed. The reduction in steady state cutting force from 

approximately 45 kN to 38 kN was a result of the stretching imposed on the petalled 

sidewalls of the extrusion from the deflector. A minor influence of cutter blade tip width 

was observed during first transient phase but after that it was not noticiable. The 

specimens in group d-3, which utilized cutter side C with blade tip width of 1.17 mm, 

experienced cutting force approximately 44 kN and the specimens in group d-1, which 

utilized cutter side A with blade tip width of 1.01 mm, experienced cutting force of 

approximately 46 kN. 
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Figure 6.19. Experimentally obtained load/displacement responses for the specimens in 
Groups d-1 through d-4. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6.20. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group d-1. 
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Figure 6.21. Experimentally obtained load/displacement responses for the representative 
specimen in Group d-1, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.20. 

6.3.6 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups d-5 through d-8 

Fairly consistent load/displacement responses were observed for specimens within 

groups d-5 through d-8. The force/displacement profiles for representative specimens of 

each group are shown in Figure 6.22. The specimens in groups d-5 though d-8 exhibited 

similar load/displacement responses and cutting phenomenon to the specimens in groups 

d-1 through d-4. However, it was observed that the significant increase in cutting force 

previously observed in groups d-1 through d-4, when contact with the deflector was 

initiated, no longer existed with the use of the curved deflector. The elimination of the 

sharp increase in cutting force was caused by the curvature associated with the curved 

deflector. In addition, the reduction in cutting force after initial contact with the deflector 

occurred over a longer displacement with the curved deflector compared to the findings 

of the specimens within groups d-1 through d-4. Flaring of the specimens within groups 

d-5 through d-8 were more gradual than observed for the specimens within groups d-1 

through d-4. This observation explained why the reduction in cutting force occurred over 
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a longer displacement. Finally, the cutting process reached a steady-state phase after a 

crosshead displacement of approximately 70 mm with an approximate resistance force of 

38 kN for all specimens within these groups. The cutting force in this phase was 

maintained constant until testing was completed. The influence of cutter blade tip width 

observed to be more prominent in presence of the curved deflector compared to the 

straight deflector. The average cutting force for specimens in group d-7, which utilized 

cutter side C with blade tip width of 1.17 mm, was observed to be approximately 39.8 kN 

and specimens in group d-5, which utilized cutter side A with blade tip width of 1.01 

mm, was observed to be approximately 36.6 kN. 
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Figure 6.22. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profiles for the specimens in 
Group d-5 through d-8. 

6.3.7 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups d-9 through d-12 

The observed load/displacement profiles for representative specimens from 

groups d-9 through d-12 are illustrated in Figure 6.23. The specimens in groups d-9 

though d-12 exhibited similar load/displacement responses and cutting phenomenon to 
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the specimens in groups d-1 through d-4. However, the significant increase in cutting 

force previously observed in groups d-1 through d-4 for specimens with the T6 temper no 

longer existed with use of the T4 temper specimens in groups d-9 through d-12 in 

presence of the straight deflector. The elimination of the sharp increase in cutting force 

was caused due to reduction of material strength of the T4 temper specimens. A 

significant difference of the cutting force was observed through use of different cutter 

blade tip width for specimens in group d-9 through d-12 which was not significant for 

specimens in group d-1 through d-4. The specimens in group d-11, which went through 

cutter side C, experienced the highest cutting force of approximately 40 kN at 27 mm 

cross-head displacement. The specimens in groups d-9 and d-10, which underwent 

through cutter sides A and B respectively, experienced the least cutting force of 

approximately 29 kN at the same cross-head displacement. This finding demonstrates the 

influence of cutter blade geometry on crush performance of aluminum extrusions. 
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Figure 6.23. Experimentally obtained load/displacement responses for the specimens in 
Group d-9 through d-12. 
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6.3.8 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups d-13 through d-16 

Figure 6.24 illustrates the force/displacement responses for representative 

specimens from groups d-13 through d-16. The specimens in groups d-13 though d-16 

exhibited similar load/displacement responses and cutting phenomenon to the specimens 

in groups d-5 through d-8. However, the magnitude of the cutting force experienced by 

the specimens in groups d-13 through d-16, which were a T4 temper, was approximately 

35% lower compared to the specimens in group d-5 through d-8 which were a T6 temper. 

The reduction of cutting force was due to lower material strength of the T4 temper 

specimens. A significant difference of cutting force was also observed through use of 

different cutter blade tip width for the specimens in group d-13 through d-16. The 

specimens in group d-15, which went through cutter side C, experienced the highest 

cutting force of approximately 37 kN at the cross-head displacement of 30 mm. The 

specimens in groups d-13 and d-14, which underwent through cutter sides A and B 

respectively, experienced the least cutting force of approximately 31 kN at similar 

crosshead displacement. 
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Figure 6.24. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profiles for the specimens in 
Group d-13 through d-16. 
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6.3.9 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups d-17 through d-20 

Figure 6.25 illustrates the load/displacement profiles for representative specimens 

from groups d-17 through d-20. Photographs of the cutting process for specimen in 

presence of the straight deflector from group d-17 are illustrated in Figures 6.26(a)-(d). 

The load/displacement observations for the corresponding images in Figures 6.26(a)-(d) 

are presented in Figure 6.27. Photographs of the deformation process utilizing the 

straight deflector illustrated that the cutter penetrated through the sidewall of the 

specimens and developed highly localised plastic deformation in the vicinity of the 

cutting blades. Significant crack formation on petalled side walls was observed in all 

tests for the specimens with a T6 temper and wall thickness of 1.587 mm. From the 

load/displacement profiles in Figure 6.25, the first transient cutting phase, which was 

observed to occur for displacements in the range of 0 mm to 25 mm, exhibited a 

nonlinear increase in the cutting load from 0 kN to approximately 20 kN. As the petalled 

sidewalls contacted the deflector, the load surged to approximately 25 kN and resulted in 

a second transient cutting phase which was observed to occur with displacements in the 

range from approximately 25 mm to 35 mm. This increase in load in the second transient 

cutting phase, which was observed to be within the range from 3 kN to 5 kN for all 

specimens, was a result of the additional force necessary to initiate the flaring process of 

the vertical cut sidewalls. Experimental observations from all specimens indicated that 

this load increase was not consistent but the sharp increase in load repeatedly occurred at 

a crosshead displacement of approximately 28 mm and significantly decreased with 

increasing displacement up to approximately 38 mm. The sharp reduction in load was 

believed to occur as a result of the flaring process of the aluminum extrusion and hence a 

reduction in the vertical component of the contact force between the deflector and the 

tube. The cutting force was observed to fluctuate afterward until testing was completed. 

The fluctuation of cutting force was due to massive fracture occurred on petalled side 

walls after the side wall came in contact with the straight deflector. No significant 

influence of cutter blade tip width was observed for the T6 specimens with a wall 

thickness of 1.587 mm as shown in Figure 6.28. 
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Figure 6.25. The force/displacement responses for the specimen in Groups d-17 through 
d-20 in the presence of straight deflector. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6.26. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group d-17. 
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Figure 6.27. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profile for the representative 
specimen in Group d-17, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.26. 

6.3.10 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups d-21 through d-24 

Fairly consistent load/displacement responses up to crosshead displacement of 

30 mm were observed for the specimens within the groups d-21 through d-24. The 

force/displacement profiles for representative specimens of each group are shown in 

Figure 6.28. Photographs of the cutting process for specimen in presence of the curved 

deflector from group d-22 are illustrated in Figures 6.29(a)-(d). The load/displacement 

observations for the corresponding images in Figures 6.29(a)-(d) are presented in 

Figure 6.30. Specimens in groups d-21 though d-24 exhibited similar load/displacement 

responses and cutting phenomenon to the specimens in groups d-5 through d-8 which 

were similar temper but wall thickness of 3.175 mm. However, the fluctuation of the 

cutting force observed for specimens in groups d-21 through d-24 was not observed for 

specimens in groups d-5 through d-8. This fluctuation of cutting force was due to minor 

fracture of petalled side wall after side wall came in contact with the curved deflector. 
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The fracture observed utilizing the curved deflector was less significant compared to the 

fracture observed using the straight deflector. This phenomenon may be attributed 

towards the curvature associated with the curved deflector. Very minor influence of 

cutter blade tip width was observed as shown in Figure 6.28. 
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Figure 6.28. The force/displacement responses for the specimen in Groups d-21 through 
d-24 in the presence of curved deflector. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6.29. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group d-22. 
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Figure 6.30. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profile for the representative 
specimen in Group d-22, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.29. 

6.3.11 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups d-25 through d-28 

The force/displacement profiles for representative specimens from groups d-25 

through d-28 are illustrated in Figure 6.31. Photographs of the cutting process for 

specimen with T4 temper and a wall thickness of 1.587 mm in presence of the straight 

deflector from group d-25 are illustrated in Figures 6.32(a)-(d). The load/displacement 

observations for the corresponding images in Figures 6.32(a)-(d) are presented in 

Figure 6.33. The specimens in groups d-25 though d-28 exhibited similar 

load/displacement responses and cutting phenomenon to the specimens in groups d-17 

through d-20 which were a T6 temper. However, the surge of cutting force when the cut 

petalled side walls hit the deflector was not significant compared to the observations for 

the T6 temper specimens. No crack formation on petalled side walls was observed for 

the T4 temper specimens in the presence of the straight deflector. However, crack 

formation was observed to be massive for the T6 specimens in groups d-17 through d-20. 

The first transient cutting phase as noted in Figure 6.31 was observed to occur for 
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displacements in the range of 0 mm to 18 mm and exhibited a nonlinear increase in the 

cutting load from 0 kN to approximately 14 kN. As the petalled sidewalls contacted the 

deflector, the load surged to approximately 19.5 kN and resulted in a second transient 

cutting phase which was observed to occur with displacements in the range from 

approximately 19 mm to 30 mm. This increase in load in the second transient cutting 

phase, which was observed to be within the range from 2 kN to 3 kN for all specimens, 

was a result of the additional force necessary to initiate flaring process of the vertical cut 

sidewalls. A notable difference of cutting force was also observed through use of 

different cutter blade tip widths for the specimens in group d- 25 through d-28. The 

specimens in group d-27, which went through cutter side C, experienced the highest 

cutting force of approximately 17 kN at cross-head displacement of 24 mm. The 

specimens in groups d-13 and d-14, which underwent through cutter sides A and B 

respectively, experienced the least cutting force of approximately 15.3 kN at similar 

cross-head displacement. 
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Figure 6.31. The load/displacement responses for the tubes in Groups d-25 through d-28 
in the presence of straight deflector. 
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Figure 6.32. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group d-22. 
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Figure 6.33. The load/displacement profile for the representative specimen from Group 
d-25, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.32. 

6.3.12 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups d-29 through d-32 

Fairly consistent load/displacement responses were observed for specimens within 

groups d-29 through d-32. The force/displacement profiles for representative specimens 
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from each group are shown in Figure 6.34. The specimens in groups d-29 through d-32 

exhibited similar load/displacement responses and cutting phenomenon to the specimens 

in groups d-21 through d-24 which were the T6 temper conditions. However, the 

fluctuation of cutting force observed for the specimens in groups d-21 through d-24 was 

not observed for specimens in groups d-29 through d-32 as no crack formation was 

observed for specimens with the T4 temper. A notable difference of cutting force was 

also observed through use of different cutter blade tip widths for the specimens in group 

d-29 through d-32 as shown in Figure 6.34. 
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Figure 6.34. The load/displacement responses for the specimen in Groups d-29 through 
d-32 in the presence of curved deflector. 

6.3.13 Cutting test results among all specimens 

The load/displacement responses for AA6061-T4 and -T6 round aluminum 

extrusions with wall thicknesses of 1.587 mm and 3.175 mm under cutting deformation 

mode utilizing cutter side C are presented in Figure 6.35. The mean cutting forces for 
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extrusions with both temper conditions and a wall thickness of 3.175 mm were almost 

double compared with that for the extrusions with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm. The 

peak cutting forces for the extrusions with wall thickness of 3.175 mm and the T6 and T4 

temper conditions were 47.14 kN and 36.4 kN respectively. The approximately 29.5 % 

reduction of the peak cutting force associated with the T4 temper extrusion was due to 

lower strength of material in T4 temper. Similar findings were observed for the 

specimens with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm. 
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Figure 6.35. Comparison of the load/displacement profiles between the specimens with 
the T6 and the T4 temper as well as wall thicknesses of 3.175 mm and 1.587 mm. 

Comparison of the load/displacement responses for AA6061-T6 round aluminum 

extrusions with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm utilizing the straight and curved deflector 

as well as only the cutter are illustrated in Figure 6.36. The maximum peak cutting force 

of approximately 52.3 kN was observed for the extrusions utilizing the straight deflector. 

However, the maximum mean cutting force of approximately 43.76 kN was observed for 
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the specimens using only the cutter. The mean cutting forces in the presence of the 

straight and curved deflector were 36.47 kN and 38.5 kN respectively. Figure 6.36 

clearly illustrates that constant cutting force was observed after initial transition period 

for the specimens utilizing only the cutter but a massive reduction of the cutting force 

was observed after petalled side walls contacted the deflectors. The reduction of cutting 

force during the second phase was more prominent in presence of the straight deflector 

compared to the curved deflector. This was due to the curvature associated with the 

curved deflector. 
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Figure 6.36. Comparison of the load/displacement responses among T6 round extrusions 
with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm in the presence and without the presence of deflectors. 

Comparison of the load/displacement responses for the T4 extrusions with a wall 

thickness of 3.175 mm utilizing the straight and curved deflectors as well as only the 

cutter are illustrated in Figure 6.37. Similar trends of the peak and mean cutting forces 

were also observed for the specimens with the T4 temper compared to the T6 temper 
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extrusions. The maximum peak cutting force of approximately 39.91 kN was observed 

for the extrusions utilizing the straight deflector. However, the maximum mean cutting 

force of approximately 34.21 kN was observed for the specimens using only the cutter. 

The mean cutting forces in the presence of the straight and curved deflectors were 

28.12 kN and 29.62 kN respectively. 
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Figure 6.37. Comparison of the load/displacement responses among T4 round extrusions 
with a wall of thickness 3.175 mm in the presence and without the presence of deflectors. 

Comparison of the load/displacement responses for extrusions with both wall 

thicknesses and the T6 and T4 tempers are utilizing the straight and curved deflector are 

illustrated in Figure 6.38 and 6.39 respectively. Figure 6.38 clearly demonstrates that 

similar trends in the load/displacement profiles were observed for the extrusions with 

wall thicknesses of 1.587 mm and 3.175 mm in presence of the curved deflector. 

However, the load/displacement profiles for the extrusions with wall thicknesses of 

1.587 mm and 3.175 mm were not consistent during the transition period in the presence 
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of the straight deflector. The surge of cutting force as the result of the contact with wall 

and the straight deflector was not significant for the specimens with a wall thickness of 

1.587 mm compared to the findings of extrusions with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm. In 

the steady state region (crosshead displacement of 70 mm to the end of the test) the 

profile of all load/displacement responses were observed to be similar. The fluctuation of 

the load/displacement responses for extrusions with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm was 

occurred due to fracture of petalled side walls and also "back and forth" folding of the cut 

petalled side walls during the cutting. The load/displacement profiles for specimens with 

both wall thicknesses and the T4 temper followed very similar path in presence of both 

the straight and curved deflector as shown in Figure 6.39. The mean cutting force after 

the transition period was observed to be two times larger for the extrusions with a wall 

thickness of 3.175 mm compared to the specimens with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm. 
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Figure 6.38. Comparison of load/displacement responses for the specimens with both 
wall thicknesses and T6 temper in presence of the straight and the curved deflectors. 
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Figure 6.39. Comparison of the load/displacement responses for the specimens with both 
wall thicknesses and T6 temper in presence of the straight and the curved deflectors. 

6.3.14 Comparison of crush performance parameters 

This section compares the crush performance parameters of each group 

considered in this research. For each specimen tested, the crushing force and crosshead 

displacement were recorded. Post-testing data analysis was completed to determine the 

peak crush load, the mean crush force, CFE, total energy absorption, SEA and the 

energy-absorbing effectiveness factor. The mean values of crash parameters for each 

group utilizing only the cutters are presented in Table 6.4. Table 6.5 summarises the 

mean values of crash parameters for each group utilizing the cutter as well as 

straight/curved deflectors. 
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Table 6.4. Calculated average values of the crush parameters for each group utilizing 
different cutter sides, extrusions tempers and wall thicknesses. 

Group 

c-1 

c-2 

c-3 

c-4 

c-5 

c-6 

c-7 

c-8 

c-9 

c-10 

c-11 

c-12 

c-13 

c-14 

c-15 

c-16 

c-17 

c-18 

Specimen ID 

R300-A-xx-xx-T4 

R300-B-xx-xx-T4 

R300-C-xx-xx-T4 

R300-D-xx-xx-T4 

R300-A-xx-xx-T6 

R300-B-xx-xx-T6 

R300-C-xx-xx-T6 

R300-D-xx-xx-T6 

R200-A-xx-xx-T4-tw 

R200-B-xx-xx-T4-tw 

R200-C-xx-xx-T4-tw 

R200-D-xx-xx-T4-tw 

R200-A-xx-xx-T6-tw 

R200-B-xx-xx-T6-tw 

R200-C-xx-xx-T6-tw 

R200-D-xx-xx-T6-tw 

R400-A-xx-xx-T4-tw 

R400-A-xx-xx-T6-tw 

Average 
Pm 

(kN) 

25.00 

29.89 

34.21 

29.96 

42.21 

43.76 

44.69 

42.01 

14.41 

14.58 

15.90 

14.61 

18.44 

19.26 

20.50 

20.00 

15.28 

19.88 

Average 
imax 

(kN) 

28.06 

32.21 

36.40 

32.26 

45.40 

46.66 

47.14 

44.07 

16.30 

18.15 

18.40 

16.69 

21.62 

21.86 

22.83 

21.65 

16.94 

22.19 

Average 
CFE 
(%) 

89.07 

92.70 

93.97 

92.80 

93.08 

93.80 

94.80 

95.32 

88.35 

80.63 

86.47 

87.50 

85.24 

88.05 

89.84 

92.34 

90.20 

89.6 

Average 
TEA 
(kJ) 

3.47 

4.26 

4.76 

4.26 

6.04 

6.22 

6.35 

5.94 

2.00 

2.04 

2.21 

2.04 

2.55 

2.68 

2.83 

2.79 

2.14 

2.79 

Average 
SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

9.03 

10.34 

12.38 

11.06 

15.69 

15.76 

16.50 

16.02 

15.09 

15.41 

16.68 

15.37 

19.27 

20.19 

21.36 

21.07 

8.33 

10.52 

EF 

W 

0.109 

0.120 

0.131 

0.130 

0.181 

0.154 

0.159 

0.158 

0.178 

0.181 

0.199 

0.185 

0.191 

0.202 

0.208 

0.206 

0.095 

0.102 
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Table 6.5. Calculated average values of the crush parameters for each group utilizing the 
cutters and the straight or curved deflector. 

Average Average Average Average Average 
Group 

d-1 

d-2 

d-3 

d-4 

d-5 

d-6 

d-7 

d-8 

d-9 

d-10 

d-11 

d-12 

d-13 

d-14 

d-15 

d-16 

d-17 

d-18 

d-19 

d-20 

d-21 

d-22 

d-23 

d-24 

d-25 

d-26 

d-27 
d-28 

d-29 

d-30 

d-31 

d-32 

Specimen ID 

R200-A-DS-xx-T6 
R200-B-DS-xx-T6 

R200-C-DS-xx-T6 

R200-D-DS-xx-T6 

R200-A-DC-xx-T6 

R200-B-DC-xx-T6 

R200-C-DC-xx-T6 

R200-D-DC-xx-T6 

R200-A-DS-xx-T4 

R200-B-DS-xx-T4 

R200-C-DS-xx-T4 

R200-D-DS-xx-T4 

R200-A-DC-xx-T4 

R200-B-DC-xx-T4 

R200-C-DC-xx-T4 

R200-D-DC-xx-T4 

R200-A-DS-xx-T6-tw 

R200-B-DS-xx-T6-tw 

R200-C-DS-xx-T6-tw 

R200-D-DS-xx-T6-tw 

R200-A-DC-xx-T6-tw 

R200-B-DC-xx-T6-tw 

R200-C-DC-xx-T6-tw 

R200-D-DC-xx-T6-tw 

R200-A-DS-xx-T4-tw 

R200-B-DS-xx-T4-tw 

R200-C-DS-xx-T4-tw 
R200-D-DS-xx-T4-tw 

R200-A-DC-xx-T4-tw 

R200-B-DC-xx-T4-tw 

R200-C-DC-xx-T4-tw 

R200-D-DC-xx-T4-tw 

Pm 
(kN) 
35.59 
36.47 

37.15 

36.51 

36.58 

38.50 
39.80 

37.07 

23.56 

21.87 

28.12 

26.54 

24.56 

26.68 

29.62 

27.72 

18.22 

18.25 

18.81 

20.55 

17.74 

17.88 
19.04 

18.87 

13.02 

13.03 

14.20 
13.07 

13.21 

13.76 

13.96 

13.48 

* max 

(kN) 
53.38 

52.31 

51.46 

58.15 

44.97 

46.94 

49.93 

45.76 

29.74 

27.47 

39.91 

33.65 

28.59 

31.10 

36.19 

33.46 

22.38 

22.14 

23.40 

25.06 

21.01 

21.13 

22.09 

21.65 

15.24 

15.40 

17.01 
16.00 

15.11 

16.16 

16.53 

15.85 

CFE 
(%) 

66.80 

69.72 

72.20 

62.80 

81.34 

82.04 

79.70 
81.00 

79.23 

79.63 

76.47 

78.90 

85.90 

85.80 

81.90 

82.93 

81.43 

82.43 

80.53 

82.00 

84.67 

84.67 

86.33 

87.13 

85.50 

84.60 

83.57 
81.73 

87.40 

85.30 

84.63 

85.03 

TEA 
(kJ) 

5.14 

5.25 

5.18 

5.27 

5.28 

5.59 

5.79 
5.38 

3.35 

3.10 

3.67 

3.71 

3.50 

3.79 

4.12 

3.88 

2.53 

2.54 

2.61 

2.85 

2.48 

2.49 

2.65 

2.62 

1.81 

1.81 

1.97 
1.82 

1.83 

1.91 

1.93 

1.89 

SEA 
(kJ/kg) 
19.91 

20.47 

24.28 

20.53 

20.60 

21.79 

22.57 
20.98 

13.08 

12.08 

18.57 

14.47 

13.63 

14.79 

16.06 

15.13 

19.06 
19.14 

19.67 

21.49 

18.66 

18.78 

19.98 
19.79 

13.65 

13.66 

14.90 
13.69 

13.83 

14.38 

14.57 

14.21 

¥ 

0.196 

0.199 

0.238 

0.200 

0.203 

0.211 

0.218 
0.207 

0.153 

0.146 

0.227 

0.175 

0.172 

0.181 

0.199 

0.188 

0.189 

0.190 

0.193 

0.212 

0.185 

0.182 

0.194 

0.196 

0.162 

0.161 

0.178 
0.167 

0.165 

0.172 

0.175 

0.168 
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6.3.14.1 The peak crush force and the mean crush force 

The maximum peak and the mean cutting forces were observed for specimens 

(with both temper and a wall thickness of 3.175 mm) which underwent cutting with side 

C with blade tip width of 1.17 mm. Similar findings were also observed for the 

specimens with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm as illustrated in Table 6.4. These findings 

demonstrate the influence of cutter blade tip width on crush performance of aluminum 

extrusions. A higher cutting force can be achieved by increasing cutter blade tip width. 

The maximum peak and the mean cutting forces were observed to be 47.14 kN and 

44.69 kN respectively for the T6 temper specimens with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm. 

Similar specimens with a T4 temper experienced the peak cutting force of 36.40 kN and 

the mean cutting force of 34.21 kN. The reduction of the peak and the mean cutting 

forces by approximately 30% for the T4 temper extrusions can be attributed towards 

lower strength of the material in T4 temper. The maximum peak and the mean cutting 

forces for specimens with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm and T6 temper were observed to 

be 22.83 kN and 20.50 kN respectively. Identical specimens with the T4 temper 

experienced the peak cutting force of 18.40 kN and the mean cutting force of 15.90 kN. 

The maximum peak cutting force was observed to be 51.4 kN for the T6 temper 

extrusions in the presence of the straight deflector but the maximum mean cutting force 

was found to be 44.6 kN in the presence of only the cutter. For the identical extrusions 

with the T4 temper experienced almost the same peak cutting force with or without the 

presence of the straight/curved deflector but the highest mean cutting force was observed 

to 34.21 kN utilizing only the cutter. Findings for the 1.587 mm wall thickness 

extrusions with the T6 temper were not consistent with the findings for extrusions with a 

wall thickness of 3.175 mm. The maximum peak and the mean cutting forces were 

observed to 25.06 kN and 20.65 kN for the T6 temper extrusion in presence of the 

straight deflector utilizing cutter side D with blade tip width of 1.02 mm. However, the 

findings for the T4 temper extrusions with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm were inline with 

the findings from identical extrusions with the T6 temper. 
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6.3.14.2 Total energy absorption and crush force efficiency 

The total energy absorption for specimens with the T6 temper ranging from 

5.94 kJ to 6.35 kJ and the maximum value was observed utilizing cutter side C. The 

specimens with the T4 temper, TEA ranging from 3.47 kJ to 4.76 kJ and similar to the T6 

temper extrusions the maximum total energy absorption was found using cutter side C. A 

high CFE ranging from 93.08% to 95.32% was observed for all the specimens with the 

T6 temper. The CFE observed for the T4 temper was ranging from 89.07%) to 93.97%. 

The findings for the specimens with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm were inline with the 

findings from identical extrusions with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm as illustrated in 

Table-6.4. The observed TEA for the T6 temper specimens was ranging from 2.55 kJ to 

2.83 kJ and for the T4 temper extrusions ranging from 2.00 kJ to 2.21 kJ. The maximum 

TEA was observed utilizing cutter side C for both temper conditions. The CFE observed 

ranging from 85.24% to 92.34% for the T6 temper extrusions and 80.63% to 88.35% for 

the specimens with the T4 temper. 

6.3.14.3 Specific energy absorption and effectiveness factor 

The specific energy absorption for the T6 tempered extrusions with a wall 

thickness of 3.175 mm was ranging from 15.44 kJ/kg to 16.50 kJ/kg. Geometrically 

identical extrusions but with the T4 tempered, the observed SEA was ranging from 

9.03 kJ/kg to 12.38 kJ/kg. Incorporating deflectors increased SEA by approximately 

33% and 35% for the T6 tempered specimens with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm utilizing 

the straight deflector and the curved deflector respectively. A increase of SEA was 

noticed in presence of the straight and the curved deflector ranging from 36% to 39% for 

the similar wall thickness extrusions but with the T4 tempered. A higher specific energy 

observation of approximately 30% was observed for the specimens with a wall thickness 

of 1.587 mm compared to the identical tempered specimens with a wall thickness of 

3.175 mm. The effectiveness factor for the T6 specimens with a wall thickness of 

3.175 mm was observed ranging from 0.154 to 0.236. The specimens with the T4 

temper, the effectiveness factor was found ranging from 0.109 to 0.227. 
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6.3.15 Cutting force analysis and comparison with the theoretical prediction 

This section details the analysis of steady state cutting forces and compare the 

experimental findings with the theoretical model developed by Zheng and Wierzbicki 

[23] as well as Simonsen and Wierzbicki [24]. The flat-plate cutting process utilized in 

references [23, 24] was generated by a sharp tip wedge, and crack propagation was 

observed during these tests. However, the present circular tube cutting testing was 

penetrated by four blunt nose tips of the cutters, and chips instead of crack propagation 

were found to develop at the tips of the cutter blades. In order to determine the 

proportion of energy dissipation associated with each mechanism, the circumferential and 

longitudinal radii of the deformed petalled sidewalls were measured. A circumferential 

membrane stretching with a deformed average radius of 27.2 mm and a petalled sidewall 

bending with a deformed average radius of 618.4 mm were observed in the round 

AA6061-T6 tube cutting tests. However, for AA6061-T4 extrusions a circumferential 

membrane stretching with a deformed average radius of 26.1 mm and a petalled sidewall 

outward bending with a deformed average radius of 813 mm were observed. The 

petalled sidewall bending was mostly due to the eccentric membrane stretching generated 

by the pushing forces from the contact of cutter blades and the split petalled sidewall, 

which was not significant compare with the cutting mechanism in consideration of energy 

dissipation. Although the flat-plate wedge-cutting deformation mode [23, 24] and the 

present tube cutting deformation bear their own characteristics, the main 

energy-dissipation systems have much in common. Therefore, the theoretical predictions 

of the cutting force for the flat-plate wedge cutting are introduced to this research for 

comparison purposes. 

The majority of the cutting tests conducted in this study can be considered stable 

or clean curling cut. Moreover, the majority of the load/displacement profiles obseived 

in this study appear to be an ideal cutting force response typical of a stable or clean 

curling cut. The experimentally observed crosshead displacement for the initial transient 

stage of the cutting process was estimated to be approximately 15 mm for all specimens 

which exhibited stable or clean curling cutting utilizing cutters only. After that, an 

average constant cutting force was maintained in the steady-state cutting stage. The 
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constant cutting force was observed to be dependent upon extrusion temper condition, 

and cross-sectional geometry. Four energy dissipation mechanisms were observed, 

namely, a near blade tip cutting deformation mechanism (material separation or fracture 

in the vicinity of the blade tip), circumferential membrane stretching, petalled sidewall 

plastic bending and friction due to the interaction between the extrusion and the cutter. 

Zheng and Wierzbicki [23] developed a closed form solution for the reaction 

force after steady-state cutting is reached. The resistance force is given by: 

F = fl.26S*cos0^ + 2
R + BCTot2 +1.28^ ̂ ±^Lcos(0/2)^-\(l +Mcot0) 

v t 4 R A Rt 4 J 
(6.1) 

where R is the rolling radius expressed in equation (6.2), 

R = B 2{tlB) + \.2W2cos{0l2) ( 6 2 ) 

yi.268cos# + 1.2802cos(0/2) 

In equation (6.2), B is one-half of the wedge shoulder width. 

Simonsen and Wierzbicki [24] conducted a closed form solution similar to Zheng 

and Wierzbicki [23] for the reaction force after steady-state cutting is obtained. The 

resistance force was found to be: 

fn*A _ a, 
F = 

OMvotRcos>e(l + O.55d>) +
 aot

r
(B + Rh^crotB0 

V 1 

V3 V3i?cos6> V3 

with the roll radius R determined through equation (6.4) 

1 — 
sin 6 + fi cos 6 cos(# / 2) 

(6.3) 

R = l ^ " 2 ( 6 4 ) 
V 0.64(1 + O.5502) cos3 0 

With respect to the current study, the first two terms in the first parentheses of the 

expressions (6.1) and (6.3) are cutting resistance forces associated with the near blade tip 

cutting mechanism (or fracture) and circumferential membrane stretching. The third term 

in the first parentheses is the far field flap bending, which was not observed in the current 
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research and is assumed to be negligible. The term in the second parentheses is a factor 

due to the friction energy dissipation mechanism. 

Energy associated with the outward plastic bending of the petalled sidewalls can 

be estimated by assuming an elastic perfectly plastic material behaviour. The fully 

plastic bending moment was calculated as: 

MB = ^ f (6.5) 

where r is the central radius and t is the thickness. Hence, the cutting resistance 

force associated with the outward plastic bending of the petalled sidewalls can be 

estimated using the following expression: 

F = 2n^af_ (66) 
Ri 

where R, is the longitudinal radius of the petalled sidewall after bending. 

The theoretical predictions and the experimental findings of the mean cutting 

resistance force at the steady state condition for AA6061-T4 and -T6 round tubes are 

presented in Table 6.6. It should be noted that T4 temper extrusions with a wall thickness 

of 1.587 mm exhibited characteristics of braided cutting, which are not applicable to the 

theory presented above and hence have not been presented. To the best of the authors' 

knowledge there exists no theory to predict the cutting force for braided cutting. It can be 

found that the theoretical predictions agree well with the experimental findings for clean 

cutting. 

In order to determine the proportion of energy dissipation associated with each 

mechanism, the circumferential and longitudinal radii of the deformed petalled sidewalls 

were measured. Based upon these measurements, combined with the theory presented in 

equations (6), (8), and (11), the proportion of energy dissipation is presented in Table 6.7 

for the different material tempers and wall thicknesses considered. The coefficient of 

friction used in the analyses completed was 0.3. 
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It is expected to find that the percentage contribution of material fracture to the 

total energy dissipation for AA6061-T4 is lower than that for AA6061-T6 primarily due 

to the lower yield strength and greater work hardening characteristics of AA6061 T4. It 

is believed that the same material characteristics is also a result of the larger proportional 

value associated with the circumferential stretching for AA6061-T4 compared to the 

AA6061-T6 material. The proportional value of the petalled sidewall plastic bending for 

specimens with a T4 temper is almost equal to that for specimens with a T6 temper. 

Table 6.6. Steady state cutting resistance force comparison between experimental 
findings and theoretical predictions. 

Research group 

Zheng and Wierzbicki [23] 
Simonsen and Wierzbicki [24] 
Present study 

6061-T4 
(3.175mm) 

32.89 
35.92 
31.32 

pm(m 
6061-T6 6061-T4 

(3.175mm) (1.587mm) 
40.77 Braided 
44.58 cutting 
45.58 observed 

6061-T6 
(1.587mm) 

13.38 
15.08 
19.55 

Table 6.7. Proportion energy dissipation for each mechanism. 

Energy dissipation 
mechanism 

Percentage energy dissipation (%) 
6061-T4 6061-T6 6061-T4 6061-T6 

(3.175mm) (3.175mm) (1.587mm) (1.587mm) 
Material fracture 8.1 
Circumferential stretching 59.2 
Friction 32.3 
Petalled sidewall bending 0.4 

5.4 
29.5 
64.6 
0.5 

Braided 
cutting 

observed 

1.5 
74.7 
23.3 
0.5 
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6.4 Cutting tests results and discussion utilizing dual cutter configuration 

In order to enhance the cutting resistance force, an investigation into the 

load/displacement and energy dissipation characteristics of AA6061-T4 and -T6 

extrusions has been completed by imposing a two stage cutting process on the concentric 

extrusions. Additionally, to control the onset of the second stage of the two stage cutting 

process, research into the use of some degree of spacing between cutters has also been 

completed. Finally, to control cut sidewall bending during the two stage cutting process, 

use of deflectors, with curved and straight profiles, have also been employed. Although 

three experimental tests were completed for each group listed in Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 

and two tests were completed for each group listed in Table 6.10 except groups s-4, s-7 

and s-8, the load/displacement observations for all specimens within each group were 

fairly consistent. For this reason and for greater clarity, only a representative specimen 

from each group was selected for illustration and discussion purposes. The 

load/displacement profiles of all three tests within groups m-1, m-4, m-7, m-11, n-1, n-4, 

n-7, n-10, s-2 and s-5 are presented in Appendix A to demonstrate repeatability of the 

tests. 

6.4.1 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups m-1 through m-3 

The observed load/displacement profiles for representative AA6061-T6 

specimens from groups m-1 through m-3 are illustrated in Figure 6.40. Photographs of 

the experimental cutting process for a representative AA6061-T6 specimen from group 

m-2 are illustrated in Figure 6.41(a)-(d). The load/displacement observations for the 

corresponding images in Figure 6.41(a)-(d) are presented in Figure 6.42. 

The experimental tests showed that the cutter penetrated through the sidewall of 

the specimens and develop highly localized plastic deformation in the vicinity of the 

cutting blades where cutting chips were formed. It is evident from the force/displacement 

profiles that the cutting phenomena can be referred to stable or clean curling cut [24]. No 

crack propagation was observed in any tests. As cutting progressed, petalled sidewalls 

bent slightly outwards as a result of the interaction between the first cutter blades 
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shoulder and the tube sidewalls. After approximately 20 mm crosshead displacement, 

equal to the thickness of the cutter, the cut petalled side walls contacted the second cutter 

blades and the total cutting load surged to approximately twice the steady-state cutting 

load for a single cutter configuration. The load/displacement responses in Figure 6.52 

clearly demonstrate that the dual stage cutting appears to be the superposition of two 

single stage cutting processes. The cutter side combination CA (1.17 mm and 1.01 mm) 

demonstrated approximately 8% higher cutting force compared to other two cutter side 

combinations during the first stage of cutting process. However, the magnitude of the 

cutting force in the second stage was observed to be very consistent amongst all cutter 

side combinations. The steady-state cutting was achieved after 32 mm of crosshead 

displacement and the average steady state cutting force was found to be approximately 

90 kN. 

100 1 : : : ! : : : i : ; : 1 

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.40. Experimentally observed load/displacement responses for representative 
specimens from Groups m-1 through m-3. 
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Figure 6.41. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group m-2 (top and bottom views). 
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Figure 6.42. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profile for the representative 
specimen in Group m-2, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.41. 
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6.4.2 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups m-4 through m-6 

Specimens used in groups m-4 through m-6 were identical to the specimens 

utilized in groups m-1 through m-3. In addition to cutters, a straight deflector was 

incorporated to study the influence of deflector on the load/displacement response. The 

force/displacement profiles for representative specimens of each group are shown in 

Figure 6.43. Photographs of the experimental cutting process for a representative 

AA6061-T6 specimen from group m-4 are illustrated in Figure 6.44(a)-(d). The 

load/displacement observations for the corresponding images in Figure 6.44(a)-(d) are 

presented in Figure 6.45. 

The stability of the cutting process and the load/displacement profiles for the 

specimens in groups m-4 through m-6 appeared to be very similar to the observations 

from the specimens in groups m-1 through m-3. However, a sharp rise in cutting force 

was observed at 52 mm crosshead displacement when cut petalled side walls hit the 

straight deflector. This increase in the load was observed to be within the range from 

8 kN to 10 kN for all specimens, was a result of the additional force necessary to initiate 

flaring process of the vertical cut sidewalls. A gradual reduction of cutting force from the 

peak cutting force was observed over the displacement of approximately 58 mm to 86 

mm. The cutting force was observed to increase slightly after a crosshead displacement 

of approximately 87 mm until 105 mm, consistent to the single stage cutting process after 

side walls/ deflector contact is fully completed. Finally, the deformation process reached 

a steady state cutting phase after a crosshead displacement of approximately 106 mm 

with an approximate resistance force of 90 kN for all tests considered with the straight 

deflector. 
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R200-AC-DS-XX-T6 
R200-BD-DS-XX-T6 
R200-CA-DS-xx-T6 

50 75 100 125 

Displacement (mm) 
150 

Figure 6.43. The load/displacement profiles for the representative specimens from 
Groups m-4 through m-6 in presence of the straight deflector. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) 

(d) 

Figure 6.44. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group m-2 (top and bottom views). 
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Figure 6.45. The load/displacement response for the representative specimen from Group 
m-4, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.44. 

6.4.3 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups m-7 through m-9 

Fairly consistent load/displacement responses up to crosshead displacement of 

50 mm were observed for specimens within the groups m-7 through m-9. A minor 

inconsistency in the load/displacement profiles were noticed in between 52 mm to 85 mm 

displacement domain. Consistency in findings was again observed after 90 mm 

displacement to the end of the test. Figure 6.46 illustrates the load/displacement 

behaviour of representative specimens within group m-7 through m-9. Photographs of 

the experimental cutting process for a representative specimen from group m-7 are 

illustrated in Figure 6.47(a)-(d). The load/displacement observations for the 

corresponding images in Figure 6.47(a)-(d) are presented in Figure 6.48. 
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Specimens in groups m-7 though m-9 exhibited similar load/displacement 

responses and cutting phenomenon to the specimens in groups m-4 through m-6. 

However, it was observed that the significant increase in cutting force previously 

observed in groups m-4 through m-6, when contact with the deflector was initiated, 

reduced considerably with the use of the curved deflector. The reduction of the cutting 

force was caused by the curvature associated with the curved deflector. In addition, the 

reduction in cutting force after initial contact with the deflector occurred over a longer 

displacement with the curved deflector compared to the straight deflector. Flaring of the 

specimens within groups m-7 through m-9 were more gradual than observed for the 

specimens within groups m-4 through m-6. The cutting process reached a steady-state 

phase after a crosshead displacement of approximately 95 mm with an approximate 

resistance force of 90 kN for all the specimens within these groups. The cutting force 

was maintained constant until testing was completed. 

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.46. The load/displacement profiles for the representative specimens from 
Groups m-7 through m-9 in the presence of curved deflector. 
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Figure 6.47. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group m-7 (top and bottom views). 
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Figure 6.48. The load/displacement response for the representative specimen from Group 
m-7, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.47. 
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6.4.4 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups m-10 through m-12 

The load/displacement profiles for representative specimens of each group are 

shown in Figure 6.49. Photographs of the experimental cutting process for a 

representative AA6061-T4 specimen from group m-10 are illustrated in 

Figure 6.50(a)-(d). The load/displacement observations for the corresponding images in 

Figure 6.50(a)-(d) are presented in Figure 6.51. 

No significant variations in the load were observed to occur over the first stage of 

cutting process. However, the extrusions without presence of the straight/curved 

deflector completely failed to go through the second stage cutting. This failure may be 

associated with shifting of the cutters or an instability during the cutting process. 

Incorporating the straight/curved deflector improved stability of the cutting process and 

the extrusions in groups m-11 and m-12 completed the second stage cutting process. The 

cutting force surged to 84 kN from 76 kN at 60 mm crosshead displacement when cut 

petalled side walls contacted the straight deflector. The increase in cutting force in the 

presence of the curved deflector was relatively less compared to the straight deflector and 

the increase took place over a longer displacement. After approximately 80 mm 

crosshead displacement, responses were observed to be very consistent. 

0 0 ' i ' r' i i ' 1 ' i 1" 1 

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.49. The load/displacement profiles for the representative specimens from 
Groups m-10 through m-12. 
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Figure 6.50. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group m-10. 
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Figure 6.51. The load/displacement profile for the representative specimen from Group 
m-10, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.50. 
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6.4.5 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups m-13 through m-15 

The observed load/displacement responses for representative specimens of 

AA6061-T6 extrusions with a wall thickness of 1.587 mm in groups m-13 through m-16 

are illustrated in Figure 6.52. Photographs of the cutting process for specimen in 

presence of the straight deflector from group m-13 are illustrated in Figures 6.53(a)-(d). 

The load/displacement observations for the corresponding images in Figures 6.53(a)-(d) 

are presented in Figure 6.54. Photographs of the deformation process illustrated in-word 

and out-word bending as well as twisting of the cut petalled side walls. After 

approximately 30 mm crosshead displacement the load/displacement profiles in Figure 

6.52 clearly demonstrates inconsistency in cutting force for all specimens in groups m-13 

through m-16. The cutting deformation behaviour was more representative of braided cut 

[24] with 'back and forth' folding of cut side walls. The fluctuation of cutting force after 

30 mm displacement may be associated with very thin extrusion wall thickness of 

1.587 mm. 
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Figure 6.52. The load/displacement profiles for the representative specimens from 
Groups m-13 through m-15. 
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Figure 6.53. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group m-13 (top and bottom views). 
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Figure 6.54. The load/displacement profile for the representative specimen from 
Group m-13, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.53. 
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6.4.6 Cutting test results for specimens in groups m-16 through m-18 

A straight deflector was incorporated in edition to cutters in these tests to observe 

whether edition of deflector can improve the profile of cutting force. But inconsistent 

load/displacement responses were again observed for specimens within the groups m-16 

through m-18. After 30 mm of crosshead displacement, fluctuation of cutting force was 

observed until end of the test for all specimens in group m-16 through m-18. The 

force/displacement profiles for representative specimens of each group are shown in 

Figure 6.55. Photographs of the experimental cutting process for a representative from 

group m-17 are illustrated in Figure 6.56(a)-(d). The load/displacement observations for 

the corresponding images in Figure 6.56(a)-(d) are presented in Figure 6.57. 
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Figure 6.55. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profiles for the specimens in 
Group m-16 through m-18. 
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Figure 6.56. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group m-17. 
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Figure 6.57. The load/displacement profile for the representative specimen from Group 
m-17, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.56. 

6.4.7 Cutting test results for specimens in groups m-19 through m-21 

The observations from groups m-19 through m-21 in the presence of the curved 

deflector were identical to the observation in the presence of the straight deflector 

mentioned in section 6.4.6. The observed load/displacement profiles for representative 

specimens from groups m-19 through m-21 are illustrated in Figure 6.58. Photographs of 

the experimental cutting process for a representative from group m-20 are illustrated in 

Figure 6.59(a)-(d). The load/displacement observations for the corresponding images in 

Figure 6.59(a)-(d) are presented in Figure 6.60. Massive twisting of the cut petalled side 

walls was observed for all specimens as illustrated in photographs in Figure 6.59. The 

first stage of cutting process was observed to be very consistent. However, when cut 

petalled side walls from first stage cutting went through second stage cutters, the cutting 

force exhibited significant fluctuations. The load bearing capability of the cut side walls 

of 1.587 mm wall thickness extrusions was significantly lower compared to cut side walls 

of 3.175 mm extrusions. 
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Figure 6.58. Experimentally obtained load/displacement responses for specimens in 
Groups m-19 through m-21. 
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Figure 6.59. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group m-21 (top and bottom views). 
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Figure 6.60. The load/displacement profile for the representative specimen from Group 
m-21, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.59. 

6.4.8 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups m-22 through m-24 

The force/displacement responses for representative specimens of AA6061-T4 

round extrusions with 1.587 mm wall thickness in the presence of straight or curved 

deflector as well as only the cutters are shown in Figure 6.61. Photographs of the 

experimental cutting process for a representative from group m-22 are illustrated in 

Figure 6.62(a)-(d). The load/displacement observations for the corresponding images in 

Figure 6.62(a)-(d) are presented in Figure 6.63. The photographs clearly demonstrate 

that the cut petalled side walls from the first cutting stage failed to go through the second 

cutting stage and the deformation mode switched from cutting to progressive folding. 

After 30 mm crosshead displacement all specimens in groups m-22 through m-24 

exhibited similar deformation behaviour. Strain hardening of the T4 temper material 

reduced the material strength and significantly reduced the load bearing capability. The 

specimen portion from ahead of the cutting blade could not support the additional 

increase in the cutting force and subsequently the extrusion portion ahead of the cutter 

underwent progressive folding. 
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Figure 6.61. Experimentally obtained load/displacement responses for specimens in 
Groups m-22 through m-24. 
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Figure 6.62. Photographs illustrating the experimental cutting process for a 
representative specimen in Group m-22. 
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Figure 6.63. The load/displacement profile for the representative specimen from Group 
m-22, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.62. 

6.4.9 Cutting test results for specimens in groups s-1 through s-4 

The force/displacement profiles for representative specimens of each group 

utilizing different spacer geometries and cutter side combinations are shown in Figure 

6.64. The addition of spacers in between the two cutters resulted in a greater degree of 

separation (in the displacement domain) between the first portions of the steady state 

response to the initiation of the second cutting stage. The load/displacement responses in 

Figure 6.64 clearly illustrate that cutter side combination has very minor influence on 

first-stage cutting process. Cutter side combination CA (1.17 mm and 1.01 mm blade tip 

width) experienced approximately 5% higher cutting load compared to cutter side 

combination BD (1.00 mm and 1.02 mm blade tip width) in the first stage cutting. There 

is a limitation on length of spacing can be used in between two cutters. As shown in 

Figure 6.64, the cut petalled side walls from the first cutting stage failed to go through the 

second stage cutters when 30 mm spacer were used. As spacing between the cutters 
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increased the stability of the cutting progress degraded due to contact between the cut 

petalled sidewalls (resulting from excessive bending of the sidewalls in the first cutting 

process) and regions of the second cutter away from the blade tip. For this investigation 

limiting spacer size was observed to be 20 mm. 
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Figure 6.64. The load/displacement responses for representative specimen from Groups 
s-1 through s-4 utilizing spacers of different lengths. 

6.4.10 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups s-5 through s-8 

The load/displacement behaviour of representative specimens from groups s-5 

through s-8 in the presence of straight or curved deflectors with spacing of 10 mm and 

20 mm in between cutters are presented in Figure 6.65. Consistent load/displacement 

response was observed for all the tests completed within groups s-5 through s-8. No 

significant difference in the load/displacement profiles was observed incorporating 

straight/curved deflector compared to cutters only tests. A minor but notable increase of 

cutting force was observed at 72 mm crosshead displacement when cut petalled side 
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walls hit straight/curved deflector in the event of incorporating 10 mm spacer. However, 

no notable increase of cutting force was observed using 20 mm spacers when cut petalled 

side walls contacted straight/curved deflector. As the spacing length increased cut 

petalled side walls bended further outward and when hit deflector no significant 

resistance force exhibited. 
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Figure 6.65. The load/displacement responses for the representative specimen from 
Groups s-5 through s-8 utilizing spacers of different lengths and straight/curved deflector. 

6.4.11 Cutting test results among all specimens 

A comparison of the load/displacement responses among specimens without using 

any spacing in between two cutters and incorporating different spacer profiles are 

presented in Figure 6.66. A stable load/displacement response was observed for the tests 

without use of any spacer between two cutters. Stability of the cutting progress degraded 
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using 10 mm spacing between two cutters. The least stable load/displacement response 

was observed utilizing 20 mm spacing as contact between the cut petalled sidewalls 

(resulting from the first cutting process) and regions of the second cutter further away 

from the blade tip. The mean cutting force during the first cutting stage for all the 

specimens was observed to be approximately 48 kN. However, during the second cutting 

stage, the specimens without use of spacers exhibited the mean cutting force of 

approximately 88 kN and the specimens incorporating 10 mm and 20 mm spacers 

exhibited the mean cutting forces of approximately 84 kN and 80 kN respectively. This 

findings demonstrate that the mean cutting force during the second cutting stage reduced 

with the increased of spacing between two cutters. The load/displacement profiles in 

Figure 6.66 demonstrate that the length of onset after the first cutting stage may be 

moved forward equivalent to the spacing incorporated in between two cutters. 
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Figure 6.66. Comparison of the load/displacement responses among specimens without 
using any spacing and incorporating spacing of different lengths. 
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6.4.12 Comparison of crush performance parameters 

This section compares the crush performance parameters of each group 

considered in this research. For each specimen tested, the crushing force and crosshead 

displacement were recorded. Post-testing data analysis was completed to determine the 

peak crush load, mean crush force, CFE, total energy absorption, SEA and the 

effectiveness factor. The mean values of crash parameters for each group utilizing 

different combination of cutters and deflectors are presented in Table 6.8 and Table 6.9. 

The mean values of crash parameters for each group using spacing of different lengths 

between two cutters are presented in Table 6.10. 

Table 6.8. Calculated average values of the crush parameters for each group in the dual 
stage cutting process using specimens with wall thicknesses of 1.587 mm and 3.175 mm. 

Group 

m-1 
m-2 
m-3 
m-4 
m-5 
m-6 
m-7 
m-8 
m-9 
m-10 
m-11 
m-12 
m-13 
m-14 
m-15 
m-16 
m-17 
m-18 
m-19 
m-20 
m-21 
m-22 
m-23 
m-24 

Specimen ID 

R200-AC-xx-xx-T6 
R200-BD-xx-xx-T6 
R200-CA-xx-xx-T6 
R200-AC-DS-xx-T6 
R200-BD-DS-xx-T6 
R200-CA-DS-xx-T6 
R200-AC-DC-xx-T6 
R200-BD-DC-xx-T6 
R200-CA-DC-xx-T6 
R200-AC-xx-xx-T4 
R200-AC-DS-xx-T4 
R200-AC-DC-xx-T4 
R200-AC-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BD-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-CA-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-AC-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BD-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-CA-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-AC-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BD-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-CA-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BDtoPF-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R200-BDtoPF-DS-xx-T4-tw 
R200-BDtoPF-DC-xx-T4-tw 

Average Pm 

(kN) 
78.53 
77.95 
78.56 
82.16 
81.41 
81.84 
81.89 
80.85 
80.70 
44.90 
69.29 
68.86 
28.03 
29.02 
26.45 
28.37 
30.48 
29.84 
28.69 
31.35 
30.11 
15.03 
15.49 
16.36 

Average Pmax 

(kN) 
90.60 
88.73 
89.25 
95.07 
97.27 
96.46 
95.29 
94.43 
93.24 
70.67 
84.10 
83.03 
34.92 
36.48 
33.82 
35.35 
38.07 
35.87 
35.85 
38.59 
36.51 
20.93 
22.66 
22.86 

Average CFE 
(%) 

86.70 
87.50 
88.03 
86.43 
83.70 
84.87 
85.93 
85.60 
86.57 
63.47 
82.37 
82.93 
80.20 
79.73 
78.17 
79.50 
80.07 
83.17 
80.03 
81.47 
82.50 
71.93 
68.33 
71.60 
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Table 6.9. Calculated average values of TEA, SEA and the effectiveness factor. 

Group 

m-1 
m-2 
m-3 
m-4 
m-5 
m-6 
m-7 
m-8 
m-9 

m-10 
m-11 
m-12 
m-13 
m-14 
m-15 
m-16 
m-17 
m-18 
m-19 
m-20 
m-21 
m-22 
m-23 
m-24 

Specimen ID 

R200-AC-xx-xx-T6 
R200-BD-xx-xx-T6 
R200-CA-xx-xx-T6 
R200-AC-DS-xx-T6 
R200-BD-DS-xx-T6 
R200-CA-DS-xx-T6 
R200-AC-DC-xx-T6 
R200-BD-DC-xx-T6 
R200-CA-DC-xx-T6 
R200-AC-xx-xx-T4 
R200-AC-DS-xx-T4 
R200-AC-DC-xx-T4 
R200-AC-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BD-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-CA-xx-xx-T6-tw 
R200-AC-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BD-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-CA-DS-xx-T6-tw 
R200-AC-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BD-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-CA-DC-xx-T6-tw 
R200-BDtoPF-xx-xx-T4-tw 
R200-BDtoPF-DS-xx-T4-tw 
R200-BDtoPF-DC-xx-T4-tw 

Average TEA 
(kJ) 

10.85 
10.68 
11.23 
11.74 
11.32 
11.56 
11.27 
11.40 
11.17 
2.68 
9.56 
9.74 
4.01 
4.01 
3.66 
3.94 
4.26 
4.13 
3.99 
4.47 
4.23 
1.56 
2.01 
2.26 

Average SEA 
(kJ/kg) 

42.29 
41.63 
43.77 
45.76 
44.13 
44.08 
43.93 
44.46 
43.57 
10.47 
37.97 
37.06 
30.22 
30.25 
27.61 
29.70 
32.12 
31.17 
30.14 
33.73 
31.92 
11.75 
15.18 
17.02 

Average EF 

W 
0.413 
0.408 
0.423 
0.440 
0.429 
0.426 
0.427 
0.432 
0.426 
0.116 
0.442 
0.453 
0.282 
0.291 
0.265 
0.298 
0.310 
0.309 
0.294 
0.328 
0.312 
0.157 
0.193 
0.201 

Table 6.10. Calculated average values of the crush parameters for each group in the dual 
stage cutting process using spacers of various geometries. 

Group 

s-1 
s-2 
s-3 
s-4 
s-5 
s-6 
s-7 
s-8 

Specimen ID 

R200-BD-10-T6 
R200-CA-10-T6 
R200-CA-20-T6 
R200-CA-30-T6 
R200-CA-DS-10-T6 
R200-CA-DS-20-T6 
R200-CA-DC-10-T6 
R200-CA-DC-20-T6 

Average 
Pm 

(kN) 
72.91 
73.61 
69.42 
44.41 
76.69 
71.46 
77.28 
72.28 

Average 
t^max 

(kN) 
86.32 
88.90 
86.40 
73.14 
90.14 
87.10 
92.46 
88.97 

Average 
CFE 
(%) 

84.45 
82.85 
80.35 
61.07 
85.05 
82.05 
83.50 
81.20 

Average Average 
TEA 
(kJ) 

10.51 
10.62 
9.95 
2.41 
11.34 
10.47 
11.21 
10.46 

SEA 
(kJ/kg) 
40.96 
41.39 
38.77 
9.02 

44.21 
40.81 
43.70 
40.96 

EF 

¥ 
0.405 
0.407 
0.376 
0.089 
0.437 
0.405 
0.426 
0.405 
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6.4.12.1 Peak crush force and mean crush force 

The magnitude of the peak and the mean cutting forces were very close in the 

presence of straight or curved deflector for both temper specimens. Use of the deflectors in 

the cutting process illustrated a slight increase in the cutting force. The T6 temper specimens 

which under went cutting deformation mode in the presence of straight or curved 

deflector experienced approximately 5.2% and 4.6% higher peak and mean cutting 

forces respectively compared to specimens utilized cutters only. The extrusions with T6 

temper in the presence of straight or curved deflector exhibited 13.3% and 18.2% higher 

peak and mean cutting forces respectively compared to identical extrusions with T4 

temper specimens. The reduction of the peak and the mean cutting forces for the T4 

temper extrusions can be attributed towards the reduced material strength. Similar 

findings were also observed for the specimens with 1.587 mm wall thickness and both 

temper. The specimens with T6 temper and wall thickness of 3.175 mm experienced 

160% and 180% higher peak and mean cutting forces compared to identical temper 

specimens but 1.587 mm wall thickness. 

The highest peak and the mean cutting forces of 92.46 kN and 77.28 kN 

respectively were exhibited using 10 mm spacing in presence of the curved deflector. 

The tests utilizing 10 mm spacing demonstrated 5.2% and 6.0% higher peak and mean 

cutting forces compared to tests using 20 mm spacing. Similar finding were also 

observed in presence of straight/curved deflector. 

6.4.12.2 Total energy absorption and crush force efficiency 

A fairly consistent CFE was observed among all specimens tested in groups m-1 

through m-12 except group m-10. Specimens in group m-10 failed to go through second 

stage cutting process. The CFE observed ranges from 82.37% to 88.07% for all 

specimens with both temper and wall thickness of 3.175 mm. The maximum total energy 

absorption was observed to be 11.74 kJ for specimens with T6 temper in presence of 

straight deflector. The CFE observed for specimens with T6 temper and a wall thickness 

of 1.587 mm ranges from 78.17% to 82.5%. The observed TEA for identical extrusions 
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ranges from 3.66 kJ to 4.47 kJ. Specimens with a T4 temper with a wall thickness of 

1.587 mm switched deformation mode from cutting to progressive folding during the 

second cutting stage. 

A better degree of consistency in the crush force efficiencies was observed for the 

various spacer thicknesses considered. The observed CFE ranging from 86.32% to 

92.46% for all tests completed except test using 30 mm spacing in which cut petalled side 

walls failed to go through second stage cutter. The energy absorption was found to be 

dependent upon the degree of spacing in between the cutters blade tips, however, in this 

investigation the energy absorption was observed ranging from 9.95 kJ to 11.46kJ. 

6.4.12.3 Specific energy absorption and effectiveness factor 

A higher specific energy observation of approximately 40% was observed for 

specimens with the T6 temper and a wall thickness of 3.175 mm compared to the 

identical specimens but a wall thickness of 1.587 mm. Incorporating the straight or 

curved deflector resulted in approximately 9% increase in SEA compared to tests using 

only the cutters. A reduction of specific energy absorption of approximately 21% was 

noticed for specimens with the T4 temper and a wall thickness of 3.175 mm compared to 

that for geometrically identical extrusion but with the T6 temper. The effectiveness 

factor observed for specimens with T6 temper and a wall thickness of 3.175 mm ranges 

from 0.408 to 0.440. The observed effectiveness factor for the extrusions with identical 

temper but a wall thickness of 1.587 mm ranges from 0.265 toO.328. A higher 

effectiveness factor of approximately 6% was observed for the specimens with a wall 

thickness of 3.175 mm and a T4 temper compared to the extrusion having similar 

geometry but with a T6 temper. A reduction in the effectiveness factor was noticed with 

the increase of spacing between the cutters. 
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6.5 Controlling the load/displacement response 

Although two experimental tests were completed for each group except groups 

starting with letter e, the load/displacement observations for both specimens within each 

group were fairly consistent. For this reason and for greater clarity, only a representative 

specimen from each group was selected for illustration and discussion purposes. The 

load/displacement profiles of both tests within group a-T4 are presented in Appendix A 

to demonstrate repeatability of the tests. 

6.5.1 Cutting test results for the specimens in groups a-T6 through d-T6 

The observed force/displacement profiles for the representative specimens in 

groups a-T6 through d-T6 are presented in Figure 6.67. Photographs of the cutting 

process for specimen a-T6-l are illustrated in Figure 6.68 which corresponds to the 

annotated letters in Figure 6.69. Note that Figure 6.68(e) illustrates the extrusion after 

the test was completed. Photographs of the cutting deformation illustrate that the cutter 

penetrated through the sidewall of the specimens and developed highly localized plastic 

deformation in the vicinity of the cutting blades. Cutting chips were observed to be 

formed. No crack propagation was observed in any tests. As the cutting progressed, 

petalled sidewalls bent slightly outwards most likely due to the interaction between the 

cutter blade shoulder and the tube sidewalls. With the variation in the tube wall thickness, 

no significant difference in the degree of bending was observed. The cutting process was 

observed to be stable and consistent for all specimens in groups a-T6 through d-T6. 

After approximately 10 mm of cutting, an almost constant force was observed 

during the deformation with a minimal degree of hardening for specimens in group a-T6. 

Consistent with the transition from the reduced wall thickness to the original nominal 

tube thickness at displacement of 42 mm an increase in the cutting force to a value of 

approximately 42 kN was observed. A reduction in the cutting force occurred over the 

displacement domain from approximately 70 mm to 85 mm indicating some degree of 

influence on reduced wall thickness (after axial distance of 84 mm) on the cutting load 

prior to this value of position. This should be expected as a significant zone of plasticity 

occurs ahead of the cutter blade tip. The cutting force observed over the displacement 
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domain from approximately 85 mm to 125 mm was consistent with the cutting load 

observed from displacement ranging from 10 mm to 40 mm. Cutting loads after 

displacement of 125 mm were consistent with expected values of 42 kN which were also 

observed for the displacement ranging from 42 mm to 70 mm. This should be expected 

as a result of the consistent wall thickness in these ranges of the extrusion. 

The force/displacement responses of the specimens in group a-T6 (Figure 6.67) 

generally changed accordingly to the variations of the extrusion wall thicknesses as 

shown in Figure 4.7(a). Though no significant difference in the force/displacement 

profiles was observed for specimens within group a-T6, variations from the expected 

results can be explained as a result of the large plasticity zone ahead of the cutter blade 

tip and the influence of a geometrical stress concentration as a result of the stepped wall 

thickness. The deformation behaviour of specimens in groups b-T6 through d-T6 were 

consistent to the characteristics observed in group a-T6. Similarly to group a-T6, the 

cutting force/displacement responses of the specimens in groups b-T6 through d-T6 

(Figure 6.67) changed accordingly to the variations of the extrusion wall thicknesses and 

provided abrupt or ramped changes in the cutting load for increases in cutter 

displacement. No significant difference in the force/displacement profiles was observed 

for specimens within each group, however, minor variations at values of x corresponding 

to locations of stress concentration, due to wall thickness transitions, were found. 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.67. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profiles for representative 
specimens from Groups a-T6 through d-T6. 
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Figure 6.68. Photographs illustrating the cutting process for specimen a-T6-l. 
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Figure 6.69. The load/displacement profile for the representative specimen from 
Group a-T6-l, positions a, b, c and d correspond to photographs in Figure 6.68. 

6.5.2. Cutting test results for specimens in groups e-l-T6 through e-4-T6 

The observed force/displacement responses for the specimens in groups e-l-T6 

through e-4-T6 are presented in Figure 6.70. Only a single specimen with a specific 

value of W (indicated in Figure 4.7(e) was tested as the observed load/displacement 

profiles were in excellent agreement to expected results. The deformation process was 

consistent with previous testing. 
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After a transient cutting process corresponding to approximately 10 mm of platen 

displacement, the cutting force ramped linearly to a constant steady state cutting load of 

approximately 42 kN at displacement of 125 mm for specimens e-l-T6 through e-3-T6. 

Independent of the tapper associated with each tube all specimens illustrated a cutting 

force of 42 kN over displacement from 125 mm up to the end of the test. Actually, the 

constant cutting load was observed to occur prior to displacement of 125 mm at 

approximately displacement of 117 mm. This observation indicates that, for specimens 

in groups e-l-T6 through e-4-T6, the load/displacement response is dependent upon 

extrusion geometry at approximately 8 mm ahead of the cutter blade tip. Specimen 

e-4-T6 obtained a constant cutting load at displacement of 10 mm and greater. The 

force/displacement responses of the specimens in groups e-l-T6 through e-4-T6 were 

observed to change accordingly to the variations of the extrusion wall thicknesses. 
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Figure 6.70. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profiles for representative 
specimens from Groups e-l-T6 through e-4-T6. 
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6.5.3. Cutting test results for the specimens in groups a-T4 through d-T4 

The observed force/displacement profiles for the representative specimens in 

groups a-T4 through d-T4 are presented in Figure 6.71. With the variation in the tube 

wall thickness, no significant difference in the degree of bending was observed. The 

cutting process was observed to be stable and consistent for all specimens in groups a-T4 

through d-T4. The load/displacement profiles observed for T4 temper specimens 

followed similar profile observed T6 specimens in groups a-T6 through d-T6. However, 

the magnitude of the cutting force for the T4 temper extrusions were observed to be 

approximately 34% lower compared to identical extrusions with T6 temper. The 

force/displacement responses of the specimens in group a-T4 (Figure 6.71) generally 

changed accordingly to the variations of the extrusion wall thicknesses as shown in 

Figure 4.7(a). Similarly to group a-T4, the cutting force/displacement responses of the 

specimens in groups b-T4 through d-T4 (Figure 6.71) changed accordingly to the 

variations of the extrusion wall thicknesses and provided abrupt or ramped changes in the 

cutting load for increases in cutter displacement. 
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Figure 6.71. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profiles for representative 
specimens from Groups a-T4 through d-T4. 
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6.5.4. Cutting test results for specimens in groups e-l-T4 through e-4-T4 

Figure 6.72 illustrates the observed load/displacement responses for the 

specimens in groups e-l-T4 through e-4-T4. Only a single specimen with a specific 

value of W (indicated in Figure 4.7(e)) was tested as the observed load/displacement 

profiles were in excellent agreement to expected results. The load/displacement profiles 

observed for T4 temper specimens followed similar profile observed T6 specimens in 

groups e-l-T6 through e-4-T6. However, fluctuation in cutting force was observed 

during cutting test with T4 temper extrusions. This fluctuation of force may to due to 

'back and forth' folding of cut petalled side walls observed during experimental tests. 

The force/displacement responses of the specimens in groups e-l-T6 through e-4-T6 

were observed to change accordingly to the variations of the extrusion wall thicknesses. 

The magnitude of the cutting force for T4 temper specimens observed to be 

approximately 35.7% lower compared to identical extrusion with T6 temper. 
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Figure 6.72. Experimentally obtained load/displacement profiles for representative 
specimens from Groups e-l-T4 through e-4-T4. 
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6.5.5. Cutting test results amongst all specimens 

The load/displacement profiles of specimens with tapered and stepped wall with 

both T6 and T4 temper followed very similar profile as clearly demonstrated in 

Figure 6.73. The difference of cutting force between T6 and T4 temper specimens 

gradually increased with the increase of wall thickness. At 20 mm crosshead 

displacement, T6 temper extrusions demonstrated approximately 3.5 kN higher cutting 

force compared to T4 temper specimens, however, the difference in cutting force was 

observed to be approximately 10.5 kN at 110 mm crosshead displacement. It is evident 

from the force/displacement profiles that the cutting phenomena for T6 extrusions can be 

referred to stable or clean curling cut [24] but T4 temper specimens exhibited braided 

cutting phenomenon. 

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.73. Comparison of load/displacement profiles for representative specimens 
from Group d and Group e-1 with T6 and T4 temper conditions. 
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6.5.6. Comparison of crush performance parameters amongst all specimens 

This section compares the crush performance parameters of each group 

considered in this research. Table 6.11 summarizes the average peak and mean crushing 

forces as well as the CFE, TEA, SEA and the effectiveness factor {y/) for each specimen 

groups considered in this investigation. 

Table 6.11 Specimen grouping information and crush parameters for the specimens in 
group a through d and groups e-1 through e-4 with both temper. 

Group 

a-T6 
b-T6 
c-T6 
d-T6 

e-l-T6(W=t/4) 
e-2-T6 (W= til) 
e-3-T6(W=3t/4) 

e-4-T6(W=t) 
a-T4 
b-T4 
c-T4 
d-T4 

e-l-T4(W=t/4) 
e-2-T4(W=t/2) 

Q-3-T4(W=3t/4) 
e_4-T4 (W=t) 

Average 
Pm 

(kN) 
25.88 
15.06 
25.47 
22.61 
29.90 
33.94 
39.72 
41.60 
18.26 
10.66 
19.09 
16.67 

22.29 
27.21 
28.76 
30.29 

Average 
*max 

(kN) 
42.81 
44.74 
44.46 
43.54 

44.36 
44.18 
45.38 
44.0 
36.52 
31.06 
33.83 
34.69 

34.43 
35.27 
32.72 
32.81 

Average 
CFE 
(%) 

60.5 
33.7 
57.3 
52.0 
67.4 
76.8 
87.5 
94.4 
50.0 
34.3 
56.4 
48.2 

64.7 
77.2 
87.9 
92.3 

Average 
TEA 
(kJ) 

3.75 
2.17 
3.71 
3.29 
4.31 
4.88 
5.85 
5.90 
2.60 
1.53 
2.76 
2.44 

3.20 
3.95 
4.16 
4.36 

Average 
SEA 

(kJ/kg) 
11.40 
7.72 
11.66 
10.49 

13.36 
14.22 
16.09 
15.30 
7.91 
5.44 
8.66 
7.78 
9.93 
11.52 
11.44 
11.34 

EF 

0.081 
0.050 
0.084 
0.064 
0.124 
0.109 
0.148 
0.150 
0.081 
0.047 
0.085 
0.075 
0.121 
0.098 
0.128 
0.134 

6.5.6.1. Peak crush force and mean crush force 

Good consistency for the peak crush force was observed for all specimens in 

groups a through d with T6 temper and minor variation was noticed among specimens in 

different groups with T4 temper. The peak cutting force varied between 42.81 kN and 
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44.74 kN for T6 tempered specimens, however, the peak cutting force for T4 tempered 

specimens ranges from 31.06 kN to 36.52 kN . 

Although the load/displacement response of the extrusion was dependent upon the 

variation in wall thickness through the axial direction the mean cutting force ranged from 

15.06 kN to 25.88 kN and 10.66 kN to 19.09 kN for T6 and T4 tempered specimens 

respectively. Very minor variations in the cutting force within a group were noticed 

which most likely the result of differences in manual alignment of the cutter to the 

extrusions prior to the test. Geometrical and material differences between specimens 

could also result in load/displacement variations amongst specimens within a group. 

Again, a fair consistency for the peak crush force was observed for all specimens 

in groups e-1 through e-4 with T6 temper and minor variation was noticed within 

specimens in different groups with T4 temper. The variation of peak cutting force was 

observed between 44.0 kN to 45.38 kN and 32.72 kN to 35.27 kN for T6 and T4 

tempered specimens respectively. The maximum cutting force was consistent with the 

steady state cutting force of the specimen e-4 which had no geometrical modifications. 

The mean cutting force observed ranged from 29.90 kN to 41.60 kN and 22.29 kN to 

30.29 kN for the T6 and the T4 tempered specimens respectively. 

6.5.6.2. Total energy absorption and crush force efficiency 

The total energy absorption for specimens with the T6 and the T4 temper was 

observed to range from 2.17 kJ to 3.75 kJ and 1.53 kJ to 2.76 kJ respectively. A 

significant reduction in CFE compared to original wall thickness extrusions was observed 

for all specimens tested in this study. CFE was observed to range 33.7% to 60.5% for all 

specimens in groups a through d including both temper materials. However, higher CFE 

was observed to increase for both tempered extrusions as reduction of wall thickness 

reduced. The CFE depends upon the load/displacement response. The load/displacement 

profiles in this investigation were not ideal as focus was to control the load/displacement 

response. For the extrusion geometries considered in this research the TEA was observed 

to range from 2.05 kJ to 5.90 kJ for T6 temper extrusions. 
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7. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING AND SIMULATION METHOD 

This chapter describes the FE modeling and simulation of the experimental axial 

cutting of round aluminum alloy extrusions. Two different models were developed 

utilizing Eulerian and Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) technique to predict the 

deformation behaviour of AA6061-T6 aluminum extrusions under axial cutting mode in 

the presence of straight and curved deflectors. 

The first stage of the model development (pre-processing) involved the creation 

and discretization of the specimen, cutter blade and deflector as well as the 

implementation of boundary conditions. This was accomplished through using the 

pre-processing software package Finite Element Model Builder (FEMB). The FEMB 

was then used to output an analysis code file, to which the material models were added. 

The completed analysis file was then input to LS-DYNA, an explicit non-linear FE 

solver. The solution results were then viewed and analyzed in the post-processing 

software package LS-PREPOST. 

7.1 Eulerian FE formulation 

Lagrangian FE formulations are the most common in the majority of numerical 

simulations employing the FE method. However, in large deformation processes the 

massive mesh distortion of Lagrangian type elements will lead to significant numerical 

error. Raczy [65] investigated extensively on Lagrangian element formulation for 

orthogonal cutting and found less predictive capability of Lagrangian element 

formulation during large deformation. An alternative element selection for large 

deformation processes is Eulerian or Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian (ALE) element 

formulations. In the Eulerian element formulation the material coordinates and spatial 

coordinates of the FE mesh are disassociated and the material moves through the FE 

mesh. In the explicit time integration scheme, during every cycle (time step) of the 

simulation each Eulerian element completes a Lagrangian analysis, however, prior to the 

next cycle the spatial coordinates of the FE mesh is remapped to its original position in a 

process referred to as advection. While the FE mesh is remapped to its original position, 
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the material coordinates are not and will move through the FE mesh. Therefore, in the 

implementation used in this research, an airmesh must surround the original material 

location of the extrusion material for evaluation of the deformed material state. At the 

start of the simulation, the airmesh contains no material and its only purpose is to 

accommodate deformed material. Special care must be taken in modeling the airmesh 

large enough to account for any possible material deformation during the simulation yet 

allow a fine enough mesh geometry to appropriately predict deformation. 

Although most research involving FE analysis of axial crushing of tubular 

extrusions has been conducted using Lagrangian FE formulation, an Eulerian FE 

formulation was employed in the present study in order to simulate the cutting process 

accurately. Some disadvantages may arise by using an Eulerian FE formulation, such as 

larger CPU costs, however it is beneficial especially in dealing with the large plastic 

deformation processes and numerical instabilities associated with severe mesh distortion. 

The extrusions, cutter and deflector were modelled with accordance to the experimental 

set-up. A summary of the input files compiled for cutting process in presence of curved 

deflector is enclosed in Appendix B. The most pertinent parts of the input files are 

contained in the text within following sub-sections and other details can be found in LS-

DYNA Keyword User's Manual [66]. 

7.1.1 Model geometry and discretization 

FEMB was used to generate the mesh for the AA6061-T6 aluminum extrusions 

with circular geometry, the airmesh, the straight deflector, the curved deflector and the 

cutter blade. Due to the symmetry observed in the experimental quasi-static cutting 

process of these specimens, only one quarter of the tubular specimen, one quarter of the 

deflector and one corresponding cutter blade were considered in these models. Moreover, 

only approximately 100 mm length of the tubular specimen was considered during 

modeling to minimize computational cost as it was observed during experimental tests 

that a steady-state cutting process was achieved after a cutter displacement of 

approximately 60 mm. The geometry of the cutter and the deflectors were identical to the 

nominal geometry of the cutter apparatus. 
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The discretization of the tubular extrusion, airmesh, the deflectors, and the cutter 

is shown in Figure 7.1 with the straight deflector. A single point quadrature Eulerian 

element was selected for extrusion and airmesh. As shown in Figure 7.1, the mesh 

density of the tube in the vicinity of the region of contact between the cutter and 

extrusion was finer than all other regions. Higher discretization was completed to ensure 

an accurate approximation of the stress distribution and deformation near the contact 

region. Chip formation of the extrusion material was observed in all experimental tests 

with an approximate thickness of 1 mm. In an attempt to appropriately predict the 

deformation behaviour and chip formation, the Eulerian mesh of the extrusion and 

airmesh were discretized with a smallest dimension of 0.27 mm employing an aspect 

ratio of 1.5 in the region of contact between the extrusion and cutter. Twelve Eulerian 

elements through the thickness of the tube near the contact region were utilized. 

Transition elements were introduced between the finer mesh and coarser mesh in three 

directions. The airmesh was modeled with an 8 mm radial offset from the inner and outer 

surfaces of sidewall of the tube in the contact region. In all other regions a 2.2 mm radial 

offset from the inner and outer surfaces of the tube sidewalls was employed. The airmesh 

in the axial direction was offset 1.3 mm from the top surface of the tube. The dimensions 

of the airmesh were estimated based upon the extent of extrusion deformation observed 

in the experimental tests. 

Figure 7.1. Discretization of the AA6061-T6 specimen, the tube airmesh, the cutter blade 
and the straight deflector. 
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A constant stress (single point integration) Lagrangian element formulation was 

used to model the cutter blade and the deflectors (either curved or straight) as shown in 

Figure 7.1. The mesh geometry used for these elements was identical to the extrusion and 

airmesh in the vicinity of contact. The thickness of the cutter varied linearly from the 

cutter shoulder to the cutter tip. The widths of the cutter shoulder and cutter tip were 

6.0 mm and 1.0 mm respectively. The length of the cutter, in the tapered region, was 7.0 

mm and the entire length of the cutter was 12.8 mm. This geometry for these entities was 

identical to the experimental apparatus. 

7.1.2 Modeling contact 

Contact between the Eulerian extrusion and airmesh and the Lagrangian FE cutter 

blade was completed through Eulerian/Lagrangian coupling by employing a single 

'CONSTRAINED J^GRANGE_IN_SOLID' contact definition available within 

LS-DYNA. A penalty type contact formulation was employed in the normal direction 

through a 3x3x3 point grid representing virtual nodes located at the Gauss points of the 

extrusion/airmesh. Relative motion at the interfaces was modeled using a coefficient of 

friction specified as 0.3. Within this contact algorithm only a single constant value of the 

coefficient of friction may be defined. 

7.1.3 Application of boundary conditions 

The axial cutting process of the tubular specimens was modeled by prescribing a 

constant velocity of 7 m/s in the axial direction of the tube (the negative Z-direction in 

Figure 7.1). Jones [13] noted that crushing speeds on the order of 10 m/s or less can be 

considered quasi-static. This facilitates the comparison of the FE results to the 

experimental quasi-static cutting test results. Furthermore, an analysis of the kinetic and 

internal (strain) energies during the axial cutting simulations illustrated that the kinetic 

energy was, on average, approximately 0.04% of the internal energy through the 

simulation. This observation indicates that the numerical simulations are quasi-static in 

nature and comparisons between the experimental and numerical testing methods are 

appropriate. 
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At the lower end of the extrusion, full boundary constraints were applied to all 

nodes. Also, in order to ensure that the symmetry conditions were met, nodes lying in the 

symmetry planes at the boundaries of the quarter-structure model were constrained to 

move only within the symmetry planes as illustrated in Figure 7.1. 

7.1.4 Material models 

An elastic-plastic-hydrodynamic material model (referred to as 

*MAT_ELASTIC_PLASTIC_HYDRO within LS-DYNA) was selected for the extrusion 

and airmesh. Although the airmesh is initially void of material, through the course of the 

simulation, the extrusion material may pass into the airmesh and hence this material 

definition was applied to the airmesh. This material model allows for appropriate 

modeling of an elastic-plastic hydrodynamic material and requires for input the density, 

shear modulus, yield strength and a piecewise linear approximation to the true stress/true 

effective plastic strain behaviour of the material. The experimental tensile testing 

conducted on extrusion stock material provided the majority of data for input into this 

material definition. 

This material model requires an equation of state to describe the bulk 

characteristics of the material. A linear polynomial equation of state, which requires 

coefficients to describe the pressure/volume relationship as a high order polynomial, was 

utilized. All terms except for the linear coefficient were specified as zero. The linear 

term was specified as the elastic bulk modulus of the AA6061-T6 alloy. A rigid material 

definition was applied to the cutter blade and deflector as no apparent deformation of the 

4140 steel alloy was observed in the cutter during the experimental testing. 

7.1.5 Simulation procedure 

The simulations of the axial cutting of round extrusions in presence of the 

straight/curved deflector were completed utilizing LS-DYNA version 970 release 6763 

on a personal computer with dual 2.0 GHz AMD Opteron processors and 4 GB of 

dynamic random access memory. The time duration to complete a simulation utilizing an 

Eulerian element formation for the FE model was approximately 160 hours. 
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7.2. Smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) mesh free approach 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics is a mesh-free Lagrangian numerical 

technique, which is a possible alternative to numerical techniques currently used to 

analyze large deformation events. The technique has some special advantages over the 

traditional grid-based numerical methods, the most significant one among which is the 

adaptive nature of the SPH method. This adaptability of SPH is achieved at the very early 

stage of the field variable approximation that is performed at each time step based on a 

current local set of arbitrarily distributed particles. Because of this adaptive nature of the 

SPH approximation, the formulation of SPH is not affected by the arbitrariness of the 

particle distribution. Therefore, it can naturally handle problems with extremely large 

deformation. 

7.2.1 Model geometry and discretization 

Discretization of the cutter and deflector were identical to the models of these 

entities used in the Eulerian simulation studies. Element formulations selected for these 

entities was identical to previous simulations. 

Discretization of the extrusion was completed by utilizing 13 SPH particles 

through the thickness of the extrusion side wall. This resulted in an approximate distance 

of 0.26 mm between particles in the radial direction. A similar distance between particles 

was also considered in the transverse direction. In the axial direction of the extrusion, 

particle separation distance was approximately 0.42 mm. These spacing dimensions are 

consistent with what was utilized in the discretization of the extrusion and airmesh in the 

Eulerian studies. In total 435487 SPH particles were utilized to discretize the extrusion. 

In addition, the default particle approximation theory within LS-DYNA was implemented 

for all SPH particles. 

The default value for the smoothing length of the SPH particles was utilized in 

simulations employing the particle formulation. In addition, values for the minimum and 

maximum scale factors for the smoothing length were specified as 0.2 and 2.0. Finally, 

the initial number of neighbours per particle was altered to 300 from the default value of 
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150.As an example Figure 7.2 illustrates the FE model incorporating the SPH particle 

formulation for the extrusion with a curved deflector and cutter blade. 

Figure 7.2. Discretization of the AA6061-T6 specimen, the tube airmesh, the cutter blade 
and the curved deflector. 

7.2.2 Modeling contact 

A penalty based contact algorithm (*CONTACT_NODES_TO_SURFACE) was 

used to numerically model the interaction between the extrusion and both the cutter and 

deflector. Values for the static and dynamic coefficients of friction were specified as 0.20 

and 0.15 respectively. Furthermore, a soft constraint contact formulation was 

implemented. 

7.2.3 Application of boundary conditions 

Boundary conditions, applied to the SPH particles of the extrusion, were 

consistent with the boundary conditions imposed in previous simulations incorporating 

Eulerian element formulations. 
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7.2.4 Material models 

The identical material model and equation of state, previously detailed in the 

numerical simulations employing the Eulerian formulation for the extrusion and airmesh, 

were prescribed for the extrusion SPH particles. 

7.2.5 Simulation procedure 

The amount of time necessary to complete simulation of the SPH extrusion 

cutting process was approximately 112 hours. The simulation procedure was otherwise 

identical to the approach taken in the Eulerian FE modeling process. 
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8. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the FE simulations of the experimental cutting test of AA6061-T6 

round aluminum alloy extrusions in presence of the cutter and the straight or curved 

deflector are presented and discussed in this chapter. The results of FE simulation in the 

form of load/displacement profiles employing both Eulerian and SPH formulations in 

presence of the straight and the curved deflectors are discussed in sections 8.1 and 8.2 

respectively. These profiles are overlaid with the experimental load/displacement 

response in order to illustrate the predictive capabilities of the FE models. In addition, 

deformed geometry plots are shown for selected simulations along with pictures taken 

during the experimental quasi-static cutting tests in order to illustrate the ability of the FE 

models to predict the cutting mode of the extrusion. In section 8.3, the numerically 

predicted total energy absorption and CFE of each FE formulation in presence of the 

straight and curved deflectors are compared with experimental results. Section 8.4 

compares the numerically found the peak and the mean cutting forces with corresponding 

experimentally obtained the peak cutting force and the mean cutting force. A table 

summarizing results of all the crush parameters from the FE simulation and the 

experimental tests is also presented in section 8.4. 

8.1 FE Simulation results and discussion in presence of the straight deflector 

The load/displacement profile from FE simulation utilizing Eulerian and SPH 

formulations along with the experimental findings in presence of the straight deflector 

are presented in Figure 8.1. The load/displacement profiles illustrated in Figure 8.1 

indicated that the Eulerian FE model predicted the steady state cutting process well. 

However, under-predictions of the peak load occurring during initial sidewall contact 

with the deflector and over-prediction of loads during the second transient cutting 

process by approximately 33% (averaged over the displacement range of 35 mm to 

60 mm) were observed. The steady-state cutting/deflecting forces from the Eulerian 

FE (after approximately 65 mm) were within 5% of the experimental observations. 
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The presence of the crack formations in the SPH FE model significantly 

reduced the loads necessary to permit cutter penetration into the extrusion. The 

extrusion provided less resistance to penetrate the cutter as indicated in Figure 8.1. 

The 'tensile instability' [56, 57] associated with SPH technique may be a possible reason. 

The SPH analysis formulation results became suspect when there was significant bending 

and membrane stretching occurred. 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 8.1. The load/displacement behaviour from experimental testing and numerical 
simulation of axial cutting in presence of the straight deflector. 

Images in Figure 8.2 illustrate the cutting behaviour and approximate cutter 

penetration through the aluminum extrusions during experimental tests and numerical 

simulations with the presence of a straight deflector. Photographs of the deformation 

process utilizing the straight deflector in Figure 8.2 illustrated that the cutter penetrated 

through the sidewall of the specimens and developed highly localized plastic deformation 

in the vicinity of the cutting blades where cutting chips were formed. No crack 

propagation was observed during the experimental cutting process. Similar findings were 

observed for the numerical simulations employing an Eulerian element formulation, 
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however random crack propagation was observed for the SPH numerical model of the 

extrusion. As the cutting process proceeded, the petalled sidewalls contacted the 

deflector and flared outward and formed a continuous region of contact with the 

deflector. Circumferential stretching of the tube was observed to occur after cutting but 

prior to contact with the deflector. After contact between the deflector and petalled 

sidewalls commenced a combination of circumferential stretching and large bending was 

observed to occur within the petalled sidewall. 

(a) Experimental 

<5= 1.7 cm 8 = 3 cm 

(b) Numerical using Eulerian Model 

8 = 1.7 cm 8 = 3 cm 

(c) Numerical using SPH model n 
8 = 1.7 cm 8 - 3 cm 

8 = 1 cm 

If V 
8 = 7 cm 

8 = 7 cm 

Figure 8.2. Experimental (a) and numerical (b and c) axial cutting of the AA6061-T6 
extrusions under cutting deformation mode in presence of the straight deflector. 

8.2 FE Simulation results and discussion in presence of curved deflector 

Figure 8.3 illustrates the observed load/displacement responses from experimental 

and numerical testing utilizing a curved deflector. The Load/displacement profiles in 

Figure 8.3 illustrate that the Eulerian FE model predicted both the steady state and 
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transient cutting processes well. However, an over-estimation to the cutting/deflecting 

force in the displacement range of approximately 30 mm to 70 mm was observed. FE 

simulations of the SPH extrusion also illustrated similar findings to the load/displacement 

under-predictions previously noted for the straight deflector. 

70 

60 

Numerical (SPH) 
Numerical (Eulerian) 
Experimental 

20 30 40 50 60 

Displacement (mm) 
80 

Figure 8.3. The load/displacement behaviour from experimental testing and numerical 
simulation of the axial cutting in presence of the curved deflector. 

Figure 8.4 illustrates the cutting behaviour and approximate cutter penetration 

through the aluminum extrusions during experimental tests and numerical simulations in 

presence of a curved deflector. As observed in previous simulations, crack propagation 

was observed in the simulation utilizing the SPH element formulation for the extrusion. 
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(a) Experimental 

8 = .5 cm 8 = 3 cm 

(b) Numerical using Eulerian Model 

8 =.5 cm 8 = 3 cm 

(c) Numerical using SPH model 

8 = .3 cm 8 = 3 cm 

8 = 6 cm 
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..t..; BUI ; i :.±..; WBBm. 8 = 6 cm 
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8 = 6 cm 

Figure 8.4. Experimental (a) and numerical (b and c) axial cutting of AA6061-T6 
extrusions under cutting deformation mode in presence of the curved deflector. 

8.3 Total energy absorption and crush force efficiency 

Figure 8.5 and 8.6 illustrate generally linear energy absorption versus 

displacement relationships after approximately 40 mm and 50 mm of cutter displacement 

in presence of straight and curved deflector respectively. These findings are expected as 

a result of the almost constant cutting force after this cutter displacement. The Eulerian 

FE simulation over predicted TEA approximately 14% and 8% higher compared to 

experimental findings in presence of straight and curved deflector respectively. However, 

FE simulations results employing SPH technique failed to predict TEA within acceptable 

range. 
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Figure 8.5. Energy absorbed versus displacement behaviour from experimental testing 
and numerical simulation of axial cutting with the presence of the straight deflector. 
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Figure 8.6. Energy absorbed versus displacement behaviour from experimental testing 
and numerical simulation of axial cutting with the presence of the curved deflector. 
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8.4 Mean cutting force and peak cutting force 

The FE simulation employing Eulerian technique in presence of straight deflector 

under predicted the peak cutting force by approximately 14% but over predicted the mean 

cutting force by approximately 11.7%. However, Eulerian technique over predicted both 

peak and mean cutting forces by approximately 2% and 10% respectively in presence of 

curved deflector. The SPH formulation significantly under predicted both the peak and 

mean cutting forces in both cases as material showed less resistance during penetration of 

cutter due to tensile instability associated with SPH formulations. 

Table 8.1 Cutting characteristics for the AA6061-T6 extrusions summarized from 
experimental testing and numerical simulations in the presence straight and curved 
deflector. 

Experimental test with straight deflector 

Experimental test with curved deflector 

Simulation with straight deflector (Euler) 

Simulation with curved deflector (Euler) 

Simulation with straight deflector (SPH) 

Simulation with curved deflector (SPH) 

Pm(kN) 

37.16 

39.94 

41.74 

43.71 

27.03 

27.78 

Pmaxim 

52.48 

49.93 

53.85 

55.51 

33.26 

35.82 

CFE 

0.71 

0.82 

0.78 

0.79 

0.81 

0.78 

TEA (kJ) 

5.18 

5.79 

3.34 

3.50 

2.16 

2.22 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

A significant amount of information regarding the energy absorption capabilities 

and deformation modes of circular aluminum alloy structural members under axial 

compressive loading condition have achieved through the experimental tests amd 

numerical simulations conducted in this research. The relationship between the extrusion 

geometry and material properties of AA6061-T4 and -T6 tubes under cutting deformation 

mode provides in depth knowledge on improving crush performance and achieving 

desired force/displacement response utilizing specially designed cutters, deflectors and 

spacers. Based upon the observations and through analysis of the experimental and 

numerical data, the following conclusions can be made. 

9.1 Conclusions for quasi-static axial crushing tests 

1. The CFE for AA6061-T6 specimens considered in this research ranged from 

8.3% to 70% as a result of the global bending and progressive folding 

deformation modes. For specimens with a T4 temper the CFE ranged from 16% 

to 74% with lower values a result of global bending and higher values due to the 

progressive folding deformation behaviour. 

2. The average TEA for the AA6061-T6 extrusions, with a wall thickness of 

3.175 mm, which experienced the progressive folding and global bending 

deformation modes was approximately 13.71 kJ and 4.05 kJ respectively. The 

specimens with the same temper but a reduced wall thickness of 1.587 mm 

illustrated TEA of approximately 3.70 kJ and 0.79 kJ for progressive folding and 

global bending deformations respectively. The extrusions with a T4 temper and 

wall thickness of 3.175 mm, which experienced the progressive folding and 

global bending deformation modes, exhibited TEA of 9.46 kJ and 3.37 kJ 

respectively. Identical extrusions with wall thickness of 1.587 mm illustrated 

TEA of approximately 3.25 kJ and 0.71 kJ for progressive folding and global 

bending deformations respectively. 

3. The specimens with T6 temper and 3.175 mm wall thickness experienced 

approximately 40% higher mean crushing force compared to similar extrusions 
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with T4 temper for progressive folding deformation mode. However, this 

difference was reduced to approximately 18.5% for extrusions with reduced wall 

thickness of 1.587 mm. Similar observations were also found for the peak 

crushing force. 

4. All the specimens with T6 temper and wall thickness of 1.587 mm illustrated 

significant local plasticity during the formation of folds which resulted in 

material failure and the generation of a large number of fragmented pieces of the 

extrusion. However, no material failure was observed for similar specimens with 

T4 temper. 

9.2 Conclusions for cutting deformation mode utilizing single cutter 

1. The cutting deformation mode initiated by the use of the cutter appeared to be 

stable, repeatable and controllable. Specimens with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm 

and both temper conditions as well as extrusions with a wall thickness of 

1.587 mm and T6 temper condition illustrated a stable or clean curling cut 

deformation mode with a constant load during cutting after crosshead 

displacement of about 20 mm. Specimens with a T4 temper and wall thickness of 

1.587 mm illustrated a braided cut deformation pattern. The cutting load 

remained constant until approximately 50 mm crosshead displacement. 

Significant fluctuations in the cutting force were observed after this crosshead 

displacement. 

2. The slight variation in cutter blade tip width thickness among cutter sides A, B, C 

and D had a minor but notable influence on the load/displacement responses for 

all cutting deformation observed in this research. The extrusions with T4 temper 

utilizing cutter side C, which had blade tip width of 1.17 mm, experienced 

approximately 14.5% and 9% higher cutting force compared to cutting force 

exhibited using cutter side with blade tip width of 1.00 mm for wall thickness of 

3.175 mm and 1.587 mm respectively. Similar findings were also observed for 

extrusions with T6 temper but with relatively lower range of approximately 2.2% 

and 6.4% for extrusions with 3.175 mm and 1.587 mm wall thicknesses 

respectively. 
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3. No significant dependency on extrusion length for the load/displacement 

behaviour of the AA6061-T4 and -T6 specimens was found during the cutting 

process. 

4. The average CFE for the AA6061-T4 extrusions, with a wall thickness of 

3.175 mm, which experienced the cutting deformation mode was approximately 

92%. Specimens with the same temper but a reduced wall thickness of 1.587 mm 

illustrated a CFE of 86%. The extrusions with a T6 temper exhibited CFE of 

94.5% and 89% for wall thickness of 3.175 mm and 1.587 mm respectively. The 

average energy absorption for the extrusions with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm 

which experienced the cutting mode of deformation was 4.2 kJ and 6.1 kJ for T4 

and T6 temper respectively. For specimens which also experienced cutting 

deformation with a reduced wall thickness of 1.587 mm in T4 and T6 temper 

conditions, the average total energy absorption was found to be 2.1 kJ and 2.7 kJ 

respectively. 

5. A consistent force/displacement responses were observed incorporating 

deflectors with straight and curved profile along with cutter. The 

load/displacement relationship was observed to be almost constant after a 

crosshead displacement of approximately 60 mm for the cutting deformation in 

presence of the straight deflector and a crosshead displacement of approximately 

70 mm for the cutting deformation incorporating the curved deflector. 

6. The average CFE for extrusions with 3.175 mm wall thickness, which 

experienced the cutting deformation mode in presence of the straight deflector, 

was approximately 68% and 81.6% with T6 and T4 temper respectively. 

Specimens with a reduced wall thickness of 1.587 mm and with T6 and T4 

temper utilizing similar deflector exhibited CFE of approximately 78.6% and 

83.9% respectively. The average CFE for the AA6061-T6 extrusions, with a wall 

thickness of 3.175 mm in presence of the curved deflector was approximately 

81%. The extrusions with similar wall thickness but with T4 temper showed 

average CFE of approximately 84%. However, the specimens with 1.587 mm 

and both temper illustrated similar CFE of 85.6%. 
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7. The average total energy absorption for the extrusions with a wall thickness of 

3.175 mm in presence of straight deflector was 5.21 kJ and 3.38 kJ for T4 and T6 

temper respectively. For the specimens, which also utilized the straight deflector 

with a reduced wall thickness of 1.587 mm in T4 and T6 temper conditions, the 

average total energy absorption was found to be 2.63 kJ and 1.85 kJ respectively. 

The specimens with wall thickness of 3.175 mm, which experienced cutting 

deformation mode in presence of the curved deflector, exhibited approximately 

6% and 13% higher TEA compared to the straight deflector for T6 and T4 temper 

respectively. 

8. The AA6061-T6 extrusions, with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm, experienced 

approximately 17.5% higher peak cutting force in presence of straight deflector 

compared to that with no deflector. However, the peak cutting force for identical 

specimens in presence of curved deflector illustrated only 2.4 % increase over the 

cutting force without use of deflector. Consistent peak cutting force with or 

without presence of straight or curved deflector was observed for specimens with 

T4 temper. 

9. For the extrusions which experienced the cutting deformation mode, four 

energy-dissipating mechanisms were observed, namely, a near blade tip cutting 

deformation mechanism, a circumferential membrane stretching, a far field 

petalled sidewall outward bending and friction. The bending mechanism was 

most probably formed due to the eccentric pushing forces generated from the 

contact of cutter blades and the split petalled sidewall, which was not significant 

compared with the vertical cutting mechanism. 

9.3 Conclusions for dual stage cutting 

1. The dual stage cutting is the superposition of two single stage cutting processes. 

A constant force/displacement response for AA6061-T6 extrusions with 

3.175 mm wall thickness was observed after 30 mm crosshead displacement 

using no deflector and after approximately 80 mm in presence of straight or 

curved deflector. However, fluctuation in cutting force after extrusions passed 

through second stage cutter, with or without presence of deflectors, was noticed 
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for identical extrusions but reduced wall thickness of 1.587 mm. The specimens 

with T4 temper and 1.587 mm wall thickness switched deformation mode from 

cutting to progressive folding as strength of the material reduced. 

2. The average CFE for AA6061-T6 extrusions with 3.175 mm wall thickness 

ranged from 83.7% to 88.03% with different combinations of cutter sides. The 

CFE for identical extrusions but with T4 temper was ranged from 63.5% to 83%. 

The lower value of CFE associated with T4 temper extrusions was due to 

switching deformation mode from cutting to global bending during second stage 

cutting process. Specimens with a reduced wall thickness of 1.587 mm and with 

T6 temper illustrated CFE ranged from 78% to 83%. 

3. Incorporating deflectors with cutters increased stability of the dual stage cutting 

process. The extrusions with T6 temper and wall thickness of 3.175 mm predicted 

mean cutting force 4.4% higher in presence of straight deflector and 3.6% higher 

in presence of curved deflector compared to the mean cutting force using no 

deflector. However, a consistent mean and peak cutting forces were observed 

with identical extrusions but reduced wall thickness of 1.587 mm. 

4. A minor influence of cutter side combination was observed during first stage 

cutting process for extrusions with 3.175 mm wall thickness, however, this 

influence was not noticed during cutting process of specimens with reduced wall 

thickness of 1.587 mm. The cutter side combination CA (1.17 mm and 1.01 mm) 

demonstrated approximately 8% higher cutting force compared to other two 

cutter side combinations during the first stage of cutting process. 

5. The addition of spacers in between the two cutters resulted in a greater degree of 

separation between the first portions of the steady state response from the first cut 

to the initiation of the second stage cutting process. There is a limitation on 

length of spacing can be used in between two cutters. The experimental 

observations illustrated a maximum 20 mm spacing between two cutters can be 

utilized. As spacing between the cutters increased the stability of the cutting 

progress degraded due to contact between the cut petalled sidewalls (resulting 

from the first cutting process) and regions of the second cutter away from the 

blade tip. 
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9.4 Conclusions for controlling load/displacement response 

1. The cutting deformation mode, initiated within the extrusions by use of the cutter, 

appeared to be stable, repeatable and controllable. These findings indicate that 

the deformation appeared to exhibit characteristics of a stable (or clean curling) 

cutting mode. 

2. The TEA observed in this experimental investigation ranged from 2.05 kJ to 

5.90 kJ for T6 temper extrusions and 1.53kJ to 4.36 kJ for extrusions with T4 

temper. The variation in TEA was strongly dependent upon the variation of wall 

thickness of the extrusion. 

3. The profiles of the load/displacement curve exhibited a good correlation to the 

variations of wall thickness through the axial direction of the extrusion. 

9.5 Conclusions for FE modeling 

1. A good correlation was observed between the results of FE simulations utilizing 

Eulerian FE formulation and the results of quasi-static cutting tests prior to side 

wall contact with either straight or curved deflector. The Eulerian FE 

formulation under predicted the experimental peak cutting force in presence of 

straight deflector, however, over predicted the cutting load approximately 12% 

from 30 mm to 70 mm cross-head displacement. 

2. SPH FE formulation failed to predict experimental result in both instances. A 

significant reduction in material resistance during penetration of cutter through 

the extrusions may be attributed towards tensile instability associated with SPH 

formulation. 

9.6 Future work 

Future work in this area may include the experimental axial cutting tests under 

impact loading conditions as well as quasi-static and impact testing on oblique 

loading. Furthermore, numerical simulations of cutting process under both 

quasi-static and impact loading may be helpful in this research. 
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Figure A.l. The force/displacement responses for AA6061-T4 circular specimens with a 
wall thickness of 3.175 mm in Group 4. 
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Figure A.2. The force/displacement profiles for AA6061-T6 round specimens with a 
wall thickness of 1.587 mm in Group 5. 
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Figure A.3. The experimental load/displacement curves for AA6061-T4 round 
specimens with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm in Group c-1. 
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Figure A.4. The experimental load/displacement curves for AA6061-T6 round 
specimens with a wall thickness of 3.175 mm in Group c-5. 
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Figure A. 5. The load/displacement profiles for AA6061-T6 extrusions with a wall 
thickness of 3.175 mm in the presence of straight deflector in Group d-1. 
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Figure A.6. The load/displacement profiles for AA6061-T6 extrusions with a wall 
thickness of 3.175 mm in the presence of curved deflector in Group d-5. 
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Figure A.7. The load/displacement responses for AA6061-T4 extrusions with a wall 
thickness of 3.175 mm in the presence of straight deflector in Group d-9. 
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Figure A. 8. The load/displacement responses for AA6061-T4 extrusions with a wall 
thickness of 3.175 mm in the presence of curved deflector in Group d-13. 
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Figure A. 9. The load/displacement profiles for AA6061-T6 extrusions with a wall 
thickness of 1.587 mm in the presence of straight deflector in Group d-17. 
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Figure A. 10. The load/displacement profiles for AA6061-T6 extrusions with a wall 
thickness of 1.587 mm in the presence of curved deflector in Group d-21. 
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Figure A.l 1. The load/displacement curves for AA6061-T4 extrusions with a wall 
thickness of 1.587 mm in the presence of straight deflector in Group d-25. 
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Figure A. 12. The load/displacement curves for AA6061-T4 extrusions with a wall 
thickness of 1.587 mm in the presence of curved deflector in Group d-29. 
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Figure A. 13. The force/displacement profiles of AA6061-T6 round extrusions with a 
wall thickness of 3.175 mm under dual stage cutting from Group m-1. 
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Figure A. 14. The force/displacement profiles of AA6061-T6 round extrusions with a 
wall thickness of 3.175 mm under dual stage cutting from Group m-4. 
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Figure A. 15. The force/displacement profiles of AA6061-T6 round extrusions with a 
wall thickness of 3.175 mm under dual-stage cutting from Group m-7. 
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Figure A. 16. The force/displacement profiles of AA6061-T4 round extrusions with a 
wall thickness of 3.175 mm under dual stage cutting from Group m-11. 
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Figure A. 17. The force/displacement responses of AA6061-T6 round specimens with a 
wall thickness of 1.587 mm under dual stage cutting from Group m-13. 
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Figure A. 18. The force/displacement profiles of AA6061-T6 round specimens with a 
wall thickness of 1.587 mm under dual stage cutting from Group m-16. 
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Figure A. 19. The force/displacement profiles of AA6061-T6 round specimens with a 
wall thickness of 1.587 mm under dual stage cutting from Group m-19. 
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Figure A.20. The force/displacement profiles of AA6061-T4 round specimens with a 
wall thickness of 1.587 mm under dual stage cutting from Group m-23. 
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Figure A.21. The force/displacement profiles of the AA6061-T6 round specimens under 
the dual stage cutting using a 10 mm spacing between cutters in Group s-2. 
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Figure A.22. The force/displacement profiles of the AA6061-T6 round specimens using 
a 10 mm spacing between cutters in presence of the straight deflector in Group s-5. 
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Figure A.23. The force/displacement profiles of the AA6061-T4 round specimens with 
stepped wall in Group a-T4. 
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B.l Partial Input for Cutting of AA6061-T6 Round Extrusions in Presence of 
Straight or Curved Deflector Utilizing Eulerian FE Formulation 
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B.2 Partial Input for Cutting of AA6061-T6 Round Extrusions in Presence of 
Straight or Curved Deflector Utilizing SPH FE Formulation 

Material models used for extrusion, cutter, deflector in SPH FE formulation were 
identical to that utilized in Eulerian FE formulation 
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